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Ab tract 
The nited Arab Emirate ( U  E )  is con idered a outhful country here national 
outh prefer to work in the alread saturated government sector and avoid the private 
ector. In recent times, growing levels of young unemployed people have been 
ob erved. Thi stud in e tigates UAE national youth intention to become 
entrepreneur b e amining the factor that affect entrepreneurial career choice. This 
quantitati e re earch employs the theoretical model of Ajzen ' s ( 1 99 1 ) Theory of 
Planned Beha ior (TPB) .  The most recent version of the standardized measure of 
""Entrepreneurial  Intention Questionnaire (E IQ)" has been used in the UAE context for 
the fir t t ime. UAE national senior Busines and Engineering undergraduate students 
in ide and outside the country were sampled. The survey methodology yielded 544 
u abl re pon es. Analysis using tructural Equation Model ing ( SEM)  confirmed the 
appl icabi l ity of TPB in the AE context. The study results show that attitude and 
perceived beha ioral control posit ively and directly affect entrepreneurship intention. 
ubjective nOlTI1S also indirectly affect the entrepreneurship intention through their 
direct effect on atti tude and perceived behavioral control . The results suggest that more 
young UAE males than females have the intent ion to start a new business. I n  addition. 
entrepreneurship i ntention appears to be higher among UAE national youth who are 
studying outside the country. The relatively smal l sample of UAE students in other 
countries (44 cases) may affect the general izabi l ity of some research results. 
Moreover, the effect of risk on young people ' s  entrepreneurship i ntention could not be 
tested due to measurement i ssues. Other l imitations are described in detai l  in  the 
discussion and conclusion chapter. This study fi l l s  the l iterature gap regarding the 
UAE found by this research.  Second, it tests and val idates the most recent version of 
the E IQ  measure for the first t ime in the present context and compares its results with 
other pre iously val idated measurement approaches, thus enhanc ing the 
methodological r igor and advanc ing the knowledge of ways to measure 
entrepreneurship i ntent ion and its antecedents. Moreover, this study tries to compare 
the entrepreneurship intention of the UAE national youth students both inside and 
outside the country. To our best knowledge, this is a novel approach in conducting thi s  
kind of research. 
viii 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Entrepreneur h ip i important for achie ing economic development. growth 
and di er i fication and most importantl job creat ion thorough self -employment. 
(Gal lant, Maj umdar, & Varadarajan, 20 1 0; Romer. 1 994; Van Gelderen et a l . .  2008) .  
Ithough its definit ion arie an10ng researchers, this study adopts the general 
definition of thi concept, nan1e ly "sta11 i ng one ' s  own business" and thus becoming 
elf -employed ( Engle et aI . ,  20 1 0: Van Gelderen et aI . ,  2008) .  Some researchers claim 
that entrepreneurship and elf -employment should not be used synonymously since 
elf -employment requires the individual to work for her/himself instead of working for 
others. However. Kolvereid & I saken (2006) argue that this approach in defining self ­
employment i s  a "  impl ification" i n  i gnoring the possibi l ity of combining the two work 
alternatives together. They c la im that there are much evidence that many business 
o\ \>l ers start their businesses part-time whi le sti l l  working for others ( Kolvereid & 
Isaksen. 2006, p. 870) .  Accordingly, they point to the importance of considering part­
time business owners as self -employed and thus entrepreneurs ( Kolvereid & Isaksen, 
2006) .  In this study. entrepreneurs/entrepreneurship is used to capture the same 
meaning of self-employment. 
In  an employment environment dominated by discussion on public and private 
sector jobs, entrepreneurship may develop as a "third stream career option avai lable 
for UAE national youth ( Ryan, Tipu, & Zeffane, 20 1 1 ,  p. 1 54) .  The estimated 
unemployment percentage among UAE national youth is nearly 25 percent, which is 
considered one of the highest percentages in the world ( Horne, Huang, & A wad, 20 1 1 ; 
okari, Horne, H uang, & Awad. 20 1 3 ) .  
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E nat ional youth prefer " ork ing in  the already aturated government ector, 
a\ oiding th high-pre ure V\ orking en i ronments of the private sector (Al-Waqfi & 
For tenlechner 20 1 4 ; a l ih .  20 1 0) .  Moreover, private sector emplo ers prefer to pay 
lower wage to for igner with higher ski l l s  (AI-Waqfi & ForstenJ echner, 20 1 4 ) .  s 
a re ult many government and " Emiratizat ion" init iat ives have achieved only modest 
outcome in addre ing unemployment Ie els among UAE national youth (AI-Waqfi 
& For tenleclmer, 20 1 4: Harry, 2007; Ryan et aI . ,  20 1 1 ;  Salih, 20 1 0) .  It is argued that 
the " Emiratization" pol icy focuses on improving national ski l ls, educat ion and 
quali fications "  h i le  neglecting the need to influence and reshape attitudes, bel iefs and 
opinions regarding work in the private sector ( " Reshaping Attitudes, Beliefs. and 
Opinion : The Ke to Emiratization in the Private ector I Al Qasimi .. " n .d . ) .  
The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM ) (20 1 1 )  reports that al though a 
\ "ery high proportion ( 5 ]  .9%) of UAE youth perceive opportunities for entrepreneurial 
activity. few take the necessary steps to seize these opportunities. Moreover. only a 
lo\', proportion of youth are i nvolved in  early-stage entrepreneurial activities. I n  
addit ion. research suggests that the i ntention to  start new businesses in  the UAE in the 
future is considered 10 • at only 2% (Home, Huang. & Awad, 20 1 1 ) .  The reasons for 
this low rate can be c lassified as (a )  the economic cost of fai lure, which indicates the 
loss that would be i ncurred by business fai lure i n  tenns of monetary. financial and 
other tangible resources; (b)  the socia l  cost of fai lure, which is related to loss of 
reputation, shame to one ' s  fami ly  and embarrassment; and (c)  the personal cost of 
fai lure. which indicates how individua l  business fai lure affects motivation levels, 
perceived personal abi l i ties, capab i l ities, ski l ls and inte l l igence. Furthennore, a fear of 
fai lure may result  from the inadequacy of the UAE legislative framework and 
entrepreneurship  ecosystem . 
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The E government recently launch d init iati e to prepare the country for 
the po t-oil era, to di er if it economy from reliance on natural resources and hence 
to uppoli entrepren ur h ip act ivit ies in the countr ("Th post-oil era in U E." n .d . ) .  
Moreover. the AE govemment launched the "Ab her" init iative in  20 1 3 . with goals 
of enhancing national part ic ipation in  the workforce and expanding the career options 
avai lable. in the hope of bui lding competit ive ad antage for the national economy and 
achie\ i ng the country ' s  agenda 202 1 .  This national agenda stresses the need to develop 
and enhance entrepren urship attitudes. activities and aspirations. In spite of its 
importance. research on youth i ntention or "would be" entrepreneurs in the UAE 
context is i nsufficient remains lacking ( Ryan. Tipu, & Zaffane. 20 1 1 ) . Moreover, 
enhancing entrepreneurship needs a twofold pol icy that focuses not only on the current 
situation. but also on the future prospects of entrepreneurship (Tuder & Selcuk, 2009) .  
Accordingly. this pre ent study focuses on entrepreneurial i ntention in  the UAE thus 
fi l l i ng a gap i n  the l iterature. by exploring the factors that may affect the choice of 
entrepreneurship as a career option chiefly among the university students who 
represent future entrepreneurs. ( Turker & Selcuk, 2009; Gal lant et al . ,  20 1 O� 
Henderson & Robertson. 2000; Matlay et aI . , 20 1 2; N ishimura & Morales, 20 1 1 ) . 
This chapter starts by spec ifying the research problem, then discusses the 
nature of the study before presenting the research objecti es, questions and 
contributions. This chapter ends with an overview of the dissertation ' s  overal l  
structure. 
1.2 Research P roblem 
As a youthful population the group of working age group in  the UAE is 
growing and is expected to grow in  the future ("Federal Competitiveness and Statistics 
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uth rit) - Home," n.d . .  "Th Demographic Profi le of the Arab Countrie : ' 20 ] 5 . 
There i great need to think about alternative career option for UAE national youth. 
e pecial l \\ ith their  tendency to avoid working in the private sector and preference 
for working in a lready 0 er taffed go ernment departments (AI-Waqfi & 
For tenlechner. 2.0 1 4� a l ih .  20 1 0) .  Unemployment among youth in the UAE stands 
a a major obstacle to the country' s  development and puts extra pressure on its 
govenmlent to create more job . The percentage of unemployed UAE nat ional youth 
between the age of 1 5  and 24 is nearly 25 per cent which is considered one of the 
highe t percentage in th orId ( Horne, Huang, & Awad, 20 1 1 ;  Sokari, Home. 
Huang. & Awad. 2 0 1 3 ) .  There are also estimates that the unemployment rate is at least 
1 8  percent among youth aged bet\ een 20 and 34 (Khal ifa Fund, 20 1 4) .  On the other 
hand. "Emiratizat ion" ini t iati es have achieved only modest outcomes in addressing 
unemployment levels anlOng UAE national youth especial ly  in the private sector (AI­
Waqfi & Forstenlechner, 20 1 4� Harry 2007; Ryan et al . ,  20 1 1 ;  Sal ih. 20 1 0) .  
Accordingl . entrepreneurship i s  suggested in  thi s  study as an alternative career option 
for national youth. However, to promote this career choice it is  important to stimulate 
posit ive attitudes i n  them to entrepreneurship, and persuade university students in 
particular to accept entrepreneurship as a career option (Ghazal i ,  I brahim. & ZainoL 
20 1 2) .  Accord ingly, a "paradigm hift" among graduates to make entrepreneurship 
their career choice is  needed (Ghaza l i  et al . .  20 1 2, p. 85 ) .  Such a shift could be 
faci l i tated by i nvestigat ing university students ' intention to be entrepreneurs and 
exploring the factors that affect it ( Ghazal i  et a l . .  20 1 2) .  
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1 .3 a ture of the tudy 
To predict the intention of the E ' s  national outh to be entrepreneur and 
e. plore the factor that impact on entrepreneur hip a a career option, thi study uses 
the intention model of jzen ( 1 99 1 ) in his Theory of Planned Beha ior (TPB) .  This 
model \ as chosen from everal intentional models because it has been validated, 
upported and ad anced b many other researchers espec ial ly in under tanding. 
e. plain ing and predicting students '  entrepreneurship intention (Almobai reek & 
Manolo\'a. 20 1 2 ; Autio, Klofsten, Parker, & Hay, 200 1 ; Engle et a l . ,  20 1 0; Kautonen. 
Gelderen, & F ink, 20 1 5 ; L ifian & Chen, 2009a: Nishimura & Morales, 20 1  L Van 
Gelderen et al . ,  2008) .  This theory has three main constructs : att itude, perceived 
b havioral control and subject ive norm, which are suggested to directly affect 
behavioral i ntentions (Ajzen, 1 99 1 ) . It is argued that the more favorable the attitude. 
the ubjective norm and the greater the perceived behavioral control toward the 
behavior, the stronger wi l l  be the i ntention to perforn1 that behavior (Ajzen, 1 99 1 ;  
Autio et al .. 200 1 :  Matla et aI . ,  20 1 2; N ishimma & Tristan, 20 1 1 ) . In  this study. other 
control led variab les are also considered, so as to reflect the UAE's unique context. 
In this study, UAE youth entrepreneurship intention was examined based on 
particular subgroup of national undergraduate students. Indeed, the study investigates 
the entrepreneurship i ntentions of the UAE national youth undergraduate students. 
both i nside and beyond the Emirates. The focus is on senior students of both genders 
who have already selected business or engineering majors and completed suff ic ient 
courses in this regard and are c lose to graduating into the job market. This comprises 
mainly 3 rd and 4th year majors. It is suggested that senior students have a higher 
tendency to consider entrepreneurship because they have more knowledge and higher 
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practi al exposure to thi field (Ahmed et aL 20 1 0) .  Moreover. it is sugg ted that 
bu ine tudent are enrol led in many bu in s programs and this orients their 
career choice toward bu ine s-related field ( Pratheeba, 20 1 4a) .  dditional ly, the 
technical training and pI' grams provided to engineering students increase their  
potential to lart high growth entures and thu become entrepreneurs ( ouitaris, 
Zerbinat i ,  & I-Laham, 2007). 
In order to operat ional ize the study ariables, this quantitative study developed 
it urvey questiolU1aire on the basis of he latest ersion of the previously validated 
and tandardized measunng tool known as the "Entrepreneurial intention 
Que tionnaire ( E IQ )", de eloped by L ifian and Chen ( 2009) .  Moreover, additional 
mea urements were considered to measure the UAE's  unique variables. 
l A  tudy Obj ectives and  Quest ions 
With the above i n  mind, this study intends is to investigate UAE national youth 
intentions to tart their  own entrepreneurial ventures by examining the factors that 
affect the choice of entrepreneurship as a career option. The most important aim is to 
provide UAE pol icy makers with practical impl ications to enhance UAE national 
youth entrepreneuria l  i ntention and promote entrepreneurship as preferable career 
choice. This was based on TPB and targeted UAE nationals who were studying 
business and engineering, both local ly  and abroad. Accordingly, the main objectives 
of this study are to : 
1 .  I nvestigate the intention an10ng the UAE national youth to start new 
entrepreneuria l  ventures by examining the factors that impact on 
undergraduate students' choice of entrepreneurship as a career through 
applying the "Theory of Planned Behavior" (TPB)  framework. By using this 
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framework. the tud alm to help fi l l  the research gap in  the general area of 
entrepreneur hip and entrepreneurial intention ( E I )  in  a Middle Ea tern 
conte ,t ( peci fical l , the UAB). 
2.  Test th robu tne and val idity ofTPB to explore E1 in  the UAE context. thus 
adding to and comparing the existing knowledge and l i terature on the topic .  
Examine the robu tness and val idity of the Entrepreneurial Intention 
Questionnaire ( E I Q) .  in the UAE context and thus respond to the research 
cal l  to test and further val idate this measurement i nstrwnent in future shldies. 
4. C larify the d ifferences and s imi larities among the factors affecting the 
entrepreneurship intentions of undergraduate students special izing in  business 
and engineering majors inside and outside the country. 
5 .  Explore the role  that the university can play i n  fostering entreprenemial 
intention among students. 
6. Provide UAE pol icy makers with impl ications for the enhancement of 
entreprenemial i ntention among the UAE national youth and promoting 
entrepreneurship as a career choice. 
Hence, to achieve the above objectives, the fol lowing research questions are 
addressed:  
1 .  Based on the Theory of  Planned Behavior (TBP) and other considered 
variables, what are the main factors that affect UAE national youth intentions 
to start their  own businesses in  the UAE and be entrepreneur? 
2 .  Are there any d ifferences i n  entreprenemial intentions and their antecedents 
between UAE nat ional youth students who are studying local ly and those 
studying abroad? 
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3 .  Ba d on the answer to the previou q u  tion . what recommendation can 
be made to the government and pol icy maker of the UAE to promote and 
enhance the choice of entrepreneurship a a career option? 
Ba ed on the l i terature review and stud developed model ,  a total of twel e 
principal hypo the e are developed for test ing. Those hypotheses are deri ed from 
jzen's ( 1 99 1 )  original model ,  which test the effects of attitude. sUbjective norm and 
perceived behavioral control on the UAE national youth entrepreneurial intention . 
oreover. hypotheses to te t the effects of subjecti e norm on both youth atti tude and 
percei ed beha ioral control were proposed. I n  addition, other hypo the es are 
sugge t d to te t the effects of some contro l led variables on entrepreneurial intention 
and ba ed on the UAE's unique context. 
1 .5 Study Contribut ion 
Despite i ts importance for the Middle East. previous research which used TPB 
to predict entrepreneurial intention has been conducted mostly  in  a "Western" context 
(Moriano. Gorgievski ,  Laguna. Stephan, & Zarafshani ,  20 1 1 ) . Thus, research on youth 
i ntention or their  "would be" entrepreneurship is less common and remains somewhat 
deficient in the M iddle East i n  general and in UAE in particular (Ryan et a1 . .  20 1 1 ;  
aleh & Salhieh, 20 1 4 ) .  I n  addition, according to Tuker and Senem (2009) ,  enhancing 
entrepreneurship needs a " tw% Iel" pol icy that focuses not only on the current 
situation. but a lso on the future prospect of this way of working (Turker & Selcuk, 
2009) .  This can be achieved through examin ing the entrepreneurship intention among 
university students. a group that represents future entrepreneurs (Turker & Selcuk, 
2009; Gal l ant et aI . ,  20 1 0; Henderson & Robertson, 2000; Mat lay et a1 . .  20 1 2; 
ishimura & Morales, 20 1 1 ) . Actua l ly, future studies are encouraged to target would-
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be or na cent entr pren ur , to fi l l  the m thodological gap and hortage in  E I  
re carch ( L inan & Fa  ol le, 20 1 5 ) .  Providing upporti e sy terns in turn wi l l  help to 
promote entr preneur h ip among UAE nationl youth - who represent a high 
proportion of population in  the U E context - and thus increase the entrepreneurial 
acti\ it) in th country before the potentia l  entrepreneurs get in  olved with other 
re pon ib i l it ies and obl igations ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4 ) .  I t  is suggested that factors uch 
a government support, lack of funds, laws, infrastructure issues and other 
in t itutional factor could represent key barriers for actual entrepreneurs (Chu, 
Benzing, & McGee, 2007: Kiggundu, 2002 ; Sandhu, Sidique, & Riaz, 20 1 1 ) . 
However, psychological factor can also affect potential entrepreneurs (Sandhu et aI . ,  
20 1 1 :  Taormina & Lao,  2007) .  Accordingly,  the focus of th is  study i s  on measuring 
the effects of informal i nsti tut ional factors ( such as behavioral n01111s )  based on TPB, 
thu focusing on the micro leve l ,  rather than the macro level formal i nstitutional factors 
( uch as laws. regulation , and pol ic ies) (Adam & Fayol le, 20 1 5 ' North, 1 990) .  This 
would do something to fi l l  the gap in the l iterature on this area ( L ilian & Fayol le, 20 1 5 ; 
Wennberg, Pathak, & Autio 20 1 3 ) .  
The most recent ver  ion  of the "Entrepreneurial I ntention Questionnaire 
(E IQ )" as a standardized measure i s  used i n  the UAE context for the first t ime.  To our 
knowledge, this is the first t ime such research has been conducted with such a research 
sample and framework in the UAE context. Other implications and contributions of 
this study are discussed in the discussion and conc lusion chapter. 
1 .6 Structu re of the  Dissertation 
This d issertation is structured in  fi e chapters as fol lows: 
• 
• 
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Chapter 1 - I n trod uct ion:  repre ent till Clm'ent chapter. It  di cu e 
th re earch problem, the nature of the study 's  research objectives. i t  
que tions and contributions. 
Chapter 2 - L itera t u re Rev iew : summarizes the findings of pre IOUS 
studies in this field and di cu ses the importance of entrepreneurship 
act ivi ty a a career option ( se lf-employment) in general and in  the UAE 
context in  spec ific .  Moreover. this chapter di scusses and pre ents 
informat ion related to intention definition and importance of 
entrepreneur hip, its models, antecedents, and the prevIOus 
measurement approache developed to measure its d ifferent 
antecedents. 
• Chapter 3- M et hodology :  discusses the research methodology in 
tem1s of research paradigm, method and data col lection tools  and 
teclmique . 
• Chapter -t- Re u l t  and  Analysis :  reports in  detai ls  the statistical 
procedures fol lowed to analyze the data col lected for this study. 
• Chapter 5- D iscuss ion and  Conclusion :  discusses and interprets the 
findings of the study results and analyses. It starts by revisit ing the 
study objectives and questions and then discusses the app l icabi l ity of 
the study model and measurement approach in the UAE context. The 
study hypothesis and analysis results are then interpreted before 
presenting the study l imi tations. Final ly, the study conclusion is 
d iscussed. highl ighting the theoretical and practical implications of the 
study and identifying areas for future research. 
1 1  
C h a pter  2 :  Litera t u re Rev iew 
This chapter main ly ummarizes the previou studies conducted in  th is  field. 
Revievv ing related cholarly journals the author discu ses the importance of 
entrepreneur hip act ivit  ( se lf-emplo ment) as a career option in  general and in the 
U E context i n  peci fic .  ome definition of entrepreneurship are also discussed and 
th one adopted in thi stud i presented. Moreover. this chapter discusses and 
pre ents information related to the defmit ion of the intention and importance of 
entrepreneur hip.  it models, antecedents, and some previous measurement 
approaches adopted to mea ure its various antecedents. I n  addition, the author present 
the AE entrepreneurship ecosystem and discu s the best model and measurement 
approach adopted to tudy and understand entrepreneurship intention in the UAE 
context .  Final ly ,  the research hypotheses are presented, which are proposed on the 
ba i of the l iterature reviewed.  
2. 1 I mportance and  Defin it ion of E ntrepreneursh ip  
Entrepreneurship is  an i ssue of signi ficant research importance due to its 
recognized and essentia l  role in  achieving economic development, growth and 
diversification, technological advancement, competit iveness and most importantly job 
creation thorough self-employment (Gallant et a l . .  20 1 0; Romer, 1 994; Van Gelderen 
et a i . ,  2008) .  Moreover, it is considered a means of moving away from traditional 
resources and a government-based economy to a more dynamic and sustainable 
economy bui l t  on creativ i ty and i nnovation ( Krueger JR, Rei l ly, & Carsrud. 2000) .  
The concept of entrepreneurship i s  defined differently by different researchers, 
reflecting the variety of approaches used to study it ( Kargwel l ,  20 1 2 ; Sikal ieh & 
Kobia, 2 0 1 0; Van Gelderen et al . ,  2008) .  For example; Richard Canti l lon, a pioneer in  
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thi field. defmes the ntrepreneur a "a per on who pay a certain price for a product 
(0 re. 'ell it at a certain price, thereby making decision about obtaining and lIsing the 
re s'ources 1-i'hile con eqllently admilling the ri ·k of enterpri e" ( Kl1al i fa Fund, 20 1 4, 
p. 1 3 ;  Hebert & Link, 1 989) .  ccordingly, taking risks may distinguish the 
entrepreneur from others. l ternati el chum peter ( 1 965) In defining 
entrepreneur h ip mpha ize the importanc of "creative destruction" for capturing 
oppoctunitie and replac ing old products with new ones ( Hebert & L ink, 1 989. p. 44).  
Thi definition empha izes the creative ski l l  of the entrepreneur. Some researchers 
combine the e elements and define the concept through risk taking and i IIDovation 
(Eroglu & Pi9ak, 20 1 1 ) . everal researchers define entrepreneurship genera l ly  as 
. . tarting one ' own bll i ne " and being "self-employed' ( Krueger & Carsrud. 1 993 ; 
L i .  2007; Van Gelderen et aL 2008. p .  1 ) . In  accordance with its purpose and scope, 
the pre ent study appl ies the above definition of entrepreneurship, which is stalt ing 
one' OV.TI business and being sel f-employed. 
Other researchers c la im that entrepreneurship and sel f-employment are not 
synonymous, for self-employment requires the individual to work for herlh imself  
instead of working for others. However, Kolvereid & Isaken (2006) argue that this 
approach in defining self-employment is  a "simpl ification" and ignores the choice of 
combing the two work a l ternatives together. They point to much evidence indicating 
that l arge proportions of business owners start their businesses on a part-time basis 
whi le sti l l  working for others ( Kolvereid & I saksen 2006, p. 870) .  Accordingly, they 
recommend considering part-t ime business owners as sel f-employed and thus 
entrepreneurs ( Lars Kolvereid & I saksen 2006) .  Furthermore. Kolvereid (20 1 6) 
suggests that the i ntention to start a business means the same as the intention to become 
sel f-employed; the researchers can ask respondents about either of these in measuring 
entrepren urial intention ( Kol  ereid, 20 1 6 ) .  In  thi 
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tudy , 
entrepren ur /entrepreneur hip 
employ ment. 
u ed to capture the same meamng of e lf-
2.2 I m portance of E n t repreneur h i p  in  the UAE Context 
In the E ,  entr pren urship i s  exp cted to play a great role in  overcoming 
the ob tacIes to UAE national youth employment, meeting the country ' s  national 
agenda 202 1 for bui lding a competiti e knowledge economy ("Competi tive 
Knowledge Economy: AE Vision 202 1 ." n .d . ;  Ghazal i  et  aL 20 1 2 ) and support ing 
the U E ' s  recent trategic orientation to the post-oi l  era ("The post-oi l  era in  UAE:' 
n .d . ) .  This study focu e on the role  of entrepreneurship in  helping to sunnounting the 
obstacle  to employment for UAE national youth, through which the government also 
\vould be able to meet its agenda and post-oi l  era strategies. 
According to the Federal Competitiveness and Statistics Authority, the UAE' s  
total population i n  the midyear estimates for 20 1 0  reached 8.264.070. of  whom UAE 
nationals represent only 1 1  per cent, while non-nationals represent nearly 89 per cent 
( '"Federal Competit iveness and Statistics Authority - Home," n.d. ) .  As is  the case in  
the Arab world and GCC countries. the UAE i s  l abel led as  youthful country ( having a 
predominant ly  young populat ion) ("GEM Global Entrepreneurship Morutor," n .d . ;  
Marchon & Toledo, 20 1 4 ; Shah, 20 1 2) where the working-age group of 1 5 -64 year 
olds is considered to outnumber a l l  other age groups ("Federal Competi t iveness and 
tatistics Authority - Home: n .d . ) .  According to the ESCWA report entitled "The 
Demographic Profile  of the Arab Countries" (2009) .  the percentage of this age group 
in the UAE has been i ncreasing since 1 990 and is expected to reach 80. 1 per cent by 
2025 ( " The Demographic Profile of the Arab Countries," 20 1 5 ) .  According to the 
red ral ompetit i\  ene and tati t ic 
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uthorit) , among UAE national youth the 
perc ntage of tho e in th 1 5 -24 ) ear age-group ha increased since 1 975 and was 
e timated to reach 26 per cent of a l l  age groups of nationals (or 43 per cent of the 
\vork ing-age group ( 1 5 -64 ) )  in 20 1 0  (" Federal Competit iveness and tatistics 
uthority - Home." n .d . ) . 
The i ncrea 111 l Z  of these groups is an important asset contributing to the 
country ' development; howe er. it is also a major obstacle  especial ly in the jobs 
market a it adds to the pres ure to create jobs. With an increasing number of UAE 
national outh graduates seeking posts in  the publ i c  sector and a oiding the perceived 
high pre ure of the work in  pri ate firms.  a serious issue of unemployment among 
E national youth has emerged ( Al -Waqfi & Forstenlechner, 20 1 4 ; Salih, 20 1 0 ) .  
According to  the UAE Labor Force Survey 2009, the percentage of  unemployment 
among univer ity graduates is around 1 1  per cent. Moreover, the unemployed 
percentage among UAE nationals between the ages of 1 5  and 24 is nearly 25 per cent, 
which is considered one of the h ighest percentages in the world ( Home, Huang. & 
Awad, 20 1 1 ;  Sokari. Home, Huang, & Awad, 20 1 3 ) . Unemployment is also estimated 
to be 1 8  per cent among youth aged between 20 and 34 ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4 ) .  
To surmount tll i s  obstac le, the U A E  government has adopted many initiatives 
In support of the "Emiratizat ion" pol icy, which aims to enhance UAE national 
participation in the whole l abor market ( more speci fica l ly  in  the private sector) through 
estab l i sh ing labor laws and other notable  in i tiat ives, yet which has borne l i tt le fruit 
(Al-Waqfi & Forstenlechner, 20 1 4; Harry, 2007; Ryan et a! . ,  20 1 1 ;  Salih, 20 1 0; Sherif. 
20 1 3 ). I t  i s  argued that the Emiratization pol icy focused on improving national ski l ls, 
education and qual i fications whi le neglecting the chance to infl uence and reshape 
national atti tudes, bel iefs and opinions regarding work i n  the private sector 
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CEmiratization Pri ate ector I I Qa imi," n.d . )  common theme in  re earch i that 
the pri \ ate ector' perceived 10 er v ages. longer working hours, fewer hol ida s. 
\'v ork. pre ure and job in ecurity may act as major barriers for nationals looking for 
work ( Farre lL  2008: 1- I i ,  2008; R an, 20 1 6; a l ih ,  20 1 0) .  Moreover, pri ate sector 
employer prefer 10\ er waged, higher ski l led e patriate workers ("Emiratization I 
Private ector I Al Qas imi ," n .d . ;  Marchon & Toledo. 20 1 4) 
ccording to the UAE Labor Force Survey 2009, the UAE publ ic sector 
( federal govel1Ul1ent, local government and joint )  had UAE national s in nearly 9 1  per 
cent of its posts . whereas the private sector had 7 .4 per cent of its posts occupied by 
nationals and only 0 .5  per cent being sel f-employed nationals ("Federal 
Competi t ivene s and tat ist ics Authority - Home:' n .d . ) .  
The '"Absher" init iat ive was launched in 20 1 3  with the purpose of supporting 
"Emirati zation" and thu enhancing UAE national s '  part icipation in the labor market. 
It seeks to support the emplo ment of nationals in accordance with the UAE' s  Vision 
202 l .  The ini t iat ive aims to diversify the career options avai lable for UAE nationals 
and thus help to bui ld competi ti ve advantage for a national economy ( " Absher 
In it iat ive l .Ai." n.d . ) .  
According to the U AE national agenda for 202 1 ,  the government wants to 
double the current share of  UAE nationals in the workforce across a l l  sectors in the 
next four years: moreover, it seeks to enhance the contribution of Small and Medium­
sized Enterprises (SME)  to non-o i l  GDP to 70%. Furthermore, i t  is  trying to put the 
UAE among the top 1 0  countries in the Global Entrepreneurship and Development 
Index (GEDI ) .  The index measure 3 sub-indices, namely the entrepreneurial atti tude 
( the general di sposition of a country ' s  population toward entrepreneurs, 
entrepreneurship and business start-ups), entrepreneurial act ivity ( the startup activity 
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In the medium-or-high-technology ector in it iated by educated entrepreneur In 
n e to bu ine opportuniti in a somewhat competitive environment) and 
entreprenem hip a p irat ion (the de ire of the early stage entrepreneur to introduce new 
product and er ice , develop new production processes, penetrate foreign markets, 
ub tantial l)  i ncrea e the number of firm employees and finance the business with 
ei ther forn1al or informal ventme capital or both) .  Achieving this in  tum wi l l  help to 
achieve one of  the U E '  agenda priorities for 202 L which is to bui ld a competit ive 
k11 wledge economy ( " Competitive Knowledge Economy I UAE Vision 202 1 ," n.d . )  
ccordingly .  entrepreneurship may emerge as  a " third stream" career option 
avai lable to UAE nationals beside careers in the government and pri ate sectors. 
Hence. greater attention and effort should go to thi option in order to help address the 
emplo ment i ssue on the one hand, and part icipate in achieving the national agenda 
priori t ies. on the other ( Ghazal i  et aL 20 1 2 ; Ryan et a l . .  20 1  L p. 1 54 ) .  Despite its 
importance, research on youth i ntention or their  "would be" entrepreneurship is  les 
common and remains somewhat deficient in  the M iddle East in  general and in UAE in 
particular ( Ryan et a l . .  20 1 1 :  aleh & Salhieh, 20 1 4 ) .  Indeed, previous research, which 
used TPB to predict entrepreneurial intention, has been conducted mostly in  a 
" Western" context ( Moriano, Gorgievsk i ,  Laguna, Stephan, & Zarafshani ,  20 1 1 ) . In  
addition, according to Tuker and Senem (2009) ,  enhanc ing entrepreneurship needs a 
"twofold' pol icy that foc uses not only on the current situation, but also on the future 
prospect of this way of working ( Turker & Se1cuk, 2009) .  In pursuing this course, it i s  
important to  foster a posit ive att itude among youth, especia l ly university graduates, to 
the changes in the job market and thus encourage the acceptance of entrepreneurship 
as a career option (Ghazal i et a l . ,  20 1 2) .  Accordingly a "paradigm shift" is  needed 
among graduates to adopt entrepreneurship as a job (Ghazali et a l . ,  20 1 2, p. 85 ) ;  this 
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could be d ne through in\'e t igat ing uni er i ty students ' intention to be entrepreneur 
and e. ploring the factor that affect thi intention (Ghazal i  et aL 20 1 2 ) .  
2.3 Entrepreneu r  h ip  I n tent ion Defin i t ion and I m portance 
Entrepreneur hip is intentional ly  planned behavior, and any planned behavior 
better predicted by ob er ing its intention (Turker & elcuk, 2009' Krueger, 1r et 
a l . .  �OOO; Van Gelderen et a l . ,  2008) .  According to the Global Entrepreneurship 
Moni tor (GEM) ,  intent ion is considered an ear ly stage of the entrepreneurial process 
the way which help to indicate the future entrepreneurship activity as a whole ("GEM 
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor," n .d . ) .  Entrepreneurial intention is defined as the 
" intention of selfing up one ' busine in the future" and it i nvolves a process of prior 
planning and thinking ( SchlaegeJ & Koenig, 20 1 4 ; Van Gelderen et aL 2008 p. 5 ) .  
Recently, a h igh tendenc has been observed to study entrepreneurship 
behavior in terms of moti ation and cognitive approaches. Viewing entrepreneurship 
as  based on mental processes ( thoughts) and interactions with the external environment 
al lows researchers to better understand this behavior (Garda, Gonzalez, & Garcia, 
20 1 1 ;  Krueger. Jr, 2003 ;  McStay, 2008 ' S ikdar & Vel ,  20 1 1 ) . It is  argued that the 
extent to which we try to i nvestigate and understand the reasons behind entrepreneurial 
i ntentions may i mprove our understanding of the way in which entrepreneurs are 
developed and emerge ( E ngle et a l . .  20 1 0) .  
Some researchers argue that " intention" studies may have l imitations related to 
doubts about the actual rea l ization of the intended behavior and ambiguity regarding 
the time i t  may take to convert the in tended behavior to specific action. Thus, they cal l 
for more research that l inks i ntention with behavior by deploying " implementation 
intention theory" and/or other means ( Turker & Selcuk,  2009; Fayol le & Lifian, 20 1 4 ; 
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Kautonen et a l . , 20 1 5 :  i h imura & orale , 20 1 1 ) . Hov,ever, the pre ent study. gi en 
it c nt xt and c pe, wi l l  adopt the intention-ba ed mode l .  There are many rea on 
behind thi choice. The Middle Ea t in general and the UAE in specific have attracted 
ign i fi anti l i tt le entrepreneurship i ntention research (Almobaireek & Manolo a, 
20 1 2 : R) an et a I . ,  20 1 1 ) . al though it should be considered a fundan1ental research need 
a a precur or to more intention-b ha ior related research (Autio et aI . ,  200 1 ) . 
I n  addit ion. many researchers suggest that the information gained from 
entrepreneurship intent ion studies i rel iable .  Many scholars, moreover, sti l l  consider 
entrepreneurial i ntention an essential antecedent of entrepreneurial action (Autio et aL 
200 1 : Krueger, Jr et aI . ,  2000: Lee, Wong, Der Foo, & Leung. 20 1 1 ) . I n  investigating 
cau al ity, i t  i suggested, the indi idual should be studied before the entrepreneurial 
event ( Autio et aL 200 1 ;  Bae et a ! . ,  20 1 4 ; Turker & Selcuk 2009) .  I ntentional 
behavior helps to explain why some i nd ividuals may dec ide later to start new ventures 
even if the opportunity to do 0 has not yet been recognized ( Krueger JR et aI . ,  2000) .  
foreover, it i s  argued that entrepreneurship intention represents the " likelihood of 
�'enture creation a indi1'idual [tend] to stick to their intention when it comes to actual 
behavior" ( Aj zen, 2005 ;  Heuer & Kolvereid. 20 1 4, p. 508 ) .  Thus, i nvestigating the 
intention could help educators and pol icy makers to know which factors affect the 
intention and accord ingly adopt i nterventions which would al ign it with their agendas 
and priorit ies ( Krueger J R  et aL 2000) .  
I ntention i s  considered a significant, val id,  and unbiased predictor of career 
choice and i ntention-based models can provide a deep and more practical i nsight into 
any planned behavior, as indicated by several metal-analyt ic studies (A lmobaireek & 
Manolova, 2 0 1 2 ;  Franke & Llithje ,  2004 ; Krueger, 11' et aL 2000; Van Gelderen et a l . ,  
2008) .  Moreover Kautonen, Gelderen, & Fink,  (20 1 3 ) were able to show that sel f-
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rcported int ntion i a val id and good i nd icator (or predictor) of actual behavior. Their 
re earch found that 80 p r cent of those \: ho engaged in real acti ities aimed at tart ing 
a bu ine , had rep rted a pre ious posit iv intention to do so (Kautonen et a l . ,  20 1 5) .  
2..4 E ntrepreneu r h ip  Eco y tern in  the UAE 
2A. l E n t repreneu r h ip  Eco y tern Definit ion and E lement 
The entrepreneur hip ecosy tern plays a key role i n  encouraging or inhibi t ing 
entrepreneur h ip as a career choice and hence in  fostering or l imit ing the 
entrepreneurship activit ies in any economy (Sokari , Van Home, Huang, & Awad, 
20 1 3 ) .  H igher number of entrepreneurs in a country indicate a healthy ecosystem and 
supporti e entrepreneur h ip en i ronment ( uresh & Rarnraj ,  20 1 2 ; Zahra & 
ambi an, 20 1 2) .  The entrepreneurship ecosystem is considered a new concept among 
academics and pol i cy  makers; it is defined as fol lows ( Mason & Brown, 20 1 4, p. 5 ) :  
" A  set of interconnected entrepreneurial actor (both potential and exi ting) , 
entrepreneurial organi:::alions (e.g. firms, venture capitalists, busine s angels, banks), 
inslitulions (univerSities, public sector agencies, financial bodie ) and entrepreneurial 
processes (e.g. the bu iness birth rate, numbers of high grml'th firms, levels of 
'blockbuster entrepreneur hip ', number of serial entrepreneurs, degree of ell-out 
menta[;ty in firms and leI els of entrepreneurial ambition) which formally and 
informally coalesce to connect, mediate and govern the performance in the local 
entrepreneurial environment" .  
Sokari . Van Home, H uang, & Awad, ( 20 1 3 ) used an  almost s imi lar but shorter 
defi nit ion of the entrepreneurship ecosystem in  their report "Entrepreneurship; An 
Emirati Perspect ive " .  I n  th is, the entrepreneurship ecosystem is defined by three main 
elements, namely individuals, organizations and inst itutions, which may encourage or 
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di courage the ch ic of being an entr preneur, or affects the probabi l ity of ucces 
after ta11 ing a bu ine ( okari , Van Horne, Huang, & Awad, 20 1 3 , p. 1 09 ) .  
Ba ed  on  I enb rg' model of an entrepreneurship eco ystem, a supportive 
entrepreneurship eco stem hould consist of i ke elements : a "conducive culture, 
enabling policies and leader hip. availability of appropriate finance. quality human 
capital. venture-friendly market for products. Clnd a range of in titutional Clnd 
h?fi'a tructllral upporl " ( Sokari , Van Horne, Huang, & Awad. 20 1 3 , p. 1 09;  Isenberg, 
20 1 1  ) .  
According to the I nternational Labor Organization's Framework for Youth 
Entrepreneurship  trategy. three levels  of  support can be used to map and c lassify the 
progran1s and ini t iat ives that identi fy the entrepreneurship ecosystem. These three 
levels  and the e lements in each are i l l ustrated in F igure ( 3 )  ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4) :  
Tbr Enabling Lrgal & Rrgulatory 
EnYironml'nt : 
• PoUcy and progra m coordination 
• Conduclin Rrgulatory 
environment 
t rl'ngthl'ning B usine�s upport 
l'nices: 
• ... 'ernork A!> ociation 
• ::\lenton & Ad\ i!>ors 
• Acce�s to finance 
• Incubators 
• Pl'ofl'ssional upport rnice 
St imulation of Enn'rpreneur hip 
Culture: 
• Education 
• Bosinrss Plan 
• Family 
• �ledia 
• Roll' �lodels 
F igure 1 :  Key Elements of a Youth Entrepreneurship Strategy 
ource:  Kha l ifa Fund, 20 1 4, p. 66, taken from the I nternational Labor Organization 
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w ean ee, the e three I e  els, Micro, Meso and Macro, compri e the six 
mam ment ugge t d b Isenberg. I t  i worth noting that Isenberg 's  model 
repre ent onl)  one of nin wel l -known approaches and frameworks for identifying an 
entrepren ur h ip eco tem . ome of these frameworks were developed for 
int mational use. thu al lowing for cross-country comparisons; some can be u ed only 
I cal ly, whil other - l ike I enberg's model - al low u e at national and sub national 
level ("Entrepreneuria l Ecos stem Diagnost ic Toolkit:' 20 1 4 · S. Kargwel l ,  20 1 2 ) .  
2A.2 UAE E n t repreneu rsh ip  Ecosy tern Elements and Gaps 
In the UAE, there are many ini t iatives and programs establ ished to support and 
promote outh entrepreneurship, \ hich reflect the UAE entrepreneurship ecosystem. 
Tho e in i t iatives are offered by approximately 40 entities, which can be categorized 
into four main areas: government, private. education-related entities and entities for 
peci fic sectorsltargeted segments. The government sector entities include the 
fol lowing examples ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4) :  
• SME development  entit ies, which have the right to offer programs and 
introduce pol ic ies to promote entrepreneurship and contribute to SME 
development, such as the Khal i fa Fund for Enterprise Development, and 
Dubai ' s  SME and Ruwad ' s establ i shment bodies. 
• 
• 
M in istries a n d  government  entities related to the education sector at 
federal and emirate level s, such as Ministry of Education (both publ ic and 
h igher education affairs )  and Abu Dhabi Counc i l .  
Other  govern ment/pu bl ic sector ent ities, which inc lude entities that 
in i tiate specific programs in coll aboration with other entities as paI1 of 
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their  corporate ocia l  re pon ib i l ity. One uch example i "Mubadala". 
which provide upport to Zayed Uni ersity ' entrepreneurship init iati e . 
The econd category, "education ent itie ". represents govenm1ent universi ties 
( uch a Zay d niver ity. the H igher Col leges of Technology and UAE University). 
and private univer it ie ( uch a the American University of Dubai, American 
niv rsit of harj ah, ni er it of harjah, Al Ghuriar University and Ajman 
niver ity of Science and Technology. and others) .  Examples of the initiatives taken 
by the universit ie to support outh entrepreneurship include " introducing courses in 
entrepreneurship" .  "formulat ing entrepreneursh ip c lubs", "establishing incubation 
centers" and "promoting and support ing the execution of government-led init iatives in 
their  respective univer i ty" ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4, p. 65 ). 
The third category, the private sector, inc ludes profit-seeking entities ( such as 
Envestors. Abraaj Capita l )  and non-profit-seeking ones ( such as the Kauffman 
foundation and Tamakkan) .  The profit-seeking entit ie focus on providing funding or 
l i nking entrepreneurs to angel investors in  return for a stake or dividends. Non-profit 
entities, contrariwise, support entrepreneurship through various activities such as 
providing train ing programs, spreading awareness and nmning competi tions for 
business p lan ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4) .  
The l ast category of entities for specific sectors/target segments i nc ludes 
organizat ions such as twofour54, the AbuDhabi Business Counc i l ,  and others ( Khali fa 
Fund, 20 1 4 ) .  
Based on I nternational Labor Organization's ( I LO) Framework for Youth 
Entrepreneurship Strategy, UAE government pol ic ies and programs have been 
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in i tiated a t  the o and Macro levels to promote entrepr neurship in general 
and ) outh in peci fic  ( see Tabl I ,  b 10V\ ) .  The table pre ents also key gaps in each 
elem nt of the ugg ted level and its effect on outh entrepreneurship intention e E l ) . 
Table 1 :  Main El  ments and Gaps in the UAE Entrepreneurship Ecosystem 
M ic ro-Level Su pport 
This lel'el relates (0 initiathles, which aim to illfluence youth mi1l(/s, inspire, and motivate them 
toward entrepreneurship (Khalifa Fund, 2014, p. 66) 
E l e m e n t  M a i n U A E  I n i t iat i ves K ey G aps E ffect on E I  
• At h igher educat ion level, 
there are three key federal 
government uni ersit ies; 
Zayed University (ZU), the 
H igher Col leges of 
• Promot ing posit ive Technology (HCT) and 
attitude and adequate UAE Un iversity (UAEU), 
ski l ls for young which account for 5 7% of 
people through student enrolments. I n  
• Entrepreneurshi education is essential addition, there are many 
p educat ion is to generate more private emirate- spec i fic 
l im ited in most employment through univers i t ies but they 
cases to enterprise creation. account for only 25% of the 
Business major • I nvolving total student enrolment. 
students, thus entrepreneurship in 
• In both the above types of h igh the academic un ivers i ty (government and percentages of curricu lum has a key private), entrepreneurship i s  non-business role in inst i l l ing an primari ly embedded in students are not entrepreneurial Business Admin istrat ion exposed to mindset among programs. Only ZU and entrepreneurial young people. Ed ucation HCT embed education. • Study ing abroad entrepreneurship under 
• Lack of a especia l ly in Western Communication and Media common countries faci l itates courses. These two platform to youth exposure to education i nstitutions also support international conduct effective short-term experimental markets, d i fferent act iv i t ies to engage students and short-term working cultures and 
in entrepreneursh i p  act ivities. l i festyles, thus 
act ivit ies (bazaars, 
• Sign ificant helping to bu i ld international trips/tours, and variance in wider perspectives others). i n it iat ives and lend flexibi l ity 
• U A E  also offers across of th ink ing and 
scholarsh ips to students to un ivers it ies. m indset. Thus, they 
study abroad through many posi t ively affect 
entit ies such as the youth entrepreneurial 
Scholarshi p  Coord ination intention. 
Office, E DAAD 
Scholarshi p  Program, Abu 
Dhabi Education Counci l  
Scholarships and the 
Scholarsll ip & Foreign 
Cultural Relations 
Fa m i ly 
M ed i a  
Role ModeV 
Success 
Stories 
Department'M in istry of  
Education. 
• ni ersit  tudent are also 
targeted by many entit ies to 
enhance their awarene s of  
entrepreneur h ip .  These 
ntit ie inc lude the Khal ifa 
Fund, Dubai M E  Ruwad 
Establ i  hment and others. 
Many awarene se s ion! 
campaigns and 
competit ion have been 
launched by these entit ies 
for that purpo e .  
• Other in i t iati es taken 
under other educat ional 
level such a schools have 
also been l unched. 
• Fami l ies are in  o lved in  
some univer i t ies' 
entrepreneur h ip  in it iat ives, 
thus attract ing their support 
for entrepreneurship 
act ivi t ie . 
• A number of TV shows 
have been launched to 
promote entrepreneursh ip, 
such as "The Entrepreneur", 
and ' Lel -NagahEnwan ' ,  
which screens stories o f  
successful projects funded 
by the Kba l i fa Fund. 
• The soc ial  media are used as 
a tool to promote 
entrepreneurship as we l l .  
Soc ia l  media provides a 
platform to interact with 
otbers. Thus, enhance the 
awareness about th is  
activ i ty and help to l ink 
potential  and establ ished 
entrepreneurs. 
• In the U AE, role models are 
promoted through the 
fol lowing in i t iatives: 
• Ver l im ited 
ini t iatives aimed to 
promote youth 
entrepreneurship 
that i nvolve 
fam i l ies. Most of  
the  in i t iat ives target 
youth directly 
whi le  neglecting 
fam i ly engagement 
and its effects on 
youth 
entrepreneurship 
intention. 
• Limited use of 
social  media  to 
promote 
entrepreneurship. 
• I n it iat ives to 
promote role 
models are not 
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• Fami ly, society and 
overal l  culture play a 
key role in shaping 
and affecti ng the 
individual's 
entrepreneurship 
intention. 
• I n  the UAE, young 
people give h igh 
importance to fami ly 
opinion regard ing 
their career choices. 
• Business oriented 
fam i l ies are more 
l ikely to encourage a 
ch i ld  to start a 
business. Thus, they 
posit ively affect their 
ch i ld 's  intent ions to 
do so . 
• Media play a critical 
role in  increasing the 
des irabi l ity of 
entrepreneurship.  
• Although media 
coverage may not 
have an immediate 
effect on 
entrepreneurshi p 
activ ity, it has the 
abi l ity to generate an 
entrepreneurship­
friendly culture in 
the long term. 
• Successful  
entrepreneurs play an 
important role in 
I .  I nteraction \\ ith 
exi  l ing entrepreneurs 
throu::.h 
en trepreneursh i p-re lated 
awarene s session and 
e ents. 
2. TV programs. 
3 .  ward t o  promote and 
rev" ard role models .  
sustainab le and 
they lack one-lo­
one interactions. 
M eso-Level Support 
encouraging y outh 
to\\ ard 
entrepreneurship. 
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• The more young 
people know 
successful 
entrepreneurs, the 
h igher their intent ion 
to become an 
entrepreneur. This 
relationsh ip could be 
enhanced by the 
effect of media 
campaigns . 
• Because 
entrepreneurship 
amongst UAE 
nationals is not 
driven by necess ity 
or financ ial 
mot ivat ion, role 
models  play a 
signi ficant part in 
promoting 
entrepreneurship in  
the UAE conte t .  
• Successful role 
models may reduce 
the fear of pursu ing 
entrepreneurship as a 
career choice. 
This Level " encompasses stakeltolders witlt a mandate to facilitate or pltJ'sica/�l' 
. delh'er business support sen'ices to improve pltysical and business infrastructures tltat result 111 
imprOl'ed performance of a business " (Kltalifa FUlld, 2014, p. 90) 
E l e m e n t  M a i n U A E  I n i t iat ives Key G aps E ffect o n  E I  
Network 
Association 
• Abu Dhabi Business 
Women's  Counc i l ,  Dubai 
Business Women's  Counc i l  
a n d  Sharjah Business 
Women' s  Counc i l  wel l  
represent a network, which 
has targeted the support of 
women entrepreneurs. 
• The I ndus Entrepreneurs 
(TiE) is another example of 
entrepreneurial networks that 
a im to promote 
entrepreneurship. This 
network i s  a local chapter of a 
U S-based non-profit 
organ izat ion. 
• Some physical entrepreneur­
networking centers are also 
avai lable. They inc lude the 
MAKE business hub, Shel ter 
• In i t iat ives 
regard ing 
network 
assoc iat ions are 
not general ized to 
include a l l  UAE 
emirates. 
• Awareness of the 
existing networks 
is low, especial ly 
among youth. 
• Network assoc iations 
enable the 
entrepreneur to 
communicate with 
other entrepreneurs, 
experienced business 
people and 
consultants. Thus, 
they can share their 
experiences and 
chal lenges and 
discuss how to cope 
with the latter. 
• The network could 
be l inked to potential  
entrepreneurs such as 
un i versity students. 
or unemployed 
young people, thus 
�nd Pa i l l ion.  These cafes are 
co-working hub " \\ h ich 
organ ize entrepreneurship-
related events and act iv it ies.  
M e n to r  a n d  • Ad i ory serv ices are offered 
Advisors by 010 t of the UAE M E  
development ent i t ies.  
• I n  the UAE there are many 
government entit ies prov iding 
funds through di fferent 
programs. They inc lude the 
Khal ifa Fund for Enterprise 
Access to 
Development, Ruwad 
Finance 
Establ ishment, Dubai SME,  
Fuja irah Chamber of  
Commerce, and others. 
• Examples of ange l investor 
and venture capi tal  fi rms 
i nc l�de Envestor, Abraaj 
Capital and M awarid .  
• This kind of service is 
Professional  
provided in  the UAE context 
services 
through the key S M E  
deve lopment entit ies noted 
above. 
• Lim ited 
formal ized 
mentoring 
support. 
• Fai lure to set up 
one-to-one 
mentoring for 
young people 
• "lack offill7ding 
support for 
transforming 
R&D and 
technology-
oriented ideas 
info product 
prototype ".(Khal 
i f  a Fund, 20 I 4, p. 
I 1 1 ) 
• Spec ial ized 
advisory business 
support services 
(strategy 
consult ing, legal 
consu lt ing and 
auditing firms) 
are lacking. 
• Access to market 
research data and 
updated stat istics 
i s  l i m ited. 
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enhancing EI amona 
them. 
'" 
• Mentors are 
entrepreneurs who 
are w i l l i ng to share 
knowledge and 
experience with 
potential and exist ina '" 
entrepreneurs. 
• Through their role 
they can help to 
' 
overcome the in it ial 
fear of fai l ure among 
young people who do 
not have enough 
experience. 
• Countries which 
suffer from lack of 
formal training and 
supportive 
entrepreneursh i p 
programs can rely 
heav i ly on monitors 
to generate potential 
and new 
entrepreneurs. 
• The intent to start a 
new business is three 
t imes h igher amona 
adu lts who have to 
access to a mentor. 
• Youth enterprises 
could be enhanced 
by prov id ing arious 
types of funding and 
financing . 
• Finance services, 
providing 
professional help, 
e.g. in  market ing, 
consult ing and 
accounting could 
enhance youth 
enterprises. 
I ncubator 
• There are several go ernrnent 
and un iversity incubator In  
lhe UAE such as 
1 .  Business l ncubation 
Center- Dubai M E  
- .  tudi09 ( for young 
, omen)-Dubai ME and 
Dubai Lad ie Club. 
3 .  Kitchen I ncubator­
Khal i fa Fund and 
UAEU.  
4 .  AbuDhabi Un iversity 
Enterprise 
5. Emirates Center for 
[nnovat ion and 
Entrepreneurship-UAEU 
• Uni vers ity 
incubators' 
support needs to 
be enhanced. 
M acro-L evel Support 
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• Business incubation 
focuse on nurturing 
business ideas and 
supporting programs 
that help exist ing 
companies to grow. 
• Pre-incubators focus 
on train ing and 
coaching potent ial  
entrepreneurs such as 
students and 
graduates, thus 
al lowing future 
entrepreneurs to 
explore the potential 
of their business 
ideas. 
Tllis level "relates to the stakeholders (millistries, government departments, 
etc.) who have a mandate/or defilling a policy and regulatory ecosystem that is conducive to 
doinK busilless " (KIlolira Fund, 2014, p. 1 06) 
E l e m e n t  M a i n  U A E  I n i t iat ives Key G aps E ffect o n  E I  
Pol icy a n d  
Progra m 
Coord ination 
Cond ucive 
Regulatory 
Env iron m e n t  
• Some programs have been 
launched in the U AE with the 
coordinat ion of two or more 
entit ies.  For example, Akoun 
i nit iat ive (business p lan 
competit ion) was launched by 
the Abu Dhabi Counc i l  of 
Economic Development and 
run in cooperation with the 
Khal i fa Fund, Western 
Region Development Counc i l  
and  twofour54 . 
• According to the Doing 
Business Report (20 1 6), the 
UAE ranked h igh i n  terms of 
registering property, tradi ng 
across borders and gett ing 
electrici ty and construction 
permi ts ( Warn, 400AD). 
• UAE President I ssues Federal 
Law No. 2 of 20 1 4  for Smal l  
and Medium Enterprises, 
which aims to regulate the 
relationsh i p  between 
government institutions and 
entrepreneurs and encourage 
youth to engage in the 
business world and thus 
enhance the country 's  
compet i t iveness in  th is  sector 
regiona l ly and global ly. 
• No central ized 
strategic plan to 
promote 
entrepreneurship 
amongst youth . 
• Lack of a 
bankruptcy law. 
• However, a 
comprehensive 
federal 
bankruptcy law 
was final ized and 
approved by the 
UAE Cabined in 
September 20 1 6. 
It is expected to 
come into effect 
in  the fi rst quarter 
of20 1 7  
("Min istry Of 
Finance," n.d.) .  
• Not knowing "how to 
start a business" 
affects 
entrepreneurial 
intention negatively. 
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• I n  accordance with the above 
mention law. a counci l  of 
mall  and medium enterprise 
\\ a stabli hed in 20 1 5 . The 
counc i l  re pon ible for 
uggest ing trategic policies 
and plans for the development 
of M E  i n  the U E. 
Moreover. i t  wou ld be 
respon ible for ett ing the 
ru le  and gu idel ines necessary 
[0 coordinate between a l l  
concell1ed programs and 
enti t ies. 
Sour e 1 Youth and Entre reneurshi In the UA ) p p E, Khal J fa Fund for Enterpnse 
Development, buDhabi, 20 1 4  [ .  2 )  The Cabinet United Arab Emirates: 
http://uaecahinet.ae/eniM OCAN ews/PageslMediaDetai ls .aspx?I temld=3 65#. V YpK 
_111 eDs. 3) http ://wvvw.wam .ae/enlnews/emiratesI l 395283268796.html .  4 )  United 
Arab Emirates M in i  try of F inance : https :l/www.mof.go .ae/enlpages/default .aspx . 5 )  
http://v ..ww.emirates247 .comlnews/emirates/ease-of-doing -business-in-20 1 6-world­
bank-ranks-uae-first- in-arab-world-20 1 5- 1 0-28- 1 .608362 
Although the UAE government has tried to develop an attractive legislative 
environment to promote and support entrepreneurs (Kargwel l ,  20 1 2) ,  some researchers 
note a lack of effect ive i nst itutional support for entreprenemship  in the UAE (S ikdar 
& Vel ,  20 1 1 ) . I n  addit ion, accordin g to the Khal i fa Fund report findings mentioned in  
Table  ( 1 )  above, there are major gaps at  each of the three levels considered abo e .  
These are main ly related to education, the socia l  media, promotion and interaction ith 
role models. funding, mentoring and professional support services and the fragmented 
approaches to fostering entrepreneurship amongst youth ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4: ikdar 
& VeL 2 0 1 1 ) . These gaps i n  turn affect the attempts to develop a suppoliive 
1 According to thiS report. youth IS defined as indiViduals aged between 1 5  and 
35 years. The report focused on drawing 
qualitative mSlghts and Inferences from the l i terature. and holdlllg consultation
s \\ Ilh takeholders as well as focus group 
diSCUSSions IIlvoh 109 students. publiC sector employees and / or currentl} unemplo) ed you
th 
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em l ronm nt and mindset toward entrepreneur hip amongst UAE national 'outh and 
thu affect the countr 's entrepr neur hip intention and acti i ty ( Khal ifa Fund, 20 1 4) .  
2.4.3 The Effect of  UAE U n iq u e  Context in Shaping National Youth 
Entrepreneu r h ip  I n tention 
ccording to the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) report and survey 
on entrepr n urship in the UAE ( 20 1 1 ), although UAE youth perceive opportunities 
for entrepr neuria l  act iv it ies at a very high rate ( 5 1 .9%), few take the necessary steps 
to eize the opportunities they perceive. Moreover, a low proportion of youth invol ed 
in early-stage entrepreneurial activities. I n  addit ion, the entrepreneurial intention to 
tart a new business in the future is considered low (Van Home, Huang, & Awad, 
20 1 1 ;  A lmobaireek & Manolova, 20 1 2 ) .  Fear of fai lure could be the main reason ; this 
may i nhibit  UAE national outh considering entrepreneurship as a career option and 
i argued to be l inked to many socio-cultural and i n  t itutional factors ( Van Home, 
Huang, & Awad, 20 1 1 ) . uch reasons could be l i sted as fol lows: 
1 .  Economic cost of fai lure, which indicates the loss that would  be incurred in  
terms of monetary, financia l  and other tangible resources i f  a business fai led 
( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4, p. 6 1 ). Thus, UAE national youth tend to avoid taking the 
risks associated with entrepreneurship and prefer to be employed in a more 
stable, h igher paid and lower risk job such as the publ ic  sector offers ( Khal i fa 
Fund. 20 1 4; Home, H uang, & Awad. 20 1 1 ) . Moreover, entrepreneurship is  
considered a second career option; accordingly, most UAE nationals would 
prefer to start a new business only after first being employed i n  the public 
sector ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4 ) .  
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ial  co t of fai l ure, \-" hich i related to 10 s of reputation, hame to fam i ly  
and embarra ment ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4 ) .  I t  is  sugge ted that fear of fai lure 
could be higher in Mu l im countries in general and M iddle Eastern countries 
pecifical l , wher people eek higher levels of " social conformity" , thus 
a\ oidint::> any k ind of ocial di approval by re pecting regulations, parents and 
elderly people, and the views of go ernment and authorities (Almobaireek & 
Manolo a, 20 1 2, p .  403 8) .  I n  the UAE, fan1i ly  approval and agreement on 
one ' s  career choice and overal l  l i fe dec isions are given high importance by 
national youth (" Reshaping Attitudes, Beliefs, and Opinions: The Key to 
Emiratization i n  the Pri ate Sector I Al Qasimi ," n .d . ;  Khal ifa Fund, 20 1 4 ) .  
UAE national outh are encouraged by thei r fami l ies to study hard to get good 
government jobs to secure their future, whi le  entrepreneurship remains a 
"na cent concept" among them and their fami l ies ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4, p, 43 ) .  
I t  i s  argued that l itt le can be  done by the educational institutions or  pol icy 
makers to influence people's career choices and the preference i f  their fami l ies 
actively encourages them toward working only in the public sector 
( "Reshaping Attitudes, Bel iefs, and Opinions: The Key to Emirat ization in the 
Private ector I A l  Qasimi:'  n .d . ) .  I ndeed, Daleure, A lbon, H inkston, Ajaif, & 
McKeovm (20 1 5 ) find that there are generational gaps in  experience and 
education between Emirati students and their fami l ies, which affect the 
academic and educational efforts with regard to young people' s preparat ion for 
a career ( Daleure, Albon, H inkston, Ajaif. & McKeown, 20 1 5 ) .  However, it is  
worth mentioning that i f  the students come from a background of fami ly  
business th i s  may enhance their  preference for and intent ion towards 
entrepreneurship ( Basu & V irick, 2008) .  Fami ly  businesses could act as an 
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" incubator" � r future tartup a they pia an es ential role in  training and 
equipping fami l  member \ ith the nece ary ski l l s  and exp rience to be 
entrepr n ur (Carr & Sequeira, 2007, p. 1 096) and may encourage UAE 
national outh to become entrepreneurs ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4 ) .  I t  is suggested 
that a fami l  bu ine s affect the entrepreneurship i ntention both directl and 
indirect ly .  through the mediat ing effects of att itude, subjective norms and 
percei d behavior control ( Carr & Sequeira, 2007) .  The other social factor. 
which may re ult in high fear of fai l ure and thus lower the EI  among UAE 
national outh, i their l i festyle .  Their society considers financial security and 
l UXury possessions very highly .  This l i festyle could be threatened by the risks 
a ociated with start ing a new business. 
3 .  Personal cost o f  fai l ure, which indicates how individual business fai lure could 
affect people ' s  motivation level ,  perceived personal abi l it ies, capabi l i t ies, 
ski l l s  and i ntel l igence. 
Furthermore. fear of fai lure may result from the i nadequacy of the legislative 
fran1ework and entrepreneurship ecosystem ( Horne, Huang, & Awad, 20 1 1 :  Sokari, 
Horne, H uang, & Awad, 20 1 3 ) .  Inadequate socio-cultural and institutional factors, i t  
i s  suggested, affect the entrepreneurship intention through influencing the subjective 
norm antecedent according to the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) ( Moriano et aI . ,  
20 1 1 ). 
The UAE ranks h igh i n  the Uncertainty Avoidance (UA) dimension i n  
Hofstede ' s  study, reflecting the fact that risk-taking preferences in  the society are 
undeveloped. Moreover, according to Hofstede ' s  study, the UAE i s  considered a 
col lect ivist culture, where individuals emphasize the wel l -being of the entire society 
i nstead of themselves only.  I n  this type of culture "contributing fo {he society and 
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(,OIlIl":V" i con idered an imp rtant motivational factor in  any career choice: thi  needs 
to be con idered "" hen developing training and awareness programs for encouraging 
entrepr neur h ip ( Khal i fa Fund . 20 1 4. p. 5 8 ) . Moreo er, individuals from col lectivist 
culture are more l i ke! to comply with the expectations of immediate group 
( fami l ie . ol leagues. and fliend ) .  ccordingly, considering the expectations of these 
immediate group . the motivation to comply with the e expectations is l ikely to have 
an effe t on I ( Moriano et a l . .  20 1 1 ) . In addit ion, the UAE also scores high in the 
Power Distance dimension, indicating that people are more accept ing of a hierarchical 
order. The e cultural characteristic may play important roles in shaping UAE nat ional 
youth attitudes and their approaches to achieving their  goals. including 
entrepreneurship. ome researchers argue that entrepreneurial activities would be 
higher i n  the cultures characterized by high Power-Distance, low Uncertainty 
Avoidance, h igh I ndividuali m and h igh Mascul inity (UAE is ranked neither 
Ma cu l ine nor Feminine) (Bu  enitz & Lau, 1 996a; Hofstede, 20 1 0) .  As the UAE 
scores h igh in uncertainty a oidance and col lectivism, thi s  in  tum may affect UAE 
national youth EI levels and thus entrepreneurial act iv ities ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4; Lifian 
& Chen. 2009a). 
It is also worth not ing that although the motivation and intention to start new 
businesses among UAE national youth is current ly not necessi ty-driven, growing 
unemployment could become a major necessi ty factor that could push them towards 
entrepreneurship  ( Home, Huang, & Awad, 20 1 1 ;  Khal ifa Fund, 20 1 4) .  As the number 
of a a i l  able career options goes down and government vacancies are fi l led, the ri sk 
and fear of fai lure in start ing a new business could diminish. Other non-financial 
factors that could push youth toward entrepreneurship are the prospect of greater 
independence ( Home, H uang, & Awad, 20 1 1 ) ; pursuing a passion, fol lowing role 
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model and in  fami l  foot tep . ha  ing  a partner from a s imi lar background to  tart 
nev, bu in \\ ith and getting expos d to international cultures and l i festyles ( Khal i fa 
Fund, _0 1 4) .  
In  the AE, tudying abroad i s  con idered one important wa for youth to be 
expo ed to aluable international practic s ( Khal i fa Fund. 20 1 4) .  I n  turn. international 
exposure may inc rea e the EI among outh.  There are many exanlples of existing 
entrepreneur who ha e tudied or worked in  Western countries before start ing their  
own bu ines es. Those countries (mainly the U and the countries of Europe) in  turn 
are mo t ly described as i ndividual i  t ic countries with high scores in  mascul inity and 
lower cores i n  power di stance and uncertainty avoidance ( ri sk taking). according to 
Hot: tede ( Hofstede. 20 1 0) .  I nternational exposure could provide openness to a more 
competi tive market and d ifferent l i festyles and cultures, thus, influencing individual 
mindsets and faci l i tat ing more flexibi l i ty in  the way individuals think. helping to bui ld 
networks with people from d ifferent countries and being i ntroduced to best practices, 
products. technologie and management approaches ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4) .  Indeed. 
people can be i nfluenced by entrepreneurial cul tural values and these values can be 
transferred (Jaen & L ifhin. 20 1 3 ) .  Furthering this v iew, Lifian, Moriano, & Jaen, ( 20 1 5 )  
suggest that even i f the i ndividuals come from the same country, their intention to start 
a new business would depend in their personal values. This i n  turn would depend on 
many factors such as thei r  acquired entrepreneurship knowledge and qual ifications and 
their experiences. ( Li fian, Moriano, & Jaen, 20 1 5 ) .  Accordingly. it could be expected 
that UAE nationals with considerable  international exposure may display a stronger 
entrepreneurial i ntention than their counterparts without. 
Education in  general represents an important means of developing human 
resources and it is argued that universities can foster entrepreneurship act ivity in any 
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country b enhancing the I among tudents through influencing th ir  preference 
regarding care r choice and . . mcrea mg their entrepreneurial awarene . 
Entrepreneur hip ducation i po it ivel related to entrepreneurial intention especial ly  
in col Jecti i t culture , ( Bae et  a t . ,  20 1 4) .  If  the uni ersity provides proper knowledge 
and in piration for ntr preneur hip, it would raise the tendenc among youth to 
bec me entr preneur ( lmobaireek & Manolo a, 20 1 2; Duygu Turker & Senem 
OIU11ez elcuk, 2009; Franke & Lilthje, 2004 ; L ifian & Chen, 2009a; Matlay et aI . ,  
_0 1 2 ) .  I n  their  meta-analysis of entrepreneurship education outcomes, Martin, 
M al l . & Ka ( 20 1 3 ) confirm that entrepreneurship education is associated with 
higher levels  of i ntention to become an entrepreneur ( Maliin, McNal ly, & Kay, 20 1 3 ) .  
Moreover, based on the survey conducted on fifty entrepreneurs from diverse 
backgrounds i n  selected universit ies across the UAE, Kargwel l  & I nguva (20 1 2) find 
that 50 per cent of entrepreneurs bel ieve that education is a critical success factor in 
thei r  business ( Kargwel l  & I nguva, 20 1 2 ) .  I t  is  argued that although both educational 
support and structural support ( economic. pol iticaL technological factors, etc . )  may be 
key predictors for E I .  educational support is perceived to be more important than 
structural ( Duygu Turker & Senem Sonmez Selcuk, 2009) .  However, the role of the 
university as a means to encourage entrepreneurship i ntention can ary between 
different types of univers i ty and d ifferent contexts. This can depend on such factors as 
"university quality" , " organizational norms" and " entrepreneur hip education" 
( Franke & L ilthje, 2004 ; Walter, Parboteeah, & Walter, 20 1 3 , p. ] 76) .  Accordingly, 
providing proper and adequate education may enhance the level of EI ( Saleh & 
alhieh. 20 1 4) .  Thus, education i s  an important variable for careful consideration in  
thi s  study. 
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Other important yariable that are mea ured in the present stud include age. 
gender and entrepr neur h ip experience, and kno\v ing an entrepreneur ( role model ) .  
ince these ariable are ugge t d to have effect on EI through direct influence on the 
anteced nt of int  nti n ( lmobaireek & Manolova, 20 1 2: Yang, 20 1 3 : Kolvereid & 
I ak en. _006: Lifiin & Chen, 2009b) .  In  the UAE context, i nvestigating the 
relation hip between gender and E I  is especial ly important. There is a general bel ief 
that male Emirati are more l ikely than females to be involved in entrepreneurial 
activit ie due to addit ional social ,  cultural and environmental factors that may stand in 
the way of women who ish to pur ue these activit ies, and thus their choice of 
entrepreneurship a a career ( Kargwel l .  20 1 2 ; Karg\ el l  & I nguva. 20 1 2; Khal i fa Fund, 
20 1 4  ) .  According to the report "Entrepreneurship and Emirati Perspectives" (20 1 3 ) .  
the percentage of  Emirati females who expect to  start a business i s  only 6. 5%, whi le 
for Emirati males i t  is 1 2 . 1 %  ( Sokari . Horne. Huang, & Awad, 20 1 3 ) .  
2.5 E ntreprene u rsh ip  I ntention Models a n d  A ntecedents 
Three domain behavioral i ntent ion models serve as frameworks to study and 
understand entrepreneurial i ntention ( E I ) . These are Bird 's  ( 1 988)  model for 
implementing entrepreneurial ideas, Shapero and Soko l ' s  ( 1 982) entrepreneurial event 
model and fmal ly  Ajzen ' s  ( 1 99 1 )  theory of planned behavior ( Fayolle & Lifian, 20 1 4) .  
Hov.rever. the Entrepreneurial Event Model (EEM) and Theory of Planned Behavior 
(TPB) appear to be the most complete and extensively and empirical ly  tested models 
from which to learn about EI ( Fayol le & L ifian, 20 1 4 ; Kautonen et aI . ,  20 1 5 ; Krueger 
Jr. et a1 . ,  2000; Schlaegel & Koenig, 20 1 4 ) .  
The Theory of P lanned Behavior (TPB) ,  which i s  built upon reasoned action 
theory ( Ajzen & Fishbein,  1 980) takes account of both personal and social factors 
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( Rueda. M riano. & L ifian, 20 1 5 ) . The theory ha three main intention pecifications, 
namel attitud ( referring to the degree to \ hich individuals perceive the attractivenes 
of the b havior in que tion), ubjecti e nonn ( referring to the perceived social pre sure 
to perform th behavior from signi ficant other ; uch a fami ly, friends, role models,  
and other ) and perceived beha ioral control ( referring to the self-evaluation of one ' s  
0\\11 competence with regard to the task or behavior) (Ajzen, 1 99 1 ) .  The last 
peci iication was ugge ted to be comparable with Bandura' s  ( 1 977. 1 982) "self­
ef icacy" concept, al though recent studies have indicated that they are related but 
di t inct construct ( Conner & Arm itage, 1 998;  Engle et al . .  20 1 0; Schlaegel & Koenig, 
20 1 4, p .  42). Ajzen (2002) uggests that perceived behavioral control ( PBC) i a wider 
concept than sel f-efficac . since it also includes the extent of control labi l ity of a 
person's behavior ( Li lian & Chen, 2009a) . In TPB. the tlu'ee main speci fications 
repre ent individuals' experiences and observations, which in tum act as a foundation 
on which to develop three d ifferent · salient" bel iefs -behavioral bel iefs, normative 
bel iefs and bel iefs drawn from experience- ( Engle et aI . ,  20 1 0) .  It is  argued that the 
more favorable the att itude and subjective norm and the greater the perceived 
behavioral control of the beha ior, the stronger is the intention to perform that behavior 
( Ajzen. 1 99 1 :  Autio et a l . .  200 1 ;  Matlay et aI . ,  20 1 2 ;  Nishimura & Morales, 20 1 1 ) . 
Moreover, according to the theory, PBC can be used along with i ntention, to directly 
predict beha ior ( Ajzen. 1 99 1 ) . 
The Entrepreneurial Event Model (EEM) ,  another model to consider in  this 
regard, has three d ifferent ly defined specifications:  perceived desirabi l i ty ( referring to 
the degree to which an individual feels attracted to becoming an entrepreneur and 
reflecti ng i ndividual preferences for this behavior) ; perceived feasibi l ity ( referring to 
the degree to which individuals are confident they are personal ly  able to start their own 
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bu ine ) and propen i t ,  to act upon opportunity ( refer to an indi iduaJ " di po i tion 
to act on a d  i i n) .  Thi depends on indi idual . perceptions of control as wel l as a 
pr ference for acquiring control b taking appropriate action) ( Schlaegel & Koenig. 
20 1 4: hapero & oko l ,  1 982) .  It is argued that the higher the perceived feasibi l i t  and 
perceived de i rab i l ity, th higher the tendency to engage in entrepreneurial events 
( Krueger J R  et a l . .  2000: Matlay et aL 20 1 2 ) .  
ome res arch rs  argue that there is  an overlap between the speci fication 
definition of the two models .  EEM ' perceived desi rabi l i ty appears to resemble TPB' s  
attitude and ubjective norm factors. whi le E E M ' s  percei ed feasibi l ity seems l ike 
TPB' percei ed beha lor control factor ( Kautonen et a1. , 20 1 5 ; Krueger JR et aI . ,  
2000: Mat lay et  aL 20 1 2) .  However, other researchers emphasize that the two models  
represent dist inct specifications, with d ifferent effects on E1 ,  and they should not be 
u ed i nterchangeabl ( Schlaegel & Koenig, 20 1 4 ) .  Figures 2 and 3 represent the two 
model . speci fications. 
Attitude 
Subjective 
Norm 
Perceived 
Behavioral 
Co ntrol 
Source: Ajzen I .  • 1 99 1 .  
I ntention 
F igure 2: Ajzen 's  Theory of Planned Behavior 
Behavior 
Perceived 
--,. 
Desi rabi l i ty 
Perceived -,. Entrepreneu rial I ntention 
Feasi b i l i tv 
Propensity to 
Act -,. 
Source: Ngugi, Gakure. Waithaka, & Kiwara, 2 0 1 2  
F igur 3 :  hapero ' s  Model of Entrepreneurial Event 
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Krueger, Rei l l y  and Carsrud (2000) argue that although both the TPB and EEM 
intention-based models  are equal ly  useful frameworks in which to study E I  and 
under tand the process of creating new ventures, the latter could be superior in 
assessing and predict ing entrepreneurial intentions. In  their study, the writers found 
support for a l l  EEM constructs, whi le  the subjective norm in TPB was not significant 
( Krueger J R  et aI . ,  2000). Moreover. other researchers refer to weaknesses in the effect 
of the social  norm factor on the intention: placing higher emphasi s on the role of 
perceived behavior control in this tenn ( it has a double role in TPB and it accounts for 
a considerable  amount of variance i n  E I  and behavior and more specifical ly  when self-
report measures are used) especial ly  between students ' samples (Annitage & Conner, 
200 1 :  Kautonen et aL 20 1 5 ; Mat lay et al . ,  20 1 2 ; Schlaegel & Koenig, 20 1 4 ) ,  
Gelderen, Maryse Brand, Bodewes, Poutsma, & Gi ls, (2008) describe the 
confusion that affects the Shapero model constructs, whi le supporting the use of the 
TPB model to provide more detai led and consistent specifications ( Van Gelderen et 
a1 . ,  2008) .  Schlaegel & Koenig ( 20 1 4 ) in their meta-analytic study to define the 
determinants of E I  found that subjective norm is a strong predictive factor and has 
shown a positive relationship with E1 ,  especia l ly in recent studies. I n  addition, the TPB 
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m del had been l t d .  crit icized, validated and advanced by many studie and in 
d ifferent fi ld , mainl} in  under tanding,  explaining and predicting human behavior 
( utio et a t . ,  200 1 ; Engle et a! . ,  20 1 0; Kautonen et aI . ,  20 1 5 ; Liiian & Chen. 2009a; 
i h imura & Morale , 20 1 1 :  Van Gelderen et a l . ,  2008) .  Furthermore, the TPB model 
provide a compres ive framework to analyze EI and it is  best suited to explain ing 
entrepreneurship which i s  opportunity dri en a oppo ed to necessity dri en -as is  
mo t ly the ca e with entrepreneur hip among UAE nationals- ("Entrepreneurship: An 
Emirati Per pecti e ," n .d . ) .  Additiona l ly  many r searchers refer to i ts  applicabi l ity to 
d ifferent i nstitu t ional context and cultures (Turkel' & Selcuk, 2009; Kautonen et aL 
20 1 5 ; i h imura & Morales. 20 1 1 ) . A lthough Schlaegel & Koenig ( 20 1 4 ) confirm that 
both EEM and TPB determinants have a positive effect on E I ,  they argue that EEM 
determinants ha e a greater effect than TPB. whi le  the TPB determinants e plain more 
variance i n  E I .  Moreover, the fi nd that the propensity to act detenninant of EEM 
poorly predicts E I .  
Thus, i t  could be noticed that d ifferent studies reach different conc lusions 
regarding the effects on EI of the two models '  specifications. However, the effects 
may be related - as specified by other researchers - to the research context type of 
culture. targeted stud sample and measurement used (Turker & Selcuk, 2009; 
Krueger Jr. et al . .  2000; L ifian & Chen, 2009a: Mat lay et aI . ,  20 1 2 ; Schlaegel & 
Koenig, 20 1 4 ) .  
2 .6  U nderstanding E ntrepreneurial  I n tention i n  the  UAE Context 
To enhance the explanatory power, c larity and robustness of E I  models, 
integration of the competing mode ls  (TPB and EEM)  is recommended by some 
researchers (Mat lay et a ! . ,  20 1 2 ; Schlaegel & Koenig, 20 1 4) .  This integration is 
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ugg t d to help under land the inten'elation hip between the two models and 
ad\ ance E I -related theorie ( chlaegel & Koenig, 20 1 4) .  In their study, olesvik. 
We th ad, Kolvereid, & atlay ( 20 1 2 ) w re able to enhance the explanation of 
varianc in the entrepreneurial intention dependent ariable to 60% when using an 
integrat d onceptual model ( I  M )  o f  both EEM and TPB, instead o f  40% when using 
the EEM model and 55% when u ing the TPB model independently ( Matlay et al . .  
20 1 2) .  The ame finding as reached by Schlaegel & Koenig (20 1 4), who discovered 
that the i ntegrated model of both EEM and TPB explained more variance in E I .  Thus, 
v" hen choo ing between the two models it i important to consider the cost of not 
gaining a ful l  and complete understanding of the factors affect ing E I  and their 
interrelationship ( chlaegel & Koenig. 20 1 4 ) .  According to their meta-analytic test 
and the integration of competing models  to find the determinants of E I  using findings 
from 98 studies ( 1 23 sample , n= 1 1 4,007), Schlaegel & Koenig ( 20 1 4 ) find that the 
combination of TPB and the perceived desirabi l ity factor ofEEM is the most powerful 
in explaining E I ,  thus encouraging future studies to focus on them. However. they 
mention also that the relationship between perceived desirab i l ity and EI is  stronger for 
nonstudent samples and the relat ionship between perceived desi rabi l i ty and E I  i s  
stronger i n  a Western context ( Schlaegel & Koenig, 20 1 4) .  At  the same time, Solesvik,  
Westhead, Kolvereid, & Matlay, ( 20 1 2) identify a relat ionship between higher levels 
of perceived desirabi l ity, perceived feasib i l i ty, attitude toward the behavior and 
perceived behavioral contro l  in E I  formation among student samples ( Matlay et a1 . ,  
20 1 2) .  However, they mention that their  results can be general ized only to the study 
context ( kraine) and comparable transit ion economy contexts ( Matlay et a I . ,  20 1 2) .  
Thus, to decide which theory to adopt, i t  is  better to benefit from results reached by 
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meta-anal)1ic tudie . which take into con ideration different tudy context and 
con equently fac i l itat ome general ization of the outcomes. 
Becau e thi tud e amines the UAE context (a non-Western country) ,  and 
focu e on a tudent ample, v here perceived desirabi l i ty has a lower effect on E l ,  a 
ugge ted by chlaegel & Koenig ( 20 1 4) ,  TPB wi l l  be adopted. Engle .  Dimitriadi .  
Ga\ idia. chlaeg L D lanoe, lvarado, He, Baume, and Wolff (20 1 0) conducted a 
tud) to test the abi l ity of Ajzen ' s  TPB to predict student E I  i n  1 2  countries 
r pre enting a l l  ten global regional c luster as identi fied by House et a l .  (2004) in the 
GLOBE project .  The Ie earch finding showed strong upport for the theory ' s  abi l ity 
to predict EI among 1 , 748 university business students in each of the study countries. 
ocial norn1S in this tudy are suggested a a strong predictor for EI in  a l l  the study 
countrie ( Engle et a l . .  20 1 0) .  
M uch re earch that attempts to study entrepreneurship  intention examines 
university students as a research san1ple (A lmobai reek & Manolova, 20 1 2 ; Franke & 
Llithje .  2004; chlaegel & Koenig, 20 1 4 ) .  According to Turker and Selcuk (2008 ). 
since it is more l ikely that an individual  may start a new venture between the ages of 
25 and 44, it is logical to focus on individuals younger than 25 to capture the factors 
that may affect thei r  intention to start a new business in the future (Turker & Selcuk, 
2009) .  Youth represent the i nd i  idual ity and creativity of the future workforce 
( Henderson & Robertson,  2000) .  Although some research cannot pinpoint a c lear 
pattern of influences on El i n  a given student sample ( Schlaegel & Koenig, 20 1 4) ,  
targeting university students is  a wise, appropriate and preferable decis ion when 
studying El ( Engle et a I . ,  20 1 0; L ifian & Chen, 2009b) .  During the period spent at 
uni ersity, students' intentions and deci sions regarding an ideal type of career can be 
formulated and influenced. Thus, future entrepreneurs are more l ikely to be captured 
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among t a population of tudent , particularl busine s and engineering college 
tudent ( Pratheeba. 20 1 4b; hinnar. Pruett, & Toney. 2009) rather than those already 
e tabl i  hed in bu ines ( ouitari et aL �007) .  Moreo er. the validit of student 
sample for entrepreneurial enqui rie has been ju t ified in  previous research and more 
recent re earch in entrepreneurial intent ion is able to draw useful conclusion from 
targeting thi san1ple ( Autio et a I . ,  200 1 ;  Gal lant et al . .  20 1 0; Matlay et al . ,  20 1 2 ; 
i himura & Morale . 20 1 1 ;  Tkachev & Kolvereid, 1 999; Van Gelderen et at . .  2008) .  
2.7 Prev iou Mea u rements of E ntrepreneurship I n tention ( E I )  and Theory of 
Plan ned Behavior (TPB)  Constructs 
2 .7. 1 E ntrepreneur  hip I n tention ( E I )  measu rement 
To measure the dependent ariable of EI and independent TPB constructs, 
d ifferent studie use d ifferent measurement items and scales, while simultaneously 
con idering the development of exist ing measurements or benefiting from previously 
validated ones (Almobaireek & Manolova. 20 1 2; Autio et al .  200 1 ;  Engle et al . . 20 1 0; 
J ianfeng Yang, 20 1 3 ; L ars Kolvereid & I saksen, 2006; Matlay et al . .  20 1 2) .  I n  some 
studies, E I  was measured by a single binary variable, whether or not individuals wants 
to start thei r  OvvTI business i n  the future ( YeslNo) (Almobaireek & Manolova. 20 1 2 ; 
Krueger & Carsrud. 1 993 ) .  However. other studies consider this way to measure E I  as 
a " loose operalionalizalion", thus. they add other measures, which indicate the time 
frame ( short or long term) of the future i ntention to start a business (Autio et al . .  200 1 ,  
p. 1 5 1 :  Davidsson. 1 995 ) .  Autio, Keeley, Klofsten, Parker, & Hay,  (200 1 )  based 
statements to measure the perceived l ike l ihood of the part icipants to start their  own 
business in the future ei ther part-time or ful l -time both in the short term (one year from 
now) and the long telm ( five years from now) using four i tems categorized into two 
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group ( fu l l -t ime ccupat ion in own finn & part-time occupation in  own fim1) .  The 
data for thi came from re pon e on a five-point Likert cale ranging from ( 1  = ot at 
al l  l ikel , to 5= b 'eady tarted a finn).  The Cronbach Alpha for their con truct was 
.82 \\. hich i abo e .7 and thus, considered rel iable according to ulll1al ly 1 978) .  I n  
addit ion to  the l i ke l ihood of  tart ing one' s  own venture in  the future, Engle, e t  aI . ,  
( 20 1 0) included oth r questions to measure the extent to  which the participants \ ere 
prepared to or considered start ing their own business (Autio et al . ,  200 1 ; Engle et al . ,  
20 1 0). 
ccording to Gelderen, Brand, Bodewes, Poutsma, & Gi ls, (2008) the 
l iterature on ocial psychology proposes E I  measurements to represent the "desh'e" to 
start a new business, the 'preference" for bei ng entrepreneur rather than being 
emplo ed by someone else and 'behavioral expectancies" , which represent the 
expectation or the probabi l ity of start ing one ' s  own business in the future. It is argued 
that "behavioral expectancies" represent the most proper measurement because they 
take i nto consideration the possible choice of entrepreneurship among other avai lable 
choices (Annitage & Conner, 200 1 ;  Van Gelderen et aI . ,  2008 ; Warshaw & Davis, 
1 985 ) .  
2.7.2 Attitude measurement 
Personal Atti tude (P A )  or attitude toward a certain behavior, which indicates 
the attractiveness of the targeted behavior ( being entrepreneur), can be measured with 
different individuals '  bel iefs regarding d ifferent variables in  mind. such as autonomy 
and challenge, income and personal wealth, achievement motivation and commun ity 
benefit ( Engle et aL 20 1 0; Yang, 20 1 3 ; Krueger Jr et a i . ,  2000' Van Gelderen et aL 
2008) .  orne studies focus on measuring attitude by concentrating on measuring the 
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attractivene of an entr preneurial car er compared with other career option . uch as 
a corporate career, the c iv i l  ervice and research/teaching. However. concern regarding 
the rel iabi l i ty of thi mea urement approach \ a di scussed (Autio et al . ,  200 1 ). 
Kol ereid and I ak en (2006) argue that thi approach i a "simplification" in  that i t  
negl cts the po sibi l i t  that indi iduals ma choo e to combine two career options at 
the arne t ime (employee and rW111 ing thei r  own business) ( Kolvereid & I saksen. 2006, 
p. 870) .  Indeed. Kolvereid ( 1 996) suggests eleven reasons why a person may choose 
to be sel f-employed or organizational ly employed. Security, the social environment. 
workload. avoiding respon ibi l ity and career opportunity represent five reasons which 
may make someone fa or organizational employment. But economic opportunity. 
challenge. autonomy, authori ty, sel f-real ization and participation in  the whole process 
compri e s ix reasons for preferring self-employment. A total of 3 3  i tems for 
employment status preferences were fornlU lated, 2 to 5 items representing each of the 
1 1  reasons. Us ing a 7-point L iketi scale, the respondents were asked how far they 
agreed that considering  certain items was important in their future work/career. The 
rel iabi l ity coeffic ients aried from .68 to .90 ( Kol ereid, 1 996a). More recently a 
"Mini -Kolvereivd Scale" was developed ( McNal ly, Martin, Honig, Bergmann, & 
Piperopoulos. 20 1 4) which includes only three career-choice factors taken from the 
original eleven factors suggested by Kolvereid ( 1 996) .  Those factors are workload, 
autonomy and creativity .  This improved scale is suggested to more accurately predict 
and measure the relat ionship between entrepreneurship attitudes and intention. 
Moreover. because of i ts length, the shortened scale offers a hope of generat ing higher 
response rates (Mc a l ly  e t  a1 . .  20 1 4) .  
Comparably, Almobaireek and Manolova (20 1 2) use entrepreneurial 
motivations as proxies for measuring the attracti veness and expected benefit of starting 
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one \\11 busine ( i n  their r earch, they con ider attitude towards the b havior to 
be imi lar to hap r ' c n truct f perceived de irabi l ity) .  In doing 0, they combine 
pnor re earch on ntrepren urial motivations with re earch on opportunity and 
nece ity-based entrepreneur hip, thu mea uring entrepreneurial motivation by 1 1  
binar. item . pec i fical ly,  financ ial gains, necessity. independence, pro iding jobs, 
higher ocial position, flexibi l it , and creat ivi ty. gaining experience, achie ement, 
higher contro l  and achie ing a personal ision (Almobaireek & Manolova, 20 1 2) .  
Other studies emphasize the need to measure atti tude with a value-based and 
not an attractivene s-ba ed measurement. The claim that the evaluation of attitude is 
related to the expected value of tar1 ing a business rather than a general assessment of 
its attract i,'eness. Moreover, they claim that the suggested measurement could help to 
avoid the fai lure caused by a general e a luation (Zhang, Owen, & Wang, 20 1 5 ) .  
Although the fonl1er suggested measurement method gained the high Cronbach Alpha 
of . 87 1 .  the study result fai led to find a relationship between thi s  construct and E1 ,  
c laiming that th i s  resulted from the l imi ted entrepreneurship experience of  the study 
sample (uni  ersity business students) .  Accordingly, value-based measurement may 
not be appropriate for measuring the attitude of university students with l i tt le 
entrepreneurship experience, as in the present study sample. 
2.7.3 S u bjective Norm (SN)  meas u rement  
The Subject ive Norm ( SN )  can be measured by d ifferent items such as  the role 
of the family ,  friends, col leagues and partners, mentors or people who are impOliant 
to the part ic ipants ( B usenitz & Lau, 1 996b;Turker & Selcuk, 2009; Engle et aL 20 1 0; 
Kolvereid, 1 996b) .  This construct i s  bel ieved to have a strong role in explaining 
intention in  a col lectiv ist culture ( Begley & Tan, 200 1 ;  L inin & Chen, 2009b) . 
Koh ereid 1 996) m a ured the 
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in three tep : fir t, how the respondent percei\'ed 
the opinion of their  clo e t fami ly  members, c lose t friend and people who were 
important i n  the resp ndents' pur uit of a car er as an entrepreneur. econd, the 
re pond nt were a ked to indicate how much the car d about these people, ranging 
from 1 =do not care to 7=care ver much, thus, a es ing the motivation to comply. 
Final ly , the item which referred to the perceived opinions of others were then 
multipl ied b . the motivation to compl items and the scores thus obtained were 
averaged to mea ure the subje  t ive nonn ( SN) .  The Cronbach Alpha was .77 ;  many 
tudie since have adopted this approach to measure the subjective norm ( Yang, 20 1 3  
Kol\'ereid & I saksen. 2006; Matlay et a l . .  20 1 2) .  Mult iple-item scales to measure S 
are con idered more rel iable than other approaches to SN measurements, such as single 
items, soc ial support. normative bel ief and unspecified measurements ( Armitage & 
Conner. 200 1 ) . orris and Krueger' s ( 2000) approach to measuring the subjective 
norm is also used by many studies (A lmobai reek & Manolova, 20 1 2; Engle et aI . ,  
20 1 0) .  orris and Krueger focused on measuring the degree of encouragement to start 
a new enture. ask ing " to what degree did yourfamilylfriendslmentor and significant 
others encourage you fo start your own business?" and the importance of their 
opinions: "how important li'Olild your family/friends 'Imentors ' and significant other ' 
opinion be regarding starting your own business" (Engle et a l . .  20 1 0, p. 45 )  . This 
measure " urns the trength of the perceived reactions weighted by perceived 
imporlance" . ( Krueger Jr et a l . ,  2000. p. 422) .  
2.7 ,4 Perceived Behav ioral Control  ( PBC) measu rement 
Perceived Behavioral Control ( PBC) i ndicates the ease or d ifficulty of 
perfonning entrepreneurship activity and is based on individual s perception and 
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c n fidence about their  k i l l s  and abi l i t i  s (Almobai reek & Manolo a, 20 1 2; Wil on. 
Kickul , & arl ino, _007).  Thi con truct i often m a ured by different variables uch 
a per everance, creat ivit , entrepreneurial alertness, e lf-efficac , pre ious 
experience and knowledge (Gelderen. Maryse Brand, Bodewes. Pout ma, & Gi ls, 
2008 :  i h imura & Tristan. 20 1 1 ) . I n  his study to investigate entrepreneurial intention 
among Chinese undergraduates, Yank: ( 20 1 3 )  adopted the 6-item self-assessment scale 
of Wi l  on et al. ( 2007), where PBC is con idered comparable to Bandura' s 
( 1 977. 1 982)  concept of sel f-efficiency. For each item the participants were asked to 
rate them elves against their peers in specific ski l l s  and abi l it ies, such as problem 
olving. money management, creativ ity, getting people to agree with you. leadership 
and d c ision making k i l l . U i ng a 5-point L ikert scale, the respondents rated 
them e lves from much worse to much better. The Cronbach Alpha was .79 (Yang, 
20 1 3 ; Wi l son et a I . ,  2007) .  A lthough Yang (20 1 3 )  was able to confirm the PBC 
mea urement val idity.  he mentions that the context where the measurement and its 
items are developed plays a major role in  affect ing the study results. Thus, using the 
items chosen by Wi l son et al. ( 2007), which were developed in  a Western culture ( the 
U ). to measure PBC in  an Eastern culture (China) may i gnore some important 
variables spec ifical ly  sui ted to Chinese culture ( Yang, 20 1 3 ) .  Hence, this l imitation 
should be considered in future studies. 
Moreover, in their study to i nvestigate entrepreneurial intentions among Saudi 
university students, Almobaireek and Manolova ( 20 1 2 ) used reverse scoring to assess 
the degree ofPBC over the intended behavior (entrepreneurship) .  Thus, they used three 
i tem i n  their  survey to capture the expected start-up problems emerging from "fear of 
failure", ''fear of commitment" and "fear of administrative burden of running new 
bushiness". The results emphasize the role of ''fear of failure' in affecting PBC and 
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con equently ntrepreneurial intention, especial ly in Musl im and Middle Ea tern 
ocietie . HO\'v ev r, the lower alue of Cronbach 's  Alpha ( .693 ) may raise ome 
c ncerns regarding th rel iabi l i t  and al idity of thi s  form of measurement 
(Almobaireek & Manolova, 20 1 2. p. 4034) .  Another PBC measurement approach was 
de\" loped by Davis  on ( 1 995 ) . By means of a 5-point Likert-Scale, PBC was 
mea ured to asse ho far the participants agreed or disagreed about four questions 
related to their  confidence of uccess. The question are as fol lows: would they start 
their own busines : i f  the were to, how easy would it be; would start ing their own 
bu ine be the best wa to b nefit from education: and what ski l ls and capabil it ies are 
required to succeed as an entrepreneur. Thi approach received an acceptable 
Cronbach's  Alpha ( . 75 )  (Autio et a I . ,  200 1 ;  Davidsson, 1 995) .  
I t  i s  general ly  apparent that many studies also adopt/develop different 
mea urement approaches and variables, which take account of each study' s  context-
pecific requirements (Almobaireek & Manolova, 20 1 2; Autio et al . ,  200 1 :  Matlay et 
al . .  20 1 2 : Van Gelderen et a l . ,  2008) .  This may be considered an important step since 
appl ied measuring tools are " rarely perfect" especial ly in the social sc iences (Heuer & 
Kolvereid, 20 1 4) .  
L ifian & Chen (2009) argue that although culture plays an i mportant role when 
developing and choosing the proper measurement approach to study entrepreneurial 
i ntention. there i s  a need to find a standardized measurement i nstrument that could 
apply to al l cultures in all countries . This in turn wi l l  faci l itate comparison of the 
research outcomes i n  this area conducted in d ifferent cultures and contexts, and may 
serve in explaining the confl icts among the findings in  previous studies' regarding the 
factors which affect entrepreneurial i ntention. As a result ,  Liilan & Chen (2009) 
de eloped a val id and rel iable measurement instrument to analyze entrepreneurial 
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P rcept ion and intenti n , ba ed on the Theor ' of Planned Behavior. cal led the 
.. ntr preneurial Intent ion Que tionnaire (E IQ)".  This  in trurnent was developed from 
data on 5 1 9  i ndividuals from t\VO cultural l dist inct countries. name I pam ( an 
individual i t culture) and Taiwan ( a  col lecti i t cul ture) .  The model consists of 1 0  
ction and al l  the construct use L ikert-type cales, which are suggested to be more 
rel iable than single- i tem cal s ( unnal ly,  1 978) .  Moreover, E IQ is proposed as a way 
to overcome the l im itation and shortcoming of previous measurement approaches 
( Lii'ian & Chen. 2009a). In addition, E IQ does not consider entrepreneurship as the 
opposite of being  an organizational employee ( L ifian & Chen, 2009a), which is in l ine 
with the current cope and definition of self-employment/entrepreneurship.  
Accordingly, E1Q appears to be the most appropriate instrument that can be 
used i n  this study to measure E 1  and the TPB constructs after considering the 
modifications suggested by authors and other researchers who have appl ied this 
instrument in their re earch. 
2.8 The Study M odel 
To analyze the relationship between E I  and its antecedents using E1Q, L inan 
and Chen ( 2009) developed their  model ,  as presented in F igure 4. The developed 
model is based on Ajzan ' s  ( 1 99 1 )  Theory of Planned Behavior model ;  however, the 
developed model con iders also the effects of human capital and other demographic  
variables ( age, gender, role model ,  entrepreneurship experience and work experience), 
on E1 ( Lifian & Chen. 2009a). 
I n  accordance with Ajzan's  ( 1 99 1 )  model in Figure 2 .  L ilian and Chen ' s  (2009) 
model proposed that PA. S and PBe directl y  affect E 1 .  However, the model also 
suggests that S direct ly  affects and i nfl uences both P A and PBe. I n  addition, human 
so 
capital and other demographic ariable are assumed to indirectly affect E1 through 
the direct ffect on th TPB's  three main variables ( Lifian & Chen, 2009a). 
Human 
Capital and 
other 
demographic 
variabl s 
Source: Liihln & hen,  2009 
tti tude 
Perceived Behavioral 
Control 
Entrepreneuri al 
_______ Intention 
Figure 4 :  Entrepreneurial Intention Model 
Although L ifian and Chen (2009) were able to support the above model .  they 
could not find a direct relationship between S and E I ,  c laiming that this could be due 
to the measurement l im i tations of the construct . 
Howe er, according to UAE unique context and based on the l iterature 
reviewed, it may be the case that SN has a powerful effect on E I  in the UAE context. 
This antecedent may be h ighly i nfluenced by the role of fami l ies in UAE culture; they 
play an important rol e  in shaping youth career preferences ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4; 
" Reshaping Atti tudes, Bel iefs, and Opinions: The Key to Emiratization in  the Pri ate 
Sector I Al Qasim i ," n .d . ) .  
In  Carr and Sequeira's  ( 2007) study, the Subjective Norm is referred to  as  the 
Perceived Fami l y  SUPPoli to emphasize the role that the fami l  plays in  shaping the 
fami l y  members' entrepreneurship preferences and intentions ( Carr & Sequei ra, 2007) .  
I t  seems c lear also that education may have a direct effect on young people ' s  attitude 
5 1  
and PB , but not on . Be au e fami l ie are not ful l }  invol ed in  the uni er ities ' 
program and oth r awarene initiati es which aim to promote entrepreneurship 
among ) oung peopl , and becau e fami l ies' opinions regarding career choice (which 
encomaging publ ic  ector emplo ment) are highl respected by UAE national youth, 
it  may be a umed that thi variable i l l  not direct ly affect the young people'  ocial 
onn antecedent. ccord ingly ,  thi factor may affect the entrepreneuria l  intention 
indire t ly  through its dir ct influence on att itude and PBe. As noted above, it is argued 
that l i tt le can be done by educational institutions or pol icy makers to influence UAE 
national youth career choices if their fami l ies acti e ly encourage them toward working 
only in the publ ic sector ("Reshaping Attitudes, Beliefs. and Opinions: The Key to 
Emiratization i n  the Private Sector I Al Qasimi ." n .d . ) .  As assumed and supported by 
Lifian and Chen (2009), it  seems to fol low that SN may influence individuals'  attitudes 
and PBC in the UAE context. Accordingly. the proposed model modified for the 
pre ent study is as fol lows: 
Education 
Gender. 
Age and 
Entrepreneur 
-ship 
Experience 
Fami ly  Role  
Model 
Perceived Behavioral 
Control 
F igure 5 :  The Study Model 
Entrepreneurial 
I ntention 
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can be een from the abo e figure, the study model as urnes the same 
relation hip between the E I  and TPB con truct and other control led variables a 
ugge ted by Lifian and Chen (2009). Ho\ ever, orne modi fications were con idered 
to refle t th E unique culture. This is mainl , as noted abo e, related to s 
i n fluence and the role of ducation on E 1 .  Moreo er, it may also be suggested that 
fami ly role model i l l  affect the E I  d irect ly .  This is Suppol1ed b the importance of 
fami l  ' influence on youth i n  the UAE conte t; this relationship was Suppol1ed by some 
re earch in the pa t as wel l ( Carr & equeira, 2007) .  
2 .9 Research Hypotheses 
Ba ed on the l iterature review and the study model presented in Figure 5 .  the 
research hypotheses are summarized in Table 2 below. The hypotheses from 1 to 3 are 
derived from Ajzen's ( 1 99 1 )  original model ,  whi le the hypotheses from 4 to 9 represent 
the hypotheses suggested by L ifian and Chen ( 2009) .  The hypotheses from 9 to 1 2  are 
derived from the l iterature re iew and are based on the UAE's unique context and its 
effects on entrepreneurial i ntention. 
Table 2: The study hypotheses 
No. Description 
1 Att i tude posit ive ly and direct ly influences entrepreneurial intention 
2 Perceived behavioral control positively and directly influences 
entrepreneurial i ntention 
3 The subjective nonn positively and directly influences entrepreneurial 
i ntention 
4 The ubjective n rm po i t ively influences atti tude 
5 The ubj cti e norm po i t ively influences percei d behavioral control 
5 3  
6 Gend r i ndirect ly influenc s the entrepreneurial intention through the direct 
ffect on att itude, ubjecti e nom1 and perceived beha ioral control . 
7 ge indirect ly i n fl uences the entrepreneurial intention through the direct 
effect on att i tude, ubjecti e norm and perceived behavioral control 
8 Entrepreneurship expenence i ndirect I i nfluences the entrepreneurial 
i ntention through the direct effect on attitude, subjective norm and perceived 
behavioral control 
9 Fam i ly role models d irectl y  and indirectly influence the entrepreneurial 
i ntention, i ndirectly tlu·ough the direct effect on att itude, subjective norm and 
percei ved beha ioral control  
1 0  Educat ion indirectl i nfluences the entrepreneurial intention through the 
direct effect on attitude and perceived behavioral control but not on the 
subjective nonn 
1 1  Entrepreneurial i ntention i s  h igher among UAE national students who are 
studying outside the country than students who are studying local ly .  
1 2  Attitude toward risk (r isk aversion) is  higher among UAB nat ional students 
who are studying local l y  than students who are studying abroad. 
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u m m a ry 
Thi chapt r ha di cu sed the imp0l1ance of entrepreneurship in  general and 
a a career option in  spec i fic  for UAE national outb . fier reviewing tbe findings of 
many related art icle and journal , the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) was chosen 
a the model to i nve t igate the entrepreneurship intention of UAE national youth. The 
model is based on the three main antecedents of subjective norm, attitude and 
perceived behavioral contro l .  Howe er, additional variables were considered to reflect 
the UAE' wuque context and culture . Accordingly, the study model was developed 
and the h pothese were proposed. 
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C h a pter  3:  M ethodology 
The pre ious chapter discu s d in detai l the relevant l iterature, presented the 
model and framework de loped to examine the entrepreneurial intentions (E l )  of the 
U E national youth, ba ed on Ajzen ( 1 99 1 ) Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and 
defin  d the re earch problem et b the gap found in the l iterature. This chapter 
di cu es the re earch methodology in tenl1S of research paradigm, method. and finall 
the tool and teclmiques for the data col lection. 
3 . 1  Re earch Paradigm 
A r search paradigm is defined as" the basic belief system or 11 'orldview that 
guide the inve tigato}", not only in choices of method but in ontological and 
epistemologically jimdamenfal ways" (Guba, L incoln, & others, 1 994, p. 1 05) .  
Posit ivi  m and construct ivism are the two most used research paradigms  in  the 
field of entrepreneurship ( Bruyat & Jul ien, 200 1 ;  Guba et a! . ,  1 994) .  In the positivist 
paradigm.  the object of the study is studied independent ly from the researcher and 
knowledge i s  acquired through structured measurement of the phenomena in the study, 
thus helping to repl icate and quant ify the col lected observations. This paradigm 
provides a basis for quanti tat ive analysis (Guba et aL 1 994; Kraus , 2005) .  According 
to this epistemology, science can be used as a way to understand the world and thus 
help to predict and control i t .  Deductive reasoning is used here to help test and val idate 
exist ing theories through the development of hypotheses ( Krauss, 2005; Wi lson 
20 1 0) .  
The constructivist paradigm requi res i nteraction with the phenomena to acquire 
the knowledge ( Krauss, 2005) .  The main purpose here i s  to under tand and reconstruct 
the phenomena (Guba et aL 1 994). Rather than using fixed measurements, this 
S6 
appr a h al lo\\! th que ti n to change and emerge in pur uit of in-depth 
under tandino of the ph nomena. onstructi ism percei e real ity to be ubjecti e. I t  
bel ie that real ity reflect human interaction \ i th e periences in the real orld 
( Krau . 2005) .  A oppo ed to the deducti e approach, this paradigm uses inductive 
r a omng a a wa to de elop a model or theory after col lecting the observations and 
recognize th patt m (Thomas, 2006) .  This paradigm provides a ba is for qual itative 
anal; i ( Guba et a1 . . 1 994; Krauss, 2005; McStay, 2008) .  
I n  th i  study, Ajzen '  ( 1 99 1 )  Theory of  Planned Behaviour (TPB) is  used as  a 
framework to predict entrepreneurial intention ( EI )  among UAE national youth. 
I ntention re earch is appl ied to predict the behavior of interest in the study ( McStay. 
2008) .  B applying the model ,  E I  can be predicted by measuring three main constructs, 
namely atti tude, ubjective norm and perceived behavioral contro l .  Moreover, to 
upport and achieve the study aims and objectives, additional variables are added and 
tested ( F igure 5 )  to reflect the unique context of the UAE.  Based on the adopted theory, 
hypotheses are proposed to rigorously test and analyze the causal relationships 
between the stud variables (deductive approach) .  As a result ,  the author can define 
the current research as adopting a posit ivist research paradigm. 
The fol lowing sections present the research methodology . 
3.2 Que tio n n ai re Development and  Pre-test ing 
3.2. 1 Sca l ing 
I n  order to operational ize the variables, a survey questiOlmaire was designed 
and de eloped on the basis of the most recent version of the previously val idated 
standardized measure of the "Entrepreneurial I ntention Questionnaire ( E IQ)", which 
was i ni t ia l ly developed by L ififm and Chen (2009) .  Moreover, addit ional 
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mea urement v. ere con idered to measure addit ional variables of specific interest to 
the U E conte t; th e arc di eus ed in  a later ect ion. Profe or Franci co Linan was 
contacted and he k indl pr ided the E rQ questionnaire. 
E IQ wa d vel ped fol lowing Ajzen's  methodological recommendations for 
bui lding a TPB que tionnaire (Jaen & L inan, 20 1 3 ) .  I t  has been revised by many 
author and it is  capable of improvement by other researchers in future studies. thus 
becoming more appl icable to di fferent cultures and contexts. I ts rigor in prior 
con truction and val idation helped to min imize measurement and stati st ical problems 
( Linan.  Urbano, & Quenero. 20 1 1 ) . 
Th survey devised for the present study ( see Appendix 1 )  consists of seven 
mall1 ections. de oted to demographic data, educat ion and experience, entrepreneurial 
i ntention. entrepreneurial attitude, subjective norm. perceived behavioral control and 
profes ional attraction. 
To obtain information about the mam theoretical items, the study used 
predominantl L i kert-type questions. In addit ion a few open-ended, c losed-ended and 
binary questions were used to measure other items. The five-point Likert scale was 
used for certain items because i t  is held to be adequate for most measures (H inkin, 
1 995) .  The wording of the questions was careful ly  reviewed to make them 
understandable by the respondents whi le  accurately  measuring the intended ariables. 
For example.  the scal ing procedure for some items ranged from 1 = strongly disagree 
to 5= strongly agree. For other i tems, the Likeli scale ranged from 1 = total ly unl ikely 
to 5=totaUy l ikely .  Moreover, other scales were used to offer adequate measurements 
of the stud items. In some questions the researcher added a "  ot Appl icable" column 
to help the respondents to know where to fit  themselves even when the question did 
not apply to them, thus avoiding the temptation to answer enoneously or not at al l .  
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In  order t complete th que tioning in  one urve , a detai led con truct table 
wa de\ eloped ( ee ppendi.  2) .  This comprehen ive table contains information 
regarding the ariable consid red in thi tud , their  definition , and the measurement 
approache taken to measure the tud items after con idering and revising key 
alt rnat ive measurem nt ubgested by other re earchers in the area. 
Th fol lo\v ing ections contain detai led information about the measurement 
item for each tud con truct .  
3.2. 1 . 1  E ntrepreneu rsh ip  I n tention ( E I )  
To mea ure this dependent variable, the author used two measurement 
approaches. The first measurement was adopted from Jaen & Lifian ' s  ( 20 1 3 )  EIQ 
que tionnaire. where fi e items are used to assess the perceived l ikel ihood of the 
re pondents to choo e an entrepreneurial career. The second measurement come from 
Autio. Keeley. Klofsten. Parker. & Hay ( 200 1 ), where four items are used to measure 
the t ime needed to start each new venture some t ime in the future, and whether the 
envisaged work would be full time or part time. This additional measurement was 
considered to reflect the UAE ' s  unique context, because this study examines 
entrepreneurship as an alternative career option for UAE national youth after 
graduation. and because the e idence suggests that a high percentage ofUAE nationals 
are employed besides being entrepreneurs ( okari, Home, Huang, & Awad, 20 1 3 ) .  
Moreover the use of th is  additional measurement enables the study to compare the , 
result of the suggested standardized measurement of " Entrepreneurial Intention 
Questionnaire ( E I Q )  with the measurement of EI by Autio, Keeley, K lofsten, Parker, 
& H ay, ( 200 1 ), thus help ing to examine the robustness and val idity of the 
Entrepreneurial I ntention Questionnaire (E IQ)  in the UAE context. one of the study' s  
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objecti\e . I t  al 0 re pond to the ( IQ) authors' call [or testing and further al idating 
th E IQ  mea ur m nt in trum nt in diff! rent conte, ts. The reported Cronbach lpha 
o[ the E1 mea ur m nt b utio, Keeley, Klo!: ten, Parker, & Hay, ( 200 1 ) is  .82. A et 
o[ que tion an wered on a five-point cale was used to measure the responses for each 
of the E1 i tem . a fol low : 
Fir t meas u rement :  please state our level of agreement with respect to the 
fol lowing tatement ( 1  =strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree) 
1 .  It i ery l i ke l  that I wi l l  start a venture some day . 
2. I am wi l l i ng to make an effort to become an entrepreneur 
3 .  I have erious doubts whether I wi l l  ever start a venture. 
4. I am determined to start a business in the future. 
5 .  My professional goal is  to be an entrepreneur. 
I tem three above \ as reversed to prevent acquiescence bias (Jaen & LiMn, 20 1 3 ) .  
Secon d  measurement :  how l ikely i s  that you w i l l  start a new firm o f  your 
O\v11? P lease asses the option of starting d ifferent types of firm ( 1  = total ly  unl ikely.  
5=total ly  l ikel ) .  An ' fA' option was provided here also to indicate whether the 
respondents had already launched a firm .  Moreover, the author added "after 
graduation" at the end of each i tem to i ndicate more appropriatel y  the intended start­
up t ime for entrepreneurial activity by UAE students. 
Ful l-t ime occu pat ion in own firm 
1 .  Start a firm on a ful l -t ime basi s in  one year after graduation 
2. tart a firm on a ful l -time basis in five years after graduation 
Part- t ime occu pat ion in  ow n firm 
3. Start a firm on a part-t ime basis in  one year after graduation 
4 .  Start a firm on a part-time basis in five years after graduation 
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3.2. 1 .2 t t i tude 
Ba d on the impro ed E IQ instrument er ion suggested by Jaen & Lifian 
(20 1 3  . and in th arne l ine a Ajzen ' s (2002) work, the independent ariable of 
att itude to entrepreneurship was measured through two sets of six items. The first set 
a e ed the exp ct d outcomes of an entrepreneurial career and the second set 
a e ed the de irabi l i t  of those outcomes. The two sets were then suggested to be 
mUlt ipl ied and divided by the total of items used to obtain scale average scores ( Jaen 
& Lifian. 2 0 1 3 ). Thi approach was also supported by Moriano, Gorgievski, Laguna, 
tephan. & Zarafshani ,  ( 20 1 1 ), with Cronbach's Alpha of . 77 ( Moriano et at . ,  20 1 1 ) . 
To reflect the U E context in measur ing this construct, three additional items were 
con idered. The e items concerned contributing to society and country, pursuing one ' s  
passion and creating a job  for onesel f. Thus, n ine items were asked about attitude, as 
fol lows: 
Fir t set:  for you, start ing a new business (being an entrepreneur) would 
involve . . .  ( 1 =  tota l ly  un l ikely,  5=total l y  l ikely) 
1 .  Facing new cha l lenges 
2. Taking calculated risks 
3 .  Contributing to soc iety and the country 
4. Achieving greater independence 
5. Pursuing a passion 
6. Creat ing jobs for others 
7 .  Creating a job for onese lf  
8 .  Having more income 
9 .  Being creative and innovative 
6 1  
econd et: nov . plea e state to what extent these statement are de irable for 
you gen ral ly  . . .  ( 1  = tota l ly not d irable, 5= tota l ly  de irable)  
l .  Facing ne" chal lenges 
2. Taking ca1culat d ri k 
3 .  ontributing to ociet and the country 
4 .  ch i  v ing greater independence 
5 .  Pur uing a pa Ion 
6. reating jobs for other 
7 .  Creating a job for onese lf  
8 .  Ha  ing more income 
9. Being creat ive and inno ative 
Moreo er, the " Mini-Kolvereid Scales" suggested by Me al ly  et al. (20 1 4 )  
was u ed as an additional measurement for attitude. Several issues encouraged us to 
include this scale in our measurement of this construct . First. the wel l -known 
Kolvereid scale was init ial l y  developed to distinguish between organizational 
employment and sel f-employment. This  is considered an impOliant approach to 
measure career preferences especial ly  in the UAE context where there is high tendency 
among UAE national youth to prefer work in the publ ic sector or to combine two work 
options: sel f-employment and organizational employment . 
Second. m in i -Kol  ereid scales were developed on the basis of a study aimed 
to test and val idate the original Kolvereid scales ( 1 996);  it is suggested that the mini  
scales produce more accurate conc lusions regarding the relationship between attitude 
and E l  (Mc  a l ly  et aI . ,  20 1 4 ) .  I t  is al leged that previous studies 0 erestimated the 
relationship between att itude and intention because they used untested attitude and 
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intention cale . A a r ult. u ing the two differ nt m a mement approache of Jaen 
& Lifhln  ( 20 1 3 )  and mini-Kol ereid to mea ure attitude al lov,'s us to compare the 
r ul t of the two approache and thu recognize and judge if  the tested and al idated 
mini-Kolvereid attitude scales can more accurately  identify the relation hip between 
the te ted variable . Thi approach enhances the methodological rigor. advances the 
l iterature in thi field ( Mc al l et a l . .  20 1 4) and a si ts the study to reach more 
accurate conel u  ions and recommendations for better understanding of the influence 
of attitudes on the intention to be entrepreneur. It is also worth mentioning that 
additional focus is given here to the att itude measurement because research e laims that 
the TPB construct of subjecti e norm and perceived behavior control scales are better 
tested and validated, with more adequate rel iabi l ity and validity. than more commonly  
u ed  attitude scales ( Mc a l ly  et aI . ,  20 1 4 ) .  
The mini -Kolvereid scale includes three validated mini -attitude factors which 
may be related to career intention:  workload, autonomy and creativity. The 
respondents were asked to indicate on a five-point Likert scale how impOliant each of 
the fol lo\  ing factors was for their decision about future career plans ( 1  =not at a l l  
important. 5=  ery important ) :  
Component 1 :  Workload 
1 .  ot hav ing long working hours 
2 .  To  have fixed workin g  hours 
3 .  Not to have a stressful job 
Component 2 :  Autonomy 
1 . I ndependence 
2 .  To be my own boss 
3 .  To be able to ho e m y  0 n work t a  ks 
omponent 3 :  r at ivity 
1 .  To create omething 
To ful fi l l  m cr ative need 
6 3  
I n  addition, ri sk aversion or  att i tude toward risk was further investigated 
because the l i terature suggests that it plays a key role in affecting the entrepreneurship 
intent ion of AE national outh. It  is defined as an " individual degree of negative 
(lttitude tOH'ard risk ari ingfrom outcome uncertainty" (Mandrik & Bao, 2005 , p. 5 33 ) .  
To  measure thi variable, the study adopted the General Risk Aversion (GRA) scale 
sugge ted by Mandrik and Bao ( 2005 ) .  This scale is the most preferred of all domain-
pecific measurements of risk-taking, for many reasons. A domain specific risk taking 
measurement approach - using for example a sel f-reported scale to measure a specific 
action such as buying a new car or making an investment decision, etc . - appears to 
entai l many problems relating to its rel iabi l ity and appl icabi l i ty in other research 
contexts (Mandrik & Bao, 2005) .  However, GRA provides a more standardized and 
valid measure. which can be used in a wider context to measure risk aversion through 
a simple and short self-reported scale ( Mandrik & Bao, 2005 ) .  The reported Cronbach 
A lpha of this measurement is . 72. The respondents were asked to indicate how far they 
agreed with the fol lowing six statements ( i tems) about taking risk ( 1  = strongly 
disagree. 5= strongly agree ) as fol lows : 
1 .  I do not fee l  comfortable  about taking chances or opportunities. 
2 .  I prefer situations that have foreseeable  outcomes. 
3 .  Before I make a decision. I l ike to be absolute ly  sure how things wi l l  turn out. 
4. I avoid  situations that have uncertain outcomes.  
5 .  I fe I comfortable  impro\ i ing in new situation . 
6 .  I feel nervou when I have to make decision in uncertain si tuations. 
3.2. 1 .3 u bjective Norm 
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Ba d on the impro ed E IQ  instrument version suggested by Jaen & Lifian 
( _0 1 '"1 ). and in l ine with jzen' ( 2002) recommendations in measuring this construct, 
the independent variable of the subjective norm was measured through two sets of ix 
i tems each.  The e measures ind icate how the respondents bel ieve that their significant 
other (e .g .  parents) would view their entrepreneurial career choice, as wel l  as their 
motivation to comply with such people. These two sets are suggested to be multipl ied 
together and then divided by three to obtain scale average scores (Jaen & Lifian, 20 1 3 ) .  
The original measurement i tems suggested b y  Jaen & Lifian (20 1 3 )  were three 
in number: i mmediate fami ly  ( parents and sibl i ngs). c lose friends and col league and 
mate . However. guided by the l iterature and bearing in mind the UAE context the 
author added some i tem and spl it the effect of parents and of sibl ing to measure their 
effects accurately and individual ly .  
I n  the l i terature, fami l ies play a key role in  influencing the E I  and career choice 
of UAE national youth ( Khal ifa Fund. 20 1 4; " Reshaping Atti tudes, Beliefs, and 
Opinions: The Key to Emiratization in the Private ector I A l  Qasimi ,"' n .d . ) .  ' Fami l ies' 
means in  effect parents. sibl ings and spouse ( Khal ifa Fund, 20 1 4 ) .  Moreover, in a 
col lecti ist cul ture such as that of the U AE one ' s  c losest (or immediate) fami ly  and 
one ' s  extended fami l y  are suggested to have great influence ( Moriano et aI . ,  20 1 1 ) . I n  
addition. relevant groups ( close friends and col leagues) represent significant others i n  
mea unng ubjective norm in the 
_0 1 4  ). 
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E context ( Ja 'n  & Liiilin, 20 l 3 ;  Khal ifa Fund. 
cordingl)" the re pondents were asked to think about their relatives and 
clo er friend ( parents, ibl i ngs, hu band/wife, do e friends and colleagues or mates) 
indi\ idual ly  and indicate on a five-point Likert scale to what extent these people would 
agr e \\i th the re pondent' s deci ion to become an entrepreneur ( 1  = strongl disagree. 
5= trongly agree) .  Then they were asked to indicate how much they valued the 
opinion of the e people ( 1  = not at a l l  important, 5=very important ) .  An additional 
column. headed " ot pplicable" had been added to give the respondents the chance 
to indicate that they did not have one or more of the relationships l i sted. 
3.2. 1 .4 Perceived Beha ioral Control  
To measure the third TPB independent variable, that of perceived behavioral 
controL the study adopted the revised E IQ  measurement approach suggested by Jacn 
& Liiian (20 1 3 ) .  Thi measurement combines elements of self-efficacy and 
control labi l ity " the extent 10 which successfully peljorming the behavior is up to the 
per on" ( Lilian & Chen, 2009b, p. 602) ,  in accordance with Ajzen's  ( 2002) theory and 
previous research suggestions ( Jacn & Liiian, 20 l 3 ) .  Through the suggested 
measurement items, the respondents were asked to indicate the extent that they would 
be able to effectively perform spec i fic tasks. The original i tems suggested by Jaen & 
Liiian (20 l 3 )  numbered six;  however, an additional item was added related 
to writ ing business plans. This i tem is suggested to have a greater effect in generating 
a high level of i nterest in  UAE national youth and enhancing their desire to be in olved 
in entrepreneurship act ivities in the UAE context ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4) .  Moreover, it 
is argued that business plann ing is taught on many entrepreneurship courses and 
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program offered b lead ing uni er itie ( Honig. 2004) .  In  addition. recent research 
empha izes the need to inve tigate the effect on EI of drawing up bu ines plans 
( Fa ol le  & Linan. 20 1 4) . Accordingl . the respondent were asked to indicate on a 
five-point Likert cal ho far they would be able to effective ly  perform the fol lowing 
ta ks ( 1  = tota l ly  ineffecti ely. 5= tota l ly  effecti e ly) :  
1 .  Defining my  bu ines idea and new business strategy. 
') Keeping under control the new-venture creation proce 
3 .  egotiating and maintaining favorable  relationsh ips with potential investors and 
banks. 
4. Writing a business plan. 
5. Recognizing opportunities in the market for new products and/or services 
6 .  I nteracting with key people to raise capital to create a new venture . 
7 .  Creat ing and putt ing into operation a new venture . 
3.2. 1 .5 Profes iona l  Attraction 
To meet the study purposes and to faci l itate data interpretation the measuring 
of professional attractiveness to d ifferent career types was considered. I tems suggested 
by L inan and Chen (2009) formed the basis of ideas for modifying or augmenting 
exist ing items to accurately reflect the UAB' s  unique cultural context. Using a five­
point L ikert scale, the respondents were asked to alue the fol lowing options of things 
to do immediately  after finishing their degree, (1 =total l y  not desirable, S=total ly  
desirable) .  The first three items were supported by  the l i terature, and the two other 
items were suggested as a result  of a pre-testing procedure which is described below 
in  this chapter. 
1 .  Starting up a firm. 
2 .  W rking in the public ector. 
3. Working in the pri ate ector. 
..f .  Pur uing further tud (e .g .  for a Ma t r' or  PhD qual ification ) .  
5 .  ot v. i l l  i ng to vy ork! t a  at home. 
3.2.1 .6 Education and Experience 
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Thi ction discusses i tems to measure the effects of the control led ariables 
of entrepreneurship e. periences, the fami ly  role model ,  and education on 
entrepreneurial intention. 
Fol lowing Jaen & Lififm ' s  ( 20 1 3 ) measurement using simple binary questions 
( Ye 0 )  to mea ure entrepreneursh ip  experience. the respondents were asked to 
indicate i f  they had e er been an entrepreneur/started their own business venture. 
The fam ily role m odel was measurement based on Jaen & Lilian ' s  (20 1 3 ) 
measurement with some m inor modifications in question wording to make it more 
understandable  without changing the meaning. Using the suggested simple binary 
questions ( Yes 0 )  the respondents were asked to indicate if any of their close fami ly  
members were currently entrepreneurs. or  had ever been entrepreneurs in  the past. 
Moreo er, those respondents who answered "Yes" to the previous question were then 
asked in c losed-ended quest ions to indicate their relationship with this entrepreneur, 
choosing from the fol lowing options: 
• Parent 
• ib l ing 
• Grandparent 
• Uncle/Aunt 
• ou in  
• Other (plea e ident i f  the relationship) . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
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On the ba i of Lifian and Chen (2009) and Lifian. Urbano, & Guerrero (20 1 1 ) , 
the control led variable f ed ucation could be measured by asking the respondents to 
identi f the major that th \ ere then stud ing and when they expected to complete 
the degree. An addit ional que tion wa added before that, asking the re pondents to 
indicate the col lege where they were studying. It was hoped that this would reveal the 
number of tudent who were tudying in a Business and Engineering col lege. because 
the l i terature sugge t that future entrepreneurs are most l i kely to be captured amongst 
tudents of those two fields of study ( Pratheeba, 20 1 4b' hinnar et at . .  2009) .  Multiple 
options were given to the respondents to answer these c losed-ended questions. 
Moreover, the re pondents answered a simple binary que tion ( YeslNo) to indicate if 
they had taken any cour es or modules that could constitute entrepreneurship 
education.  If they answered "Yes", they were asked in an open-ended question to 
indicate the courses or modules in quest ion. 
Moreover, i n  l i ne with this study 's  purpose and objectives, an additional 
question was asked to reveal which country the students were studying in. The Khal i fa 
Fund report on youth and entrepreneurship  in  the UAE ( 20 1 4) suggested that there are 
many current exam ples of entrepreneurs who studied or worked i n  a Western country 
before starting their own businesses. I nternat ional exposure, it is suggested, 
encourages an opem1ess to i nternational markets and di fferent l i festyles and cultures. 
It i nfluences the individual mindset and faci l i tates more flexibi l i ty in  ways of thinking, 
helping to bui l d  networks with people  from different countries and introducing people 
to best practices, products, technologies and management approaches ( Khal i fa Fund, 
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20 1 4; BO\ den. Fox-Ru hb . yandieka. & Wanjau. 2002). cc rdingl)' . the tudy 
im e tigate thi c la im through comparing the re ul ts of the UAE national outh 
tudent who are tUdying i nsid the countr with tho e studying outside it by a king 
c lo ed-ended qu tion about the country and the uni ersity where they are stud mg. 
3.2. 1 . 7 Demogra phic Data 
Thi ection checked the fol lowing variables:  
• Age: ,va measured using a c losed-ended question to identify the respondent ' s  age 
I n  years. 
• Gender:  wa mea ured using a c losed-ended question to indicate the respondent ' s  
gender ( female/male) .  
• The Residential  E m irate: this is an extra variable considered for measurement in  
th is  stud . a lthough it was not inc luded on the study model : it indicates the emirate 
that the respondent comes from.  The respondents were asked a c losed-ended 
question to give the name of the emirate where they l ived. choosing from the seven 
UAE emirates that were offered. 
• Nationa lity :  this variable was not i ncluded in the study model ;  however, it was 
i ntended to e l ic it the respondents' national ity. Respondents were asked a c losed­
ended question to i dentify their national ity, whether Emirati or not. 
The research hypotheses l i sted in Table 2 in the previous chapter were updated 
according to the additional measurements used to measure E1 and attitude . Thus, i n  
Table 3 ,  below. H I  "attitude posit ively and direct ly influences entrepreneurial 
i ntention" has been reformulated three t imes: in H9 (to emphasize autonomy), H 1 2, 
(creat ivity) and H I S  (workload) to reflect the "M ini -Kolvereid Scale" measures of 
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attitud . imi larly, H 1 1 ,  H 1 4  and H 1 7  have al 0 been added and H2,  H4,  H7 .  H 10.  
H 13, H16 hay been added to reflect the use of the econd EI mea urement uggest d 
by ut io. Keeley, Klo!: ten, Park r, & Hay, (200 1 ) . This wi l l  help also to present the 
result c learly and more accurately. Table 3 below pre ents the final study hypotheses. 
Table  3 :  Res arch Final Hypothesizes 
# H ypothc c 
HI Atti tude po i t ively and direct ly i nfluences enh'epreneurial intention 
H2 Attitude positi ely and direct ly influences en trepreneurshi p intention 
option preferences 
H3 Perceived beha ioral control positively and directly influences 
entrepreneurial intention 
H4 Perceived behavioral control positi e ly and directly  influences 
entrepreneurship intention option preferences 
H5 The subjecti e norm posit ively influences att itude 
H6 The subjective nonn positively and directly  i nfluences entrepr neurial 
i ntention 
H7 The subject ive norm posit ively and directly  influences entrepreneurship 
i ntention option preferences 
H8 The subjective norm posit ively influences perceived behavioral control 
H9 Autonomy posit ively and directly  influences the entrepreneurial i ntention 
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H10 utonom pO it ively and directl influence entrepreneurship intention 
opti n preD rences 
H1 1 The ubjective norm posit ively in fluences autonomy 
H12 Creat ivity po i ti e ly and directly  in fluences entrepreneurial intention 
H13 Creativit  po i t ively and direct ly i n fluences entrepreneurship intention 
option preferences 
H14 The ubjective nonn posit i  e ly influences creativity 
H15 Workload negatively and directly  influences entrepreneurial intention 
H16 Workload negatively and direct ly influences entrepreneurship intention 
option preferences 
H1 7 The subjective norm posit ively influences workload 
H18 Gender i ndirect ly  influences the entrepreneurial intention through the direct 
effect on atti tude, the subjective norm and percei ed behavioral control 
H1 9 Age i ndirectly influences the entrepreneuria l  intention through the direct 
effect on atti tude, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control 
H2O Entrepreneurship expenence indirectly  influence the entrepreneurial 
intention through the direct effect on atti tude, subjective nom) and 
perceived behavioral control 
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H21 Fami l  r Ie model d irect ly and indirectl influence the entrepreneurial 
intent ion.  Indirectl through the dir ct effect on attitude, ubjective norm 
and perceived b havioral contro l .  
H22 Education i ndirectly in fluences the entrepreneurial intention through the 
direct ff; ct on att itude and percei ed behavioral control but not on the 
ubj ctiv nom1 
H23 Entrepreneurial intention is higher among UAE national students who are 
tud ing outside the country than students who are studying local ly  
H24 Attitude toward ri k ( ri sk aversion) i higher among UAE national students 
who are studying loca l ly  than those who are studying abroad 
I n  order to faci l i tate the analyses l ater, Table 4 below presents the study 
constructs and speci fies the abbre i ations for each i tem used. 
Table 4 :  Abbreviations of the Study Construct I tems 
The Const ruct  Abbreviation Measu rement 
of  the I tems 
E ntrepreneurship E l l  I t  i s  very l i kely that I wi l l  start a venture 
I ntention someday. 
E 12  I am wi l l i ng to  make any effort to  become an 
entrepreneur 
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E J 3  I have erious doubts \Nhether I wi l l  ever start 
a enture 
E I4 I am determined to start a business in  the future 
E IS  My professional goal is  to be  an  entrepreneur. 
E IOP I  Start a firm on  ful l -t ime basis with in one year 
after graduation. 
E IOP2 Start a fim1 on ful l -t ime basis within five years 
after graduation. 
E I OP3 Start a fim1 on part-time basis within one year 
after graduation.  
E IOP4 Start a finn on part-time basis within five years 
after graduation 
Atti tude E P I Facing new chal lenges 
E P2 Taking calculated risks 
EP3 Contributing to the society and country 
E P4 Achieving higher independence 
EPS Pursuing a passion 
EP6 Creat ing jobs for others 
EP7 Creating a job for myself 
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EP8 Having more income 
EP9 Being creative and i nnovative 
EA l Facing new chal lenges 
EA2 Taking calculated risks 
EA3 Contributing to the society and country 
EA4 Achieving higher independence 
EA5 Pursuing a passion 
EA6 Creati ng jobs for others 
EA7 Creat ing a job for myself 
EA8 Having more income 
EA9 Being creative and innovative 
RSKAT I I do not feel comfortable  about taking chances 
or opportunities. 
RSKAT2 I prefer situations that have foreseeable 
outcomes. 
RSKAT3 Before I make a decis ion, I l i ke to be 
absol utely sure how things wi l l  tum out .  
RSKAT4 I avoid situations that have uncertain 
outcomes. 
7 5  
RSKAT5 I feel comfortable  . . Improvl mg m new 
i tuations. 
RSKAT6 I feel nervous when I have to make decisions 
in uncertain situations. 
C RATT I Not having long working hours 
CARATT2 To have fixed working hours 
CARATT3 Not having a stressful job 
CARATT4 Independence 
CARATT5 To be my own boss 
CARATT6 To be able to choose my own work tasks 
CARATT7 To create something 
CARATT8 To fulfi l l  my creative needs 
Subjective Norm SN I My  parents. 
S 2 My  sib l ings. 
SN3 My spouse. 
SN4 My c lose friends. 
SN5 My col leagues or mates. 
S VA l The opinion of my parents. 
Perceived 
Behavioral 
Control 
SNVA2 
SNVA3 
SNVA4 
SNVA5 
PBC I 
PBC2 
PBC3 
PBC4 
PBC5 
PBC6 
PBC7 
PA l 
The opinion of my ibl ings 
The opiruon of my husband/wife 
The opinion of my close friends. 
The opinion of m col leagues or mates. 
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Defining m business ideas and new business 
strategy. 
Keeping under control the new-venture 
creat ion process . 
. Negotiat ing and maintain ing favorable  
relationships with potential investors and 
banks. 
Writing a business plan 
Recognizing opportwlities in  the market for 
new products and/or services 
I nteracting with key people to raise capital to 
create a new venture. 
Creating and putting into operation a new 
venture 
Start ing up a finn 
Prof ional 
ttraction 
PA2 
PA3 
PA4 
P 5 
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Working in the publ ic ector 
Working in the pri ate sector 
Pursuing further study (e .g. for a Master' s/, 
PhD degree) 
Not wi l l ing to work/stay at home 
Entr preneurshi p ENT EXP 
Experience 
Have you ever been an entrepreneur/started 
your own business venture? 
Fami ly  Role 
Model 
FAM ROLE I 
FAMROLE2 
Parent 
FAMROLE2 
Sibl ing 
FAMROLE2 
Grandparent 
Are any of your c lose fami ly  members 
currently entrepreneurs, or have they been. 
entrepreneurs in the past? 
I f  any of your c lose fami ly  members is or has 
been an entrepreneur, is s/he your parent? 
I f  any of your c lose fami ly  members is or has 
been an entrepreneur, is s/he your sibl ing? 
I f  any of your c lose fami ly  members is or has 
been an entrepreneur, is  s/he your 
grandparent? 
FAMROLE2 _ I f  any of your close fami ly  members is or has 
U nc leAunt been an entrepreneur, is  s/he your unc le/aunt? 
Education 
Demographic 
data 
F MROLE2 If an of your clo 
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fami l  member is or ha 
U lI1 been an entrepreneur, i s/he your cousin? 
EDU l 
E DU2 
E DU3 
E DU4 
a ED 4 
EDUS 
E DU6 
DD l 
DD2 
DD3 
Please indicate the col lege that you are 
tudying at 
What major are you studying� 
When do you expect to complete your 
degree� 
Have you taken any course or module that 
could be considered as entrepreneurship 
educat ion dur ing your studying? 
What are the courses or modules you have 
taken that could be considered as 
entrepreneurship education during your 
studying? 
P lease indicate the country that you are 
studying i n  
Please indicate the university name that you 
are studying at 
Age 
Gender 
The residential emirate 
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DD4 National or non-national? 
a DD4a National i ty 
3.2.2 Pre-Te t 
Pre-te t ing is suggested as a way to help the researcher to identify and 
overcome the survey' s  problems before sending it to the targeted group. I t  has been 
u ed as a way to enhance the survey instruments and thus ensure content val idity 
( Bowden. Fox-Rushby. andieka. & Wanjau. 2002 ) .  
Expert review is suggested as  one way to conduct pre-test ing. where experts in  
the topic or i n  questionnaire design. or  both,  are asked to evaluate the survey, identify 
an questions/problems, suggest additional quest ions and identi fy any potential 
mea urement errors . I t  is considered a quick and inexpensive way to evaluate the 
survey (Olson. 20 1 0) .  Accordingly. tIus method was used to conduct the pre-test i n  
this study. I t  i s  suggested that a group of three to  four experts is  adequate for the 
purpose of evaluat ing the survey ( Ol son, 20 1 0) .  In this study, three academics in the 
research field reviewed the questionnaire and provided valuable  comments regarding 
i t  content and wording to make it more appl icable to the UAE context and more 
understandable for the targeted group. Moreover, two stat ist ic ians were asked to give 
comments regarding the questionnaires structure . Accordingly. adjustments in  the 
sequence of questions, the wording of possible answers and additional options to the 
answers (e .g . ' / A ' )  were considered. I n  addition, an expert in the UAE education 
field reviewed the questionnaire and provided feedback regarding its appl icabi l ity. 
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a re ul t  of pre-te ting, modi fication and additional items i n  the scal ing 
ection abm were con idcred . The que tionnaire wa al o e  tensivel reviewed and 
many urvey ver ion y ere de eloped before it was ful l  finalized. 
In this study, an onl ine urvey was used as a method to col lect the data. This 
internet-ba ed methodology i suggested to be more accessible, more cost and t ime 
efficient, acce ible to a larger targeted group and faster in  it repl ies (Alessi & Martin. 
20 1 0: chmidt 1 997) .  Moreover, i t  is sugge ted that it faci l i tates data analysis more 
than the traditional paper and pen method (Alessi & Martin.  20 1 0) .  In addition, it is  
sugge ted to be methodological ly  and financia l ly  appeal ing to researchers deal ing with 
col lege student populations ( ax. G i lmartin, & Bryant, 2003 ) .  
Moreover. t o  make ure that the survey would be  w1derstandable to  the targeted 
group and to decide if it should be translated into Arabic,  the native language of the 
re pondents, a p i lot study was conducted. P i lot studies are suggested also to test the 
adequacy of the study i nstmments ( Van Teij l ingen & Hundley, 2002) .  Accordingly, a 
total of 2 1  UAE national youth undergraduates of UAEU who were business majors 
i n  their final year agreed to part ic ipate in a pi lot scheme. I n  their  normal c lass time, 
they were presented with a survey by emai l .  Below are the main comments received : 
1 .  Some words were not fam i l iar. 
2 .  orne quest ions were not c lear. 
3 .  Some students were not fami l iar with the term "entrepreneurship" . 
The feedback above led to the fol lowing modifications: 
1 .  
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ome word and que tion \ ere l ightl rephrased without affecting their 
original meaning. The intention wa to make the items clearer. more 
concise and more specific .  
Th term "entrepren ur  hip" was defined a t  the opening of the survey. 
3 .  The whole questionnair was translated into Arabic .  
The tran lation was upported by input from a special ist professional . To make 
ure that the translation wa rigorously accurate. the quest ionnaire was translated into 
rabic u ing the tran lation-back-tran lation method. 
3.3 Sam pl ing 
noted above i n  the second chapter, much research on E I  exammes 
undergraduates a a research sample ( Manolova, 20 1 2; Franke & Liithje, 2004 ; 
Schlaegel & Koenig. 2 0 1 4) .  with a j ustifiable  focus on business and engineering 
major ( Pratheeba. 20 1 4b; Shinnar et a I . ,  2009) .  It  is suggested that business col lege 
tudent enrol l  on man bu i ness programs and thus inevitably direct their career 
choice towards busines -related areas ( Pratheeba. 20 1 4a). S imj larly, the technical 
training and programs provided for engineering students increase their  potential to start 
h igh growth ventures and thus become entrepreneurs ( Souitari s et a I . ,  2007). 
According to Turker and Selcuk ( 2008 ), since it i s  more l i kely that people wi l l  
start new ventures between the ages of 25 and 44.  i t  is  logical to  focus on those who 
are below the age of 25 to capture the factors that may affect their intention to start a 
new business i n  the future (Turker & Se1cuk, 2009) .  Moreover, the United Nations 
defines "Youth" as people between the ages of 1 5  and 24 years ("Youth - Definition I 
United ations EducationaL Scientific and Cultural Organization," n .d . ) .  Accordingly, 
the focus was on youth undergraduate students of business and engineering col leges 
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and our unit of anal ) i wa th undergraduate tudent . I t  should be noted that the 
nit d ation adopt the abo e defini tion of youth for stati tical purpo es. However, 
it al 0 refer to the defini t ion of youth in the frican Youth Charter where the issues 
relate to act ivitie at the national level . inc luding the implementation of youth 
programs. The African Youth Charter defines youth as those between 1 5  and 35  
( "Youth - Definit ion 
Organization." n .d . ) .  
n i ted ations Educational, cientific and Cultural 
The present tudy looks at the entrepreneur hip intentions of UAE national 
youth tudents who are studying both inside and outside the UAE, focusing on female 
and male senior students who had already selected a major and completed sufficient 
bu i ness and engineering courses and were c lose to graduat ion and engagement with 
the job market. They were mainly 3rd and 4th year students. It i s  suggested that senior 
tudents have a higher tendency than younger ones to select entrepreneurship because 
they have more knowledge and greater pract ical exposure to this kind of work (Ahmed 
et a l . .  20 1 0) .  Moreover. it is suggested that the i ntention is formed at least a year in 
advance of creating a new venture ( Pratheeba, 20 1 4a) .  Accordingly, focusing on senior 
tudents would indicate whether such university students ( who represent 
future/potentia l  entrepreneurs) are intent on a entrepreneurship after graduat ion. 
The study l im its its population inside the UAE to students in  the four main 
government universitieslinstitutions. namely, Zayed University (ZU), United Arab 
Emirates University (UAEU ) , the H igher Col leges of Teclmology ( HCT) and the 
Petroleum I nstitute ( P I ) .  There were three reasons for choosing government 
educational bodies. F i rst, ZU, HCT and UAEU represent key federal government 
institutions which together account for 5 7% of a l l  enrol lments by UAE nationals 
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( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4 ). Thu , concentrat ing on them \\'ould save the time, effort and 
re urce needed for di tributing the questionnaire and col lecting the data. econd. 
tho e in t itution mainly accept national youth, thu . faci l i tate our access to our 
targ ted population. Th ird, those educat ional bodies, except for ZU and P I .  provide 
both engineering and busine s education. ZU does not offer engineering but does 
pro\'ide busine courses, wherea P I  provides mainly engineering programs 
CWelcom to The Petroleum In ti tute Abu Dhabi ,  UAE," n .d . )  
To  reach tudents who are studying outside the UAE, the UAE Scholarships 
Office ( CO)  was approached . This office was first set up establ ished with the purpose 
of ponsoring outstanding candidates who were studying in prestigious intemational 
universities. The office is direct ly supervi ed by MOPA ( ",SCO - The Scholarship Co­
ordination Office - Abu Dhabi ,  Unites Arab Emirates," n .d . ) . Recent ly the office 
launched a new plan and strategy to encourage the employment of their graduates in 
various way , inc luding entrepreneurship .  Hence, by targeting students who were 
sponsored by this office, the author hoped to be able to access the intended study 
sample. encourage students to partic ipate in the survey and thus generate a higher 
response rate. Moreover, by targeting such students, the author hoped to support their 
employment strategy especia l ly  with regard to sel f-employment, thus indirectly 
supporting MOPA ' s  objectives as wel l .  Although the author enjoyed the firm support 
of the SCO i n  conducting the study and the onl ine survey was di stributed to a l l  the 
targeted students, we received fewer responses than expected. As a result, to achieve 
the study object ives. the author targeted also students who had been sponsored to study 
abroad by the Min istry of Education ( H igher Education Affairs) .  The Scholarship and 
Cultural Foreign Relations Department in the Ministry of Education is responsible for 
managing scholarship programs for studies abroad. They support specific programs 
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inc luding enein enng. bu ine s, and conomics and management ( "Mini  tr of 
Education 1 E Emba y in  Washington, DC:' n .d . ) .  
In  order to faci l i tate data col lection, in itial meetings were first conducted with 
the fficials at the Mini tr of Education H igher Education Affairs) who were 
re pon ible for our targeted ample. The meet ing fac i l itated data col lection and 
communication \\'ith top management in the targeted educational inst i tutions. Both the 
Mini str) and the targeted educational i nstitutions gave us positi e support in 
conducting the sur ey.  oft copies of the questionnaire were sent by email to the 
targeted in t i tution , along with permission letter to conduct the research from 
U EU.  The email al 0 provided general information regarding the t i t le of the study, 
who hould receive copies of the survey and how the survey would be conducted. 
After receiving approval for conducting the survey, an onl i ne URL l ink was 
et up. along with a brief i ntroduction to students to encourage them to participate. 
More information regarding the study aims, objectives and benefits was provided on 
the first page of the survey in both Arabic and English. Moreover, the respondents 
were assured that the data and information that they provided would be confidential 
and used only for the purposes of this study. The respondents were promised that no 
i ndividual part ic ipant would be identified in the study and the data would be analyzed 
only i n  the aggregate. 
One week after the survey was distributed, fol low-up cal l s  were made and 
emai l s  were set to the targeted i nstitutions to encourage paliic ipation. Sending frequent 
reminders is suggested as a way to i ncrease the rate of response to an onl ine survey 
( ulty, 2008) .  Moreover, in each institution, a key person and some faculty members 
were i nvolved as faci l i tators between the researcher and the targeted institutions to aid 
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data o l lection and in  turn enhan e the re ponse rate. fier reaching the desired total 
of re p n e . the author d acti ated the onl ine sur e and tarted to analyze the data. 
In thi tudy, non-probabi l i t  ampling, specifical ly .  "purposi e/judgment" 
ampl ing method \ as used . The pm1icipants were selected on the basis of the 
re earch r' knowledge f the target population. 
The total anlple of 600 students \ as intend d to provide the desi red sample 
ize of 300 student within the UAE and 300 students elsewhere . However, the total 
of re pon e col lected from the onl ine sur ey was 7 1 9. of which only 552 were ful l y  
complet d .  A total of ( 544) cases was ult imately found el igible for the next step, 
stat istical data analysis after data screening, as described below. It is recommended 
that 5 to 1 0  respondents should be sur eyed for each study variable up to 300 ( Kass & 
Tinsley, 1 979) .  I n  addition, Roscoe ( 1 975 )  suggests that most research requires a 
sample greater than 30  and below 500 ( Sekaran & Bougie, 20 1 6) .  Moreover, Comrey 
and Lee ( 1 992)  suggest that for many studies ( 1 00)  is considered an i nadequate sanlple, 
whi l e  300 i s  a good total and 1 000 i s  considered excel lent (Comrey & Lee, 20 1 3 ) .  
Although the study questionnaire was distributed to  the targeted group through the 
intermediates (or faci l i tator as mentioned above), accordingly, the author didn't know 
the exact response rate, however, our sample size is considered sufficient to reach val id 
research concl usions as supported by previous mentioned l iterature. Indeed, Harzing 
et a l  (2005 ) refers to such research intermediaries as ' confederates' . Her research 
recognizes the s ign ificant importance of such confederates in gaining access to 
research part ic ipants in an i nternational business and management context that often 
presents considerable  cha l lenges above and beyond the norms of research process in a 
Western context ( H arzing, 2005 ) .  
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u m m a ry 
I n  thi chapter, the tep taken to develop the re earch methods of the tud 
were presented . The � I lowing chapter analyses the research data and discuss the 
re ult . 
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C h a pter  4: Re u l t a n d  A na ly i 
Thi chapter report in  detai l the tati tical procedure fol lowed for anal zlI1g 
th data col I  cted for the present study.  Thi study ' s  main objective - as noted abo e 
- 1  to im e tigate the factors that affect and influence UAE nationl outh intention to 
b come entrepreneur and con equent ly pro ide UAE pol icy makers with practical 
impl i  ation to promote entrepreneur hip as preferable  career choice among them. 
Accordingly.  this chapter first di scusse the steps taken to prepare the col lected data 
for anal si . cal led "dala screening ". I t  involves treating cases of missing data and 
out l ier . Tlli is fol lowed by descripti e stati tics. including those on the respondents' 
demographics. to provide some qual i tative insight when investigating. describing and 
di cu i ng the data obtained i n  terms of value and contribution to the aims of the 
research. Third. thi chapter focuses on the pur ification and computation processes of 
measuring the ariables. In thi process, the rel i ab i l ity of the research measures is  
analysed. Cronbach ' s  A lpha i s  used as an init ial indicator of rel iabi l ity of the scale 
measurement. F inal ly .  further analysis is conducted using the PLS method to test the 
hypotheses developed during the course of the research. 
I t  should be remembered that the aim of thi s  chapter i s  spec ifical ly  to give the 
statistical results from the analysis of data. The next chapter i nterprets and discusses 
the i mpl ications and findings of the present chapter in re lation to the l iterature 
discussed i n  Chapter 2 .  I n  other words, this chapter is restricted to a presentation and 
analysis of the col l ected data, without drawing general conclusions or comparing our 
results to those of other researchers. The conclusions and recommendations of these 
results are d iscussed below in the fmal chapter of this disseliation. 
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.t.1 Data creen ing 
lean ing th data once the have been col lected is an important tep to take 
before tarting th analy is .  creening the data to check [or missing information and 
outl ier i e sent ial i f  the analysis of the data is to be of use (Tabachnick, Fide l l ,  & 
o t rl ind .  _00 1 ) . The fir t tep in  preparing our data for analysis was the proce s of 
data edit ing. coding and data entr to P . F i rst, the data were screened for any errors 
and omi ions. to en ur that it reached the appl icable qual i ty standards. Next. the 
tud ariables were coded into a format suitable for the Statistical Package for the 
ocial c iences ( P  ) ,  ersion 22.  Each variable was given a unique labeL as noted 
above in the methodology chapter. This step helped in setting up the computer soft are 
to analyze the data. Then PS wa used to enter the data automatical ly  as it was 
exported from the Excel sheet that the onl ine survey platform, Monkey Survey, 
provided . 
.t. 1 . 1  M iss ing Data 
M issing data i s  a common problem i n  data analysi s .  The effect of the missing 
data depends in their  pattern, size ( the amount that is missing) and the underlyi ng 
reason why they may be missing ( Tabachnick et a1 . ,  200 1 ) . There are many options for 
handl i ng the m issing data. The data may not be modified but left alone, especial l y  i f  
the m issing a lues are smal l and non-random, or  the missing values may be  replaced. 
The third option is to delete the cases or variables affected. This is  the recommended 
option i f  the sample size is l arge and/or when the respondents have not answered a l l  
the questions i n  the survey. The deletion of variables with missing data is  also 
recommended i f  these variables are not critical to the study (Tabachnick et a i . ,  200 1 ) . 
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In the pre ent tud , 7 1 9  col l ect d re pon es from ur e Monkey ere checked and 
leaned. here were 1 64 ca e \i ith many incomplete scal answer . whi le 3 ca es had 
mplete cale an Vver but i ncomplete demographic re ponses. The ful l  answered 
qu tion heet with complete sets of demographic and scale  answers numbered 552 .  
The total of cas s that proceeded to analy i s  was 555 .  after adding 3 surve with 
complete cale answer as wi l l  e plain later. The steps performed in  the data cleaning 
and preparat ion for tati tical analy is  were as fol lows: 
1 .  A the que tionnair original ly  posted on urvey Monkey was b i l ingual . the 
Arabic text was fir t removed from al l  the questions and answers in the init ial 
data from ur ey Monkey. 
2. Because the study depends on analyzing the respondents' answers to the scale 
questions which constituted most of the questionnaire, the 1 64 questionnaires 
with i ncomplete scale answers were removed from the study data. 
3 .  The importance o f  the demographic data from the respondents stems from the 
fact that the study in o lves some comparisons that are based on demographic 
detai ls .  Even though 3 questionnaires l acked data on national ity. they were 
i nc luded in the analysis. 
4 .  The 552 questionnaires l eft  after removing a l l  those with missing scale 
answers were considered the main ones with data e l igible to receive stat istical 
analysis for the study's  purposes. This makes a total of 555 questionnaires 
e l igible for reading i nto SPSS data analysis software. It is  also worth 
mentioning that three of these genuine cases were fi l led by sons of national 
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ladie 2,  a the indicate thi on their  SUITe , and they were con idered a 
national 
5 .  To  mak the worksheet data more user friendly for PS , a l l  the variables 
with text entrie were automatical ly recoded. After this, study con truct item 
abbreviation w re a igned as new name for the resulting variables. 
6 .  utomatic recoding con erts the text entries into numerical values and at the 
ame time a sign the former text entries as alue labels, in alphabet ical order. 
Hence, a l l  of the re ult ing automatica l ly recoded variables were given a value 
label recoding, so that both their values and value labels  would match those 
in the origi nal  study quest ionnaire .  An SPSS syntax fi le  was prepared for the 
large number of ariables and their value labels .  
7 .  To simpl ify the analysi and i mprove the output some grouping variables 
were created, such as the new national i ty grouping variable with 'National ' 
and ' on-national ' l abels ,  and a mult iple response set for Question 1 1  of 
fan1i ly rol e  was created. 
8 .  Once the value label recoding was perfom1ed, the resulting refined data were 
used i n  the data analysis fol lowing the methodology suggested for the study. 
9 .  To meet the assumptions of some statistical tests, specifical ly  the rel iabi l ity 
test, the value labels of the i tems that were phrased opposite to their other 
scale items were reversed and recoded. These items were Q 1 2_EI 3 ,  
2 Sons of nalionaJ ladles are sons of Emlrall women \\ho marned Foreigner Previousl) . cll1z
enship could only be passed on 
through the father Ho\\ever. currently sons of Enmatel women are given the opportunit) to a
pply for citizenship \\ hen the) reach 
the age of 1 8  and the, are glvne the same nghts as the chi ldren of Emirate couples. 
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... . 1.2 Out l ier 
Outl iner are e 'treme alu compared to the rest of the tudy data. Out l iers 
aft! ct data nonnal it and becau e normal ity i s  considered to be an important 
a umption of man, tati tical te ts, out l iers should be detected and resolved 
( Tabachnick et aL 200 1 ) . There are two types of outl ier, "univariate" and 
"mult ivariate" .  Uni ariate outl iers represent ca es with an extreme value in one 
variable, whi l mult ivariate outl iers are cases with strange combinations of scores on 
t\\'0 or more ariable (Tabachnick et a I . ,  200 1 ) . Once the outl iers are identified, there 
are man possible ays of deal ing with them. One option is deletion. If there are few 
out l ier , those values may simply be deleted. Moreover, the variable could be deleted 
i f  the que tion is not wel l constructed or many outl iers are found in this variable. As 
wel l  as deletion, we may transfOlID or change the value to the next highest/lowest non­
out l ier number. TransfoID1ation of the enti re variable is also avai l able as another way 
of deal ing \ i th out l iers ( Tabachnick et a l . ,  200 1 ) . 
Although this study does not aim for complete normal i ty in  the entire data set 
i t  i s  sti l l  concerned with extreme out l iers since multivariate normal i ty is an important 
precondition for the effective use of some analytical techniques such as structural 
equation model i ng (SEM) .  Statistical methods used to identi fy multivariate out l iers 
are genera l ly  used to i ndicate observations located far from the center of data 
d istribution ( Ben-Gal, 2005 ) .  The "Mahalanobis" d istance is one of these methods 
( Ben-Gal , 2005 ) .  The "Mahalanobis d istance test-using SPSS" was used here to 
ident ify and remove responses which were extreme out l iers. A high Mahalanobis 
distance i nd icates the observation of extreme outl iers ( Ben-GaL 2005) .  I t  is  suggested 
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that a thre h ld � r con idering data t be multi  ariate normal is a multivariate critical 
ratio of Ie than l .96 (Gao, Moklltarian. & John ton, 2007) .  
The Mahalanobis di tance wa analyzed u l llg SP to identify the 
mult i, ariate outl ier in the data. The Mahalanobis di stance te t ident ified eleven cases 
of e. treme outl ier . Thes ele en ca es \. ere remo ed from ftuiher analysis. 
-t.1 .3 Normality 
omlality is a ymmetric "bel l -shape" curve defined by mean (average) and 
variance (variabi l ity ) .  orne researchers c laim that checking for normal ity i s  essential 
in mo t mult i  ariate anal sis ( Tabachnick et a I . ,  200 1 ) . However, other researchers 
uggest that true normal i ty is uncommon or unreal ,  since much authentic data is not 
normal ( Blanca. Arnau, Lopez-Montie l ,  Bono, & Bendayan, 20 1 3 ; Micceri . 1 989) . 
Moreover. Reinartz. Haen lein.  & Henseler (2009) suggest that the maximum 
l i ke l ihood e t imators used i n  structural equation mode l ing (SEM)  are relatively robust 
to violations of normal i ty assumptions ( Reinartz. Haenlein, & Henseler, 2009) .  S ince 
this study was going to use SEM to analyze the study data through the Part ial Least­
Square ( P L  ) technique. nonnal ity concerns were more relaxed. I n  any case, PLS does 
not depend on or assume data normal i ty (Chin 1 998)  and it is suggested as a powerful 
SEM-based analysis technique (Chin ,  1 998) .  
4. 1 A  Com mon Method Bias 
Common method bias i s  a variance that occurs because of the measurement 
method used. not because of the construct of i nterest. I t  is considered one source of the 
systemat ic  measurement error which yielding conclusions from empirical results that 
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are l11 i leading about the relation hip between measures of different con tructs 
( al11pbel l  & Fi ke, 1 9  9; Pod akoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Pod akoff, 2003) .  Common 
method bia can be attributed to many factors such as "having a common rarer ( i .e .  
obtain ing the ind p ndent and dependent variables from the same rater or col lect ing 
them all according to the al11e method), a common measurement context, a common 
item cOlltext, or from the characteristic of the items themselves " ( Podsakoff et a I . ,  
�003 , p. 885 ). 
Cot and Buckley ( 1 987)  uggest that the amount of conunon method variance 
vanes according to the disc ip l ine of the study and the type of construct under 
invest igation.  They find that it is highest in the field of education (30 .5%) and in 
attitude measures which contai n  an average variance of 40.7% (Cote & Buckley, 
1 987) .  Accordingly, this issue in the present study had to be investigated before 
analysis began. Moreover. it i suggested that this bias is higher when onl ine surveys 
such as " urvey Monkey" are used ( Eichhom. 20 1 4) .  
One of the widely used teclmiques in  investigating this i ssue is "Harman's 
single-factor test" .  The basic assumption of this test is that if a single factor emerges 
or one general factor accounts for most of the covariance between the measures, then 
one can conclude that a substantial amount of common method variance is involved. 
Some researchers c la im that this technique has l imitations, doing nothing to control 
the effects of common methods bias. However, it is considered an important diagnostic 
technique to assess the extent of common method bias in a data set ( Podsakoff et aI . ,  
2003) .  I t  i s  suggested that the data have significant problems with common method 
bias if one factor accounts for more than 50% of the total variance ( Eichhom, 20 1 4 ) .  
As can be seen from the table below, the data have no significant problem with 
common method bias;  no one factor accounts for more than 50% of the total variance. 
Table 5 :  ommon Method B ias Te t ( Total ariance E plained) 
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Component I mlial E igenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Vari a nce Cumulative % 
1 1 2 . 7 1 8  20. 1 87 20 1 87 1 2. 7 1 8  20 1 87 20. 1 87 
2 4 .437 7 043 27.231 4 .437 7.043 27.231 
3 3 378 5.361 32 .592 3.378 5.361 32.592 
4 3 . 22 1 5 . 1 1 3  37.705 3.221  5 . 1 1 3  37.705 
5 2.828 4 489 42 . 1 94 2 .828 4 .489 42. 1 94 
Extraction Method. Principal Component AnalysIs. 
The fol lowing ection discus descriptive analysis and rel iabi l i ty and val idity 
te t . There are two main objectives of this process : 
1 .  To exan1 ine the profile of respondent and the distribution of responses on 
the que tion item . 
2. To exam ine the val id ity of the measurement model ,  using rel iabi l ity and 
convergent and discrim inant val idity before proceeding to test the research 
hypothese . 
4.2 Descriptive Ana lysis 
This section provides general infonnation about respondents. The aim is to 
provide a brief account of the profile of the study sample .  Frequency analysis is used 
to d istribute the part ic ipants according to the fol lowing characteristics :  
• Age 
Gender 
• The residential emirate 
ational ity 
• Country of Study 
• 
• 
• 
• 
4.2 . 1  Age 
niver it of tud 
Col l ege of tud 
Graduation Date 
Entrepreneur hip Education 
Entrepren urship Experience 
Fami ly  Entrepreneurship experience 
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The ftr t part of the descriptive analysi begins with the age of the respondents. 
I n  terms of age. most of the respondents ( 72 . 1 %) were between 2 1  and 23 years old 
[ 392 re pondents] ; 1 1 . 5% of the respondents were aged between 1 8  and 20 years old 
[62 respondents] ; 1 5 .8% were between 24 and 28 years old [86 respondents ] ;  and a 
fev. respondents ( approximately 0 . 8  %)  were between 29 and 32 years old [4 
respondents] .  The average age of the respondent was 22.24 years old.  Tables 6 & 7 
ummarize the distribution of sample by age and the average respondent age 
respectively.  
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Table 6 :  Oi tribution of Respondents by Age 
F requency Percent Cumulative Percent 
1 8  2 .4 .4 
1 9  3 6 9 
20 57 1 0.5 1 1 .4 
2 1  1 20 22. 1 33.5 
22 1 59 29 2 62. 7  
2 3  1 1 3  20.8 83.5 
24 53 9 . 7  9 3 . 2  
2 5  1 8  3.3 96.5 
Val id 
26 6 1 . 1 97.6 
27 6 1 . 1  98.7 
2 8  3 .6 99.3 
29 1 .2 99.4 
30 1 . 2  99.6 
3 1  1 . 2  99.8 
32 1 . 2  1 00.0 
Total 544 1 00 . 0  
Table 7: Average Respondent Age 
N Minimum Maxi mum Mean Std. Deviation 
Age 544 1 8  32 22.24 1 .669 
Val id N (ltstwise) 544 
4.2.2 Gender 
Table 8 below shows that nearly two thirds ( 70.2%) of the respondents were 
female and ( 29 .8%) were male .  This a l igns with the fact there is higher proportion of 
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fi male than male in  higher education in the AE (Mad en & Cook, 20 1 0) .  I ndeed, 
in this countr female account for more than 70% of all uni er it graduates (Mad en 
& Cook, 20 1 0) .  
Table 8 :  Distribution of Sample by  Gender 
Frequency Percent Cumu lative Percent 
Male 1 62 29.8 29.8 
Valid Female 382 70.2 1 00 . 0  
Total 544 1 00.0 
4.2.3 The residential  emirate 
Table 9 indicates that most of the participants resided in Abu Dhabi ( 79.2%) 
"'1th the remainder either i n  Umm A l  Quwain (0.9 %) or i n  Ajman ( 1 .5%).  Moreover, 
6. 1 % of the part ic ipants l ived in Dubai , whi le 5% l i ved in the emirate of Ras Al 
Khaimah, 3 . 7% in Sharj ah and 3 . 1  % i n  Fujairah. This distribution could be due to the 
fact that Abu Dhabi is  the capital of the UAE, with the highest populat ion of all the 
UAE emirates ("Federal Competit iveness and Statistics Authority - Home, ' n .d . ) .  It is 
results from the fact that two of the three higher education institutions from which 
part ic ipants were drawn l i e  in Abu Dhabi .  
Valid 
Table 9: Di tribution of the ample b Emirate 
F requency Percent 
Abu Dhabi 4 3 1  79.2 
AJman 8 1 .5 
Dubal 33 6 1  
F UJairah 1 7  3 . 1  
Not Specified 3 .6 
Ras AI Khaimah 27 5.0 
Sharjah 20 3.7 
Umm AI  Quwain 5 .9 
Total 544 1 00.0 
4.2.4 N ational ity 
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Cumulative Percent 
79 2 
80.7 
86.8 
89.9 
90.4 
95.4 
99. 1  
1 00.0 
Table 1 0  reveals that most of the respondents ( 88 .4%) in  this survey were 
Emirati nationals. Only 1 1  % of them were not. Three respondents did not mention 
their nationalit ies. However. as mentioned previously, those three cases were fi l led by 
sons of national l adies. Whi le those three respondents did not state their national ity, 
however, they did indicate on thei r  survey that they were the chi ldren of UAE national 
mothers. Accodinagl . they could be considered as national . It is  noteworthy that 
a lthough the study targeted only the nationals. some non-national responses were 
received. Their  rarity comes from the fact that few outstanding non-national students 
are accepted by the targeted government universities. But because the non-nationals 
represent only a smal l percentage of al l the total respondents compared to the 
percentage of nat ionals and because they submitted ful l  quest ionnaires. the study 
i nc ludes them in the anal sis .  It is also the case that most of this non-national sub-
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group have led their  ent i re l ives in the AE and are highly influenced by the norms of 
it s c iety, sharing im i lar value to those of thei r  Emi rati c lassmates ( Ryan & Tipu, 
20 1 6) .  
Valid 
Table 1 0 : Respond nts by ational ity 
Frequency Percent Val id Percent 
National 481 88.4 88.4 
Non-national 60 1 1 .0 1 1 .0 
Not specified 3 .6 .6 
Total 544 1 00 . 0  1 00.0 
4.2.5 Country of Study 
Cumulative 
Percent 
88.4 
99.4 
1 00.0 
As Table  1 L below, shows, most of the respondents ( 9 1 .9%), equa l ing 500 
respondents in this survey, were taking a degree in the UAE, whereas 44 (8 . 1 %) 
respondents were doing so beyond its borders. The USA had attracted most of the latter 
group (28  respondents. 5 . 1  %), fol lowed by 7 in Austral i a  ( 1 .3%), four in Canada 
( 0. 7%) and two in the U K .  F inal ly ,  1 student was based in Bahrain, 1 in New Zealand, 
and 1 in Sudan. 
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Table 1 1 :  Country of tudy 
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
Australia 7 1 3 1 3  
Bahrain 1 .2 1 5 
Canada 4 .7 2 .2 
New Zealand 1 2 2 4  
Valid Sudan 1 2 2 6  
UAE 500 91 . 9 94.5 
U K  2 4 94 9 
USA 28 5 1  1 00 0  
Total 544 1 00.0 
4.2.6 U n ivers ity of Study 
I n  tenns of the lmiversity of study, as shown in  Table 1 2  below, nearly half of 
the l ocal l y  educated respondents ( 43%) were studying at the United Arab Emirates 
n iversity ( UAEU),  whi le (40.4%)  of them were studying at Zayed U ni ersity (Z ) .  
Moreover, (4%) were studying at  either the H igher Col leges of Technology ( RCT) or 
the Petroleum I nstitute ( P I ) .  Examples of the over eas universities where the 
respondents were studying range from Car leton University. Concordia University, 
Dalhousie University, and Pennsylvania State University to Simon Fraser University . 
Table 1 2 : Di tribution of ample by niver i t  of tudy 
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F requency Percent Cumulative Percent 
Carleton Un iversity 1 . 2  .2 
Concordia U niversity 1 2 .4 
DalhOUSie University 1 .2 .6 
Higher Colleges of Technology 22 4.0 4.6 
(HCT) 
Not S pecified 4 1  7 . 5  1 2. 1  
Valid Pennsylvania State U n iversity 1 .2 1 2. 3  
S i mon Fraser U n iversity 1 .2 1 2 .5 
The Petroleum Institute (PI)  22 4.0 1 6.5 
U n ited Arab Emirates U niversity 234 43.0 59.6 
(UAEU) 
Zayed U n iversity (ZU) 220 40.4 1 00.0 
Total 544 1 00.0 
-1.2.7 Col lege of Study 
A is  sho\-vn in Table 1 3 , below. most ( 77 .9%) of the partic ipants were business 
col lege students. and 2 1 . 3% were engineering students ( 1 1 6 partic ipants) .  This result 
was expected as the research had targeted schools of business and school s  of 
engineering ( see the previous chapter, on methodology) .  However, four respondents 
only from the school s  of H umanities, IT and the sc iences completed the questiolll1aires. 
This may have been because these students were studying aspects of business or 
engineering  as a second subject or m inor. But because these students who were not 
majoring i n  business or engineering represent only a smal l  percentage of the total 
respondents and because they offered a ful l  set of answers, they were included in the 
analysis. 
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Table 1 3 :  Respondents by Col lege of tud 
F requency Percent C umulative Percent 
Business College 424 77.9 77.9 
Engineering Col lege 1 1 6 2 1 . 3 99.3 
Humanities 1 .2 99.4 
Valid 
IT 1 2 99.6 
Sciences 2 .4 1 00.0 
Total 544 1 00.0 
4.2.8 G rad uat ion Date 
Table 1 4, below, shows that 88 .6% of the respondents were expect ing to 
graduate either i n  20 1 6  or 20 1 7 . However. 9 .4 % expected to graduate in  20 1 8 . F inal ly, 
2% were expecting to graduate i n  20 1 9 . This  is  because, as mentioned in the 
methodology chapter, the research targeted only senior students who are more l ikely 
than others to be considering their  i mm i nent career intentions. 
Table 1 4 : Distribution of Sample by Graduation Date 
F requency Percent Cumulative Percent 
2 0 1 6 255 46.9 46.9 
2 0 1 7 227 4 1 .7 88.6 
Valid 2 0 1 8 
5 1  9 .4 98.0 
2 0 1 9 1 1  2 . 0  1 00.0 
Total 544 1 00.0 
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... . 2.9 Entrcpren ur hip Ed ucation 
Table 1 5 . belm . shows that 63 .2% of the respondents were taking courses 
that covered entrepreneur hip.  Only 36.6% of the participants were taking none. As 
not d abo e in th l i t  rature re iew, entrepreneurship education is in most cases 
l imited to bu i n  majors, and hence a high percentage of  the non-business students 
in thi r search were not exposed to entrepreneurial education in some f0TI11 (Zhang et 
a l . ,  20 1 5 : Khal i fa Fund. 20 1 4 ) .  I n  terms of the entreprenemship education courses or 
example of modules that had been taken by the respondents, "entreprenemship" is 
fol lowed by "entreprenemship i nnovation and creativity " .  
Valid 
Table 1 5 : Distribution of ample by Entreprenemship Education 
F requency Percent Cumulative Percent 
Yes 344 63.2  63.2 
N o  200 36.8 1 00.0 
Total 544 1 00.0 
4.2 . 1 0  E ntrepreneu rsh ip  Experience 
As Table 1 6  shows, most of the part ic ipating students ( 88 .2%) had no previous 
entrepreneurship experience. This is normal in the context of the UAE, since most 
undergraduates have l i mi ted work experience in general ,  being sti l l  at the stage of 
formal education (Zhang et a I . ,  20 1 5 ) .  
Val id 
Tabl 1 6 : Di  tribution of ample by Entrepreneurship Experience 
F requency Percent Cumulative Percent 
N o  480 88.2 88.2 
Yes 64 1 1 .8 1 00.0 
Total 544 1 00.0 
...  2 . 1 1 Fam i ly E n t repreneur h i p  Experience 
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Table 1 7  how that most of the partic ipat ing students (65 .3%) had a fami ly  
member \ i th previous entrepreneurship experience. whereas only 34 .7% of them had 
no fami l y  member with previou entrepreneurship experience. U ncles/Aunts c laimed 
the h ighest percentage (32 .9%) in terms of fami ly  members with entrepreneur hip 
experience, fol lowed by a parent (26.3%), cousin (2 1 %), sibl ing ( 1 7 .5%) and 
grandparent ( 7 . 9%) .  
Table 1 7 : Distribution of sample by Fami ly  Member Entrepreneurs 
F requency Percent Cumulative Percent 
No 1 89 34.7 34. 7  
Valid Yes 355 65.3 1 00.0 
Total 544 1 00.0 
4.3 Measurement Model Val id ity 
Before testing  the model ,  which considers a l l  the dimensions together. it i s  
important from a methodological point of view to highl ight the fact that individual ized 
analyses of each of the d imensions were made ( the measurement model) ,  in order to 
refine in advance the items u ed in the measurement. Having establ ished the different 
measures. a confirmatory factor analysis (CF  A) was conducted. The current research 
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u ed both a tructural mod I ( v. hich inc ludes all the construct in  one mode l )  and a 
mea urcment model ( i n  v. hich each construct ha a eparate model ) .  Ha ing 
e tab l i  hed the eight dim nsion of the factor that affect the EI and its nvo 
dimen ion , a con fimlator factor anal sis (CF  ) was conducted rather than an 
Explorator Factor Anal is  ( E F  ) .  Indeed, use of the CFA i uggested when a strong 
theoretical model i adopted. as it i the case of the Theory of Planned Behavior. 
10reo er, i t  is suggested that the u e of CF A is genera l ly  increasing whi le  the use of 
EF A i dec l in ing especia l l  in  major journals of organizat ional research ( Hurley et  a i . ,  
1 997) .  
I n  this stud . e ight mult i - i tem mea ures were used, namely, attitude, subjective 
norm, perceived behavioral control ,  autonomy, creativity and workload were treated 
a pure i ndependent variables, while E I  and its option preferences were treated as 
dependent variable . It may be noted that autonomy, creativity and workload are the 
second attitude measurement scale variables used in the study, whi le EI option 
preferences repre ent the second measurement variable in  measuring E I .  F inal ly, the 
socio-demographic variables were used as control variables. 
4.3. 1 Content  Val id ity 
Content val idity i s  the degree to which the domain of properties or 
characteristics of a variable that are i ntended to be measured are in fact captured by 
the measures (Bagozzi , 1 994) .  A measure has content validity i f  there is general 
agreement among the subjects and researchers that the instruments have measurement 
items that cover the whole content domain of the variables being measured (Nunnal ly 
& Bemstein,  1 994) .  The researcher can sat isfy content val idity by carefu l ly defining 
the study problem the elements to be scaled, and the scales to be used. This logical 
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proce S 1 omev" hat intuiti \ e  and i unique to each researcher ( Emory & Cooper, 
1 99 1 ) .  However, the mea urement cale mu t sat i fy certain criteria before it can be 
appl ied in the empiri cal work . The e crit ria are ( McDaniel and Gate . 1 996) :  
• 
• 
• 
• 
Carefu l ly  defining \ hat i to be mea ured. 
onducting a careful l i terature re iew and interviews \ ith the target population 
before col lecting our data. 
Getting the cale checked b experts. 
Making sure that the scales are pre-tested. 
Carefu l ly  selecting from related research scales which have been tested and 
val idated by other re earchers. 
s d iscussed earl ier, a l l  the factors l i sted in the present quest ionnaire were 
detenn ined by a comprehensive review of the relevant l i terature. The l i st of factors 
was also val idated by several i nterviews with entrepreneurship experts and by a pi lot 
study. This proces supports the val id i ty of the survey content in  the present study. 
·t3.2 Rel iabi l ity a n d  Convergent  Val id ity 
4.3.2. 1  Rel iab i l ity 
Rel iab i l ity i s  defined as the "consistency and stability of scores from a 
measurement scale" (Chandler & Lyon, 200 1 ,  p. 1 03 ) . A measure is considered 
rel iable i f  it gives s imi lar results under consistent conditions. The emphasis on the 
rel iab i l ity of the measurements is j ustified by several reasons. First a rel iable 
measuring i nstrument enhances the methodological rigor of the research. Second, it 
permits a co-operative research effort and provides support for the triangulation of 
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re ult ; and third, it  provide a more meaningful explanation of the phenomena that 
are being i nve t igated ( Hair et aL 2006) .  
Cr nbach'  Ipha pro ides a good e timate of rel i abi l i ty :  a Cronbach' Alpha 
\"alue of 0 . 7  or more would normal ly be viewed a acceptable (Nunnal ly ,  1 978) .  As 
hov. n in the la t col umn of Table 1 8  belo , an init ial exanl ination of the rel iabi l ity 
coeffic ient ranged from 0 .74 to 0.9 1 .  which was significantly hjgher than the 
acceptable Ie e l .  The scale re l iabi l i ty of the measurements was establ ished by a l l  the 
scales achieving a Cronbach' Alpha greater than the . 70 level recommended by 
unna l ly  ( 1 978) ,  
4.3.2 .2 Convergent Val id ity 
Convergent val idity describes the extent to which items of a specific dimension 
or construct converge or share a high proportion of variance ( Hair et aL 20 1 0) .  
Convergent val idity can be examined in  two ways (Cater & Cater, 20 1 0; Fornel l  & 
Larcker. 1 98 1 :  Hair. B lack. Babin, Anderson, & Tathanl, 2005 ; Hooper, Coughlan, & 
Mul len. 2008;  L iang & Wen-Hung, 2004) .  First, construct rel iab i l i ty is a minimum of 
0 .70 .  econd. the average variance extracted (AVE) for a construct is  greater than 0 .5 .  
Table 1 8  summ arize the results of the convergent al idity analysis. Note that a l l  of 
the scales had an acceptable  level of convergent val idity. 
Table 1 8 : Rel iabi l i ty nalysi for the Res arch Con tructs 
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AVE Composite Rel i a b i l ity Cron bach's A l p h a  
Atti t  0 . 520 0 . 896 0 .867 
E I  0 . 6 3 2  0 . 889 0 . 8 3 7  
E I O P  0 . 60 1 0 . 858 0 . 779 
P B C  0 . 647 0 . 928 0 . 909 
S N  0 . 569 0 . 840 0 . 744 
Autonomy 0 . 666 0 . 854 0 . 748 
Creativity 0 . 886 0 . 939 0 . 87 1 
Workload 0 . 6 5 3  0 .849 0 . 739 
It may be noted that item S 3 from the subjective norm scale (S 3= my 
pou e )  \,va removed becau e most of the respondents chose Not Appl icable (N/A) 
for thi item out of a l l  the options. This i s  understandable in  that the targeted population 
was univer ity students, most of whom are not yet married. However, it  was in it ia l ly 
added as an i tem on the scale becau e the l i terature review supported the possible effect 
of this item on youth entrepreneurship .  In addition, an item from the Attitude scale 
(EP2 and EA2 or Atti tudes2= taking calculated risks) was removed because it did not 
load properly on the Attitude scale. Moreo er, the General Risk Aversion (GRA )  scale  
suggested by Mandrik and Bao ( 2005 ) appeared not to have acceptable rel iabi l ity and 
the measurement items did not load properly .  Accordingly, this scale was e l iminated 
from further analysis and thus H24 could not be tested . More discussion and 
elaboration of this i ssue of measurement of "Risk taking" in the context of the present 
study i s  provided below. 
4.3.3 Discrim inan t  Va l id ity 
Discriminant val id i ty i s  another form of validity. which, with convergent 
val idity, provides evidence for construct val id i ty (Campbel l  & Fiske, 1 959) .  An 
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e amination of the corr lation matrix and AVE \i as u ed to a sess th di criminant 
val id it of the con truct . To meet the requirements for satisfactor discriminant 
\ al idi t  . the correlation between the latent variables was smal ler than the square root 
of th VE for each con truct ( see Table  1 9 ) �  thi impl ies that the constructs were 
empi rical ly d ist inct ( Fornel l  & Larcker, 1 98 1 ) . Thus, each construct should share more 
ariance \ ith i ts it  m than it har s with other constructs. 
Table 1 9 : Discriminant Val idi ty 
Attit EI  EIOP PBC SN 
Attit 1 .000 
EI 0 .457 1 .000 
EIOP 0 .232 0 . 363 1 .000 
PBC 0 . 4 1 0  0 .3 1 5  0 . 326  1 .000 
SN 0 .328 0 . 2 1 1  0 . 1 8 1  0 . 2 4 1  1 .000 
Autonomy 0 . 2 7 5  0.278 0.203 0.248 0.100 
C reativity 0 . 5 1 7  0 . 389 0 . 233 0 . 362 0 . 1 5 1  
Workload -0 .077 -0 .037 -0. 1 28 -0 .032 0 .093 
Auto Creat. W-Ioad 
1.000 
0.469 1 .000 
0. 167 -0.012 1 .000 
Table 20 shows the loading for each item into the suggested constructs. I n  
summary,  the measurement model tests, inc luding convergent and discriminant 
val id i ty measures, were sat isfactory. 
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Table 20 :  The loading for each item 
Attit EI EIOP PBC SN 
w-
Auto Creat load 
Attitudes1 0 . 6002 
Attitudes3 0 . 7564 
Attitudes4 0 . 7083 
AttitudesS 0 .7924 
Attitudes6 0 .7331  
Attitudes7 0.68 1 8  
Attitudes8 0 .6947 
Attitudes9 0 . 7843 
Q 1 2_EI 1 0 .8654 
Q 1 2_EI2 0 .8895 
Q 1 2_EI3 0 . 3644 
Q 1 2_EI4 0 . 896 1 
Q 1 2_EIS 0 .8264 
Q 19_PBC1 0 .7555 
Q 1 9_PBC2 0 .8 1 7 1  
Q 1 9_PBC3 0 .7993 
Q 1 9_PBC4 0 . 8238 
Q 1 9_PBCS 0 . 7934 
Q 1 9_PBC6 0 . 7935 
Q 19_PBC7 0 . 8459 
Q2 1_EIOP 1 0. 7464 
Q2 1_EIOP2 0 . 7735 
Q2 1_EIOP3 0 .8 1 53 
Q2 1_EIOP4 0. 7650 
subNorm l 0 . 6899 
subNorm2 0 . 7898 
subNorm4 0.8325 
subNormS 0 . 6946 
1 1 1  
Q 1 6  CARA 
TTl 0 .8088 
Q 1 6  CARA 
TT2 0.8629 
Q 1 6  CARA 
TT3 0 . 7493 
Q 1 6_CARA 
TT4 0 .62 1 3  
Q 1 6_CARA 
TTS 0 .9040 
Q 1 6_CARA 
TT6 0.8920 
Q 1 6_CARA 
TT7 0 .9479 
Q 1 6_CARA 
TT8 0.9343 
As noted above, in this study Structure Equation Model ing (SEM)  is used to 
analyze the data. It is suggested that SEM provides more robust results regarding the 
relationships between the study 's  d ifferent variables and constructs abi & Lifhin, 
20 1 1 ) . Moreo er, it is suggested a a useful technique to use in the social sciences 
unnall . 1 978 ) .  
The part ial least-square approach (PLS)  is  used in the present study to  assess 
the structural model . As noted above, this technique is considered a powerful SEM-
based analysis technique ( Chin.  1 998) .  I ndeed, the use ofPLS has become increasingly 
popular as a method in empirical management research, which may reflect a 
recogni tion of the unique methodological features of PLS ( Henseler & Chin, 20 1 0) .  
According to Chin ( 1 998 )  and Chin and Newsted ( 1 999) ,  the PLS technique can be 
used not only to confirm theory. but also to suggest whether or not relationships exist 
and to present suggestions for further testing (Chin, 1 998 ;  Chin & ewsted, 1 999) .  
1 1 2  
.tA Hypothe e Te  t ino  
The path model l i ng and analy i vvere performed u ing martPL oftware 
(hup:llwww. martpls .com) .  Wh ther the EM coeffic ients are sign ificant or not is  
te ted by approx imating the standard error using bootstrapping techniques. In  our case, 
the study u ed 2000 boot trap amples for each model con idered in the ana] sis. 
B ot trapping i common] used when the as umptions of ordinary (parametric )  
tat istica] tests are not ful ly  met. Indeed i t  i s  commonly used whenever PLS-SEM 
tati t ical  techniques are appl ied without the assumption of data nonnal i ty ( Hair Jr  
Hult .  R ingle, & ar tedt, 20 1 6) .  The a im of path anal sis is to examine the direct and 
i ndirect effects of each hypothesis on the basis of knowledge and theoret ical constructs 
( Pedhazur & Kerl inger. 1 982) .  Arrows are used to symbol ize the hypothesized 
relationships and the direction of inf1uence in the model .  Figure 6 depicts the proposed 
structural model ,  reflecting the relationships between the variables. The value of the 
path coefficient associated with each path represents the strength of each l inear 
influence. martPLS software was used to test the hypotheses developed in  the model. 
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PBC 
Figure 6 :  Structural Basic Research Model 
In order to estab l i sh the stab i l i ty and sign ificance of our parameter estimates, 
t-values using the bootstrap procedure avai lable in SMARTPLS were computed. As 
shown in F igure 6, the R2 for entrepreneurship intention is 0.23 1 and for 
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entrepreneur h ip intent ion opti n preference it i 0. 1 24 .  imi larly, the R2 for attitude 
wa 0. 1 08 and [or p rceived beha ioral control it wa .05 8 .  
Attit ->  EI 
Attit ->  EIOP 
PBe -> EI 
PBe -> EIOP 
SN -> Attit 
SN -> EI 
SN -> EIOP 
SN -> PBe 
Orig ina l  
Sample 
(0) 
0 .380 * * *  
0 .09 5 * *  
0 . 1 46 * * *  
0 .265 * * *  
0 . 3 28 * * *  
0 .050 ns 
0.085* 
0 .241 * * *  
Table 2 1 :  Path Coefficients 
Sample Sta nd a rd 
Mean Deviation T Statistics 
( M )  (STDEV) ( I OjSTERR I )  
0 .383 0 .041  9 .094 
0.095 0 .048 1 . 953 
0 . 147  0.047 3 .069 
0 . 268 0.047 5 .64 1 
0 . 3 3 1  0.041 7 . 868 
0 . 0 5 1  0 .046 1 . 102 
0 .088 0 .045  1 . 880 
0 .244 0 .044 5 .447 
* P<O. lO, * * P<0.05, * * * P<O.Ol,  ns is not significant 
P 
value Hypothesis 
0.000 H l  
0.050 H 2  
0.002 H 3  
0.000 H4 
0.000 H5 
0.270 H6 
0.060 H 7  
0.000 H8 
The findings general l y  support the conceptual model in  the research.  The 
results support mo t of the hypotheses. Table  2 1  shows the estimated standardized 
parameters for the causal paths. Apart from the subjective norm ( H6) ( Standardized 
Est imate=0.050, P= 0.270 which is not signi ficant) ,  the suggested factors posit ive I 
and d irect ly affect the entrepreneurship intention i n  the UAE, namely ;  attitude ( H i )  
(S tandardized Estimate=0.380, P< 0 .0 1 )  and perceived behavioral control ( H3)  
( Standardized Est imate=0. 1 46, P< 0.0 1 ) . 
I n  addit ion, the suggested factors posit ively and direct ly  affect the 
entrepreneurship intention option preferences : att itude ( H 2 )  (Standardized 
Estimate=O. 095, P< 0 .05)  perceived behavioral control ( H4 )  (S tandardized 
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� t imate=O.265 . P< 0 .0 1 ) and ubjective norm ( H7 )  ( tandardized E timate=0.085 . 
P< 0. 1 0) .  
Furthermore, the ubjecti e norm posit ivel affects both attitude ( HS)  
tandardized E t imate=0 .328 ,  P< 0 .0 1 )  and perceived behavioral control ( HS) 
( tandardized E timat =0.24 1 .  P< 0.0 1 ) . 
i nce the cau al effect of the uggested factor may be direct or indirect i .e . ,  
mediat d v ia  the effect of other variable , or both, the total causal effects could be 
computed . More specifical l  , the indirect effects are the multipl icative sum of the 
standardized path coefficients. The total effect are the sum of the direct effect and a l l  
the i ndirect effect . Table 22 hows the total effect of the suggested factors. 
Table 22 :  Total Effect 
Original  Sample Standard Sta ndard 
T Statistics Sample Mean Deviation Error 
( I O/STERR I )  ( 0 )  ( M )  (STDEV) ( STERR) 
Attit - >  EI  0 .380 * * *  0 . 383  0 .04 1 0 .041  9 .094 
Attit -> EIOP 0 .095 * *  0 .095  0 .048 0 .048 1 .953 
PBe -> EI 0 . 1 46 * * *  0 . 147 0 .047 0 .047 3 . 069 
PBe -> EIOP 0 .265* * *  0 . 268 0 .047 0 .047 5 .641  
SN -> Attit 0 .328 * * *  0 . 3 3 1  0 .04 1  0 .041  7 . 868 
SN -> EI 0 . 2 1 1  * * *  0 . 2 1 4  0 .047 0 .047 4 .459 
SN -> EIOP 0 . 1 8 1  * * *  0 . 185  0 .043 0 .043 4 . 1 93 
SN -> PBe 0 . 2 4 1  * * *  0 . 244 0 .044 0 .044 5 .447 
* P<O. lO, * * P<0.05, * * * P<O.Ol, ns is not s ignifica nt 
P 
Value 
0.000 
0.050 
0.002 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
From the abo e table. the author found that the total effect of SN on E I  and 
E IOP i s  posit ive and significant. S imi lar conclusions also hold for PBe and Attitude. 
1 1 6  
c rd ingl . al though the author found that the subjective norm howed only 
a negl igible in igni ficant impact on entreprenem hip intention. However, this 
in  igni ficant d irect effect i strengthened by the indirect posit ive effect of the 
ubjective norm on atti tude and perceived beha ioral control .  This means that it is not 
the ubjective norm per se, but rather the improvement in attitude and percei · ed 
beha\ ioral control that i n fluences entreprenem hip intent ion. The subjective norm 
indirect ly  affects the entrepreneur hip intent ion through both att itude and perceived 
behavioral control ( Total Standardized Estimate=0.2 1 1 , P< 0.0 1 ) . S imi larly, 
ubjective nonns indirectl affect the entrepreneur hip intention option preferences 
through both attitude and perceived behavioral control (Total Standardized 
Estimate=0. 1 8 L  P< 0.0 1 ) .  
Furthermore, the study te t hypotheses that are related to the " Mini ­
Kolvereivd Scale" ,  which is taken from the original factors suggested by Kolvereivd 
( l 996a,b) to measure attitude to\vard two career choices; sel f-employment and 
organizational employment. These factors are workload, autonomy and creativity and 
it i s  suggested that they ( l i ke att itude ) affect both entrepreneurship intention and 
entrepreneurship i ntention option preferences. Autonomy and creativity should affect 
entrepreneurship  i ntention and entrepreneurship intention option preferences 
posi t ive ly  and directly .  However, workload should affect the entrepreneurship 
i ntention and entrepreneurship i ntention option preferences d irectly but negatively. As 
noted above. the i mproved scale is  suggested to predict and measure more accurately 
the relationship between entrepreneurship att itudes and E I  ( McNal ly  et al . ,  20 1 4 ) .  
F i rst, the figure below ( Figure 7 )  shows the coefficients for inc luding autonomy as an 
indicator of att itude. 
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Figure 7 :  Structural Model - Autonomy 
Tables 23 and 24 below show the significance of these coefficients and the total 
effects of i nc luding autonomy as an indicator of atti tude. 
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Table 23 : Path Coeffic i  nl - Autonomy 
Orig ina l  Sample Standard 
Sample Mean Deviation T Statistics P 
( 0 )  ( M )  (STDEV) ( l O/STERR I )  value Hypothesis 
Autonomy -> EI 0 . 206 * * *  0 .208 0 .044 4.653 0.000 H9 
Autonomy -> EIOP 0 . 1 26 * * *  0 . 1 2 7  0 .044 2 .855  0.004 H i D  
P B e  - >  E I  0 . 2 3 1  * * *  0 . 228 0 .049 4 .639 0.000 H 3  
PBe -> EIOP 0 . 269* * *  0 .267 0 .045 5 .907 0.000 H4 
SN -> Autonomy 0 .099* * 0 . 1 0 1  0 .047 2 . 1 1 2 0.034 H l l  
S N  -> EI 0 . 1 34 * * *  0. 1 36 0 .047 2 . 8 1 2  0.004 H6 
SN -> EIOP 0 . 1 03 * * *  0 . 1 04 0.038 2 . 675 0.007 H 7  
SN -> PBe 0 . 2 4 1  * * *  0 . 2 4 1  0 .042 5 . 746 0.000 H8 
* P<0. 10, * * P<O.OS, * * * P<O.Ol, ns i s  not significa nt 
The findings genera l ly  support the suggested mode l .  The results support most 
of the hypotheses. Table 22 shows the estimated standardized parameters for the causal 
paths. The suggested factors posit ively and direct ly affect the entrepreneurship 
intention i n  UAE, namely,  autonomy ( H9)  ( Standardized Estimate=0.206, P< 0.0 1 ) , 
perceived behavioral contro l  ( H3 )  ( Standardized Estimate=0.23 1 ,  P< 0.0 1 ) and the 
subjective norm ( H 6  (S tandardized Estimate=0. 1 34, P< 0.0 1 ) , Thus, when using 
autonomy as an indicator of atti tude, the subjective norm posit ively and directly affects 
entrepreneurship i ntention. 
I n  l i ne with the previous model ,  the suggested factors positively affect the 
entrepreneurship  i ntention option preferences : autonomy ( H I O) ( Standardized 
Estimate=0. 1 26, P< 0 .0 1 ), perceived behavioral control ( H4)  ( Standardized 
Estimate=0.269, P< 0 .0 1 ) and subjective norms ( H7 )  (Standardized Estimate=O . 1  03, 
P< O.O I ) . 
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oreover, the subjective nonn po it i  ely affect both autonomy ( H l l ) 
( tandardized E t imate=0.099, P< 0.05 ) and p rceived behavioral control ( H S )  
( tandardized E timate=0.24 1 ,  P <  0.0 1 ) . 
ince the cau al effect of the uggested factors may be direct or indirect , i .e" 
mediated ia the effect of other ariables, or both, the total causal effects could be 
comput d. s previou I described, the indirect effects are the multipl icat ive sum of 
the tandardiz d path coeffic ient . The total effects are the sum of the direct effect and 
a l l  th indirect effect . Table 24 shows the total effects of the suggested factors. 
Table 24: Total Effect 
Orig ina l  Sample  Sta ndard Standard 
Sample Mean Deviation Error T Statistics 
( I O/STERR ! )  P Value (0) ( M )  (STDEV) (STERR) 
Autonomy -> 
EI  
0 . 206 * * *  0 . 208 0 .044 0 .044 4 . 653 0.000 
Autonomy -> 
EIOP 0 . 1 2 6* * *  0. 1 27 0 .044 0 .044 2 .855  0.004 
PBC -> EI 0 . 2 3 1  * * *  0 . 228 0 .049 0 .049 4 .639 0.000 
PBC -> EIOP 0 .269 * * *  0 .267 0 .045  0 .045  5 . 907 0.000 
SN -> 
0 .099 * *  0 . 1 0 1  0 .047 0 .047 2 . 1 1 2 
Autonomy 0.034 
SN -> EI 0 .2 1 1 * * *  0 . 2 1 2  0 .048 0 .048 2 . 8 1 2  0.004 
SN -> EIOP 0 . 1 8 1 * * *  0 . 1 8 1  0 .038 0 .038 2 .675 0.007 
SN -> PBC 0 . 24 1  * * *  0 . 2 4 1  0 .042 0 .042 5 . 746 0.000 
* P<O. lO, * * P<O.OS, * * * P<O.Ol, ns is not significant 
The above table shows that the subjective norms also indirectly affect the 
entrepreneurship intention through both autonomy and percei ed behavioral  control 
(Total Standardized Est imate=0.2 1 L P< 0.0 1 ) . S imi larly, subjective nonns indirectly  
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affe t the entrepr neur h ip intention option preference through both autonomy and 
perceived beha i ral control ( Total tandardized E timate=0. 1 8 1 .  P< 0.0 1 ) . 
econd. the figme below (F igure 8 )  how the coeffic ient for including 
creat i�  ity a an indicator of att i tude. 
PBC 
Figure 8 :  Structural Model - Creati ity 
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Table 2 - and 26 below haw s the igni ficance of these coeffic ients and the 
total effect [or including creat ivity a an indicator of att itude. 
Table 2 5 :  Path effic ients - Creati ity 
Orig ina l  Sample Sta ndard 
Sample Mean Deviation T Statistics 
(0)  ( M )  ( STDEV) ( l O/STE RR ! )  
C reativity - >  E I  0 . 307 * * *  0 . 305 0.049 6 . 267 
C reativity -> EIOP 0 . 1 25 * *  0 . 1 25 0 .048 2 . 570 
PBC -> EI 0 . 1 73 * * *  0 . 1 74 0 .049 3 . 502 
PBC -> EIOP 0 . 2 55 * * *  0 . 254 0 .047 5 .443 
SN -> Creativity 0 . 1 50 * * *  0 . 1 50 0 .045  3 .305 
SN -> EI 0 . 1 23 * * *  0 . 1 2 3  0 .044 2 .762 
SN -> EIOP 0 . 100 * *  0 . 1 0 1  0.040 2 .491  
SN -> PBC 0.241 * * *  0 . 242 0 .043 5 .601  
* P<0. 10, * * P<O.OS, * * * P<O.Ol, ns  is not  significant  
P 
value Hypothesis 
0.000 H 1 2  
0.010 H 1 3  
0.000 H3 
0.000 H4 
0.000 H 14 
0.005 H6 
0.012 H7 
0.000 H8 
S im i larl . the findings genera l ly  suppoli the suggested mode l .  The results 
support most of the hypotheses. Table 24 shows the estimated standardized parameters 
for the causal paths. The suggested factors posit ively and d irect ly  affect the 
entrepreneurship i ntention in the UAE, nan1ely, creativity ( H 1 2 ) ( Standardized 
Estimate=0.307,  P< 0.0 1 ), perceived behavioral control ( H3 )  ( Standardized 
Est imate=0. 1 73 ,  P< 0.0 1 ) and subjective norm ( H6)  (Standardized Estimate=0. 1 23 ,  
P <  0.0 1 ) . Thus, when using creativ i ty a s  a n  indicator o f  attitude the subjecti e nann 
posit ively and directl y  affects entrepreneurship i ntention. 
In l ine with the previous mode l ,  the suggested factors positively affect the 
entrepreneurship i ntention option preference : creat ivity ( H 1 3 )  ( Standardized 
Est imate=0. 1 25 ,  P< 0 .05 ), perceived behavioral control ( H4)  ( Standardized 
1 2 2  
E t imate=0.235 .  P< 0 .0 1 ) and ubjecti e nonn ( H 7)  ( tandardized E timate=O. l OO. 
P< 0.05 ) .  
M reover, the ubjecti e n01m po it i  e l  affect both creativit ( H I 4) 
( tandardized E t imate=0. 1 50, P< 0.0 1 ) and perceived behavioral control ( HS) 
( tandardized E t imate=0.24 L P< 0 .0 1 ). 
gain. i nc the cau al effect of the suggested factors may be direct or 
indirect. i .e . ,  mediated via the effect of other ariables, or both, the total causal effects 
could be computed. The i ndirect effects are the multipl icative sum of the standardized 
path coeffic ients. The total effects are the sum of the direct effect and a l l  the indirect 
effects. Table 26 hows the total effects of the suggested factors. 
Table  26 :  Total Effects 
Original  Sample Standa rd Standard 
T Statistics P Sample Mean Deviation E rror 
( 1 0/STERR ! ) Value ( 0 )  ( M )  ( STDEV) (STERR) 
Creativity - >  EI  0 .307 * * *  0 . 305 0 .049 0 .049 6 . 267 0.000 
C reativity -> EIOP 0 . 1 2 5 * * 0. 1 2 5  0 .048 0 .048 2 . 570 0.010 
PBC -> EI 0 . 1 7 3 * * *  0 . 1 74 0 .049 0 .049 3 . 502 0.000 
PBC -> EIOP 0 . 2 5 5 * * *  0 .254 0 .047 0 .047 5 .443 0.000 
SN -> Creativity 0 . 1 50 * * *  0 . 1 5 0  0 .045  0.045 3 . 305 0.000 
SN -> EI 0 .2 1 1  * * *  0 . 2 1 1  0 .046 0 .046 4 . 508 0.000 
SN -> EIOP 0 . 1 8 1  * * *  0 . 1 8 1  0 .040 0 .040 4 . 503 0.000 
SN -> PBC 0.241 * * *  0 . 242 0 .043 0 .043 5 . 60 1  0.000 
* P<0. 10, * * P<O.OS, * * * P<O.Ol,  ns is not significant  
Table 25 shows that subjective nonns also indirect ly affect the 
entrepreneurship i ntention tlu-ough both creativity and perceived behavioral control 
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( Total tandardized timate=0.2 1 1 ,  P< 0 .0 1 ) . imi larly. ubjective norm indirectly  
affect the entrepreneur h ip in t  nti n option preference through both creati ity and 
perc ivcd beha ioral control ( Total tandardized stimate=0 . 1 8 L  P< 0.0 1 ) . 
F inal ly.  the figure below ( Figure 9 )  shows the coefficients for including 
\\ orkload as an indicator of attitude. 
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Figure 9 :  Structural Model - Workload 
Table _7 and :2 b lov. how the igni ficance of these coefficient 
effect [or inc luding the work load a an indicator of att itude. 
Workload -> EI 
Workload -> EIOP 
PBC -> E I  
P B C  -> EIOP 
SN -> EI 
SN -> EIOP 
SN -> PBC 
SN -> Workload 
Table 27: Path Coefficients - Workload 
Original  
Sample  
( 0 )  
-0 .042 ns 
-0 . 1 30 * * *  
0 .277 * * *  
0 . 2 9 1  * * *  
0 . 1 48 * * *  
0. 1 2 2 * * *  
0 . 2 4 1  * * *  
0 .093* 
Sam 
pie 
Mean 
( M )  
-0 .043 
-0. 1 34 
0 . 278 
0 .290 
0 . 1 46 
0 . 1 23 
0 .238 
0 .095 
Sta ndard 
Deviation T Statistics 
(STDEV) ( l O/STE RR ( )  
0 . 0 5 1  0 . 8 1 9  
0 . 0 4 1  3 . 1 76 
0 .047 5 .853 
0 .043 6 . 7 1 0  
0 .047 3 . 1 53 
0 .039 3 . 089 
0 .042 5 . 688 
0 .049 1 .886 
* P<0. 10, * * P<0.05, * * * P<O.Ol, ns is not significant 
P 
value 
0.412 
0.00 1  
0.000 
0.000 
0.001 
0.002 
0.000 
0.059 
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and the total 
Hypothesi 
s 
H I S  
HI6  
H 3  
H 4  
H 6  
H 7  
H 8  
H I 7  
The finding genera l ly  support the suggested model . The results suppOli most 
of the hypotheses. Table  26 shows the estimated standardized parameters for the causal 
paths. Apart from workload ( H I S) ( tandardized Estimate=-0.042. P= 0.4 1 2 ), which 
i s  not significant: that is.  the workload does not affect the entrepreneurship intention 
negatively and direct ly ,  the suggested factors positively and directly  affect the 
entrepreneurship intention in the UAE. namely, perceived behavioral control ( H3)  
( tandardized Estimate=0.277. P< 0 .0 1 )  and subjective norms ( H6)  ( Standardized 
Estimate=0 . 1 48 ,  P< 0 .0 1 ) . Thus. when using workload as an indicator of attitude, the 
subjective norm posit ively and direct ly affects the entrepreneurship intention. 
In l i ne with the previous model ,  the suggested factors affect the 
entrepreneurship i ntention option preferences :  workload negatively and directly 
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affe t the entrepren ur h ip intention option preferences ( H 1 6) ( tandardized 
E timate=-0. 1 30. P< 0 .00). perceiv d behavioral control po iti ely and directly affects 
th entrepreneur h ip intent ion opt ion preference ( H4 )  ( tandardized Estimate=O.29 1 , 
P< 0.0 1 )  and ubjecti e norm positively and directly affect entrepreneur hip intention 
opti n preference ( H 7 )  ( tandardized Estimate=O . 1 22, P< 0.0 1 ) . 
Moreover, the subjective norm positively affects both workload ( H 1 7) 
( tandardized stimate=0.093 , P< 0 . 1 0) and perceived behavioral control ( HS) 
( tandardized Estimate=0.24 L P< 0 .0 1 ) . 
gain .  ince the cau al effects of the suggested factors may be direct or 
indirect i .e . ,  mediated via the effects of other variables. or both. the total causal effects 
could be computed. More spec ifical ly ,  the indirect effects are the mult ipl icative sum 
of the standardized path coefficients. The total effects are the sum of the direct effect 
and all the i nd i rect effects .  Table 28 sho\ s the total effects of the suggested factors. 
Workload -> EI 
Workload -> EIOP 
PBe -> EI 
PBe -> EIOP 
SN -> EI 
SN -> EIOP 
SN -> PBe 
SN -> Workload 
Orig i n a l  
Sample  
( 0 )  
-0 .042 ns 
-0 . 1 30 * * *  
0 .277 * * *  
0 , 2 9 1  * * *  
0 . 2 1 1  * * *  
0. 181 * * *  
0 . 2 4 1  * * *  
0 .093*  
Table 28:  Total Effects 
Sample Sta ndard Standard 
Mean Deviation Error 
( M )  ( STDEV) ( STERR) 
-0 ,043 0 . 0 5 1  0 , 0 5 1  
-0. 1 34 0 ,040 0 .040 
0 . 278 0 .047 0 .047 
0 . 290 0 .043 0 . 043 
0 . 208 0 .046 0 .046 
0 . 180 0 .039 0 .039 
0 . 238 0 .042 0 ,042 
0 .095 0 .049 0 ,049 
* P<0. 10, * * P<0.05, * * * P<O.Ol,  ns i s  not significant  
T Statistics P 
( 1 0/STER R \ ) Value 
0 . 8 1 9  0 . 4 1 2  
3 . 176  0.001 
5.853 0.000 
6 . 7 1 0  0.000 
4 .498 0.000 
4 . 593 0.000 
5 . 688 0.000 
1 . 886 0.059 
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Table 28 hows that ubjective nom1 indirect ly affect the entrepreneur hip 
intent ion through both \ orkload and perceived behavioral control (Total tandardized 
E timate=0.2 1 1  , P< 0.0 1 ) . imi larly, subjecti e norms i ndirectly affect the 
entrepreneurship intention opt ion preferences through both workload and perceived 
behavioral control (Total tandardized Estimate=0. 1 8 1 ,  P< 0.0 1 ) . 
The above ection tested the effect of the study 's  main constructs on 
entrepreneurship i ntention. The fol lowing section te ts the effects of socio­
d mographic variables .  
The fi nal aim was to measure the effect and r lations of socio-demographic 
variable on the research variables. The model used i s  sho\VTI in Figure 1 0  below in 
the ca e of  gender. 
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F igure 1 0 : Structural Model - Gender 
The author uses a s imi lar model for the other variables (age, educat ion, etc . )  
That i s, the author can interchange gender with age o r  one of  the other variables. The 
results for each of these variables are shown in the form of tables. 
Table 29 shows the estimated standardized parameters for the causal paths. 
Apart from entrepreneurship intention which is negatively affected by gender 
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( tandardized E timate= 0 . 1 66. P< 0.0 1 ). the other ugge ted factor are not affected 
b) gender, namely, attitude ( tandardized E timate=0.005. P= 0.886). 
entrepr neur hip intention option preferences ( tandardized Estimate= -0.023,  p= 
0 .576) ,  per eiv d behavioral control ( tandardized Estimate= -0.02 1 ,  P= 0.6 1 3 ) and 
subjective n01111 ( tandardized Estimate=0.0 1 7. P= 0.696) .  
Gender -> 
Attit 
Gender -> EI 
Gender -> 
EIOP 
Gender -> 
PBe 
Gender - >  SN 
Tab] 29 :  Path Coeffic ients for Gender 
Orig ina l  
Sample 
(0)  
0 .005  n, 
-0 . 1 66 * * *  
-0 .023 ns 
-0 .021  ns 
0 . 0 1 7 "' 
Sample 
Mean 
( M )  
0 . 006 
-0. 1 66 
-0.025 
-0.022 
0 . 0 1 7  
Standard Standard 
Deviation Error 
(STDEV) (STERR) 
0 .041  0 .04 1  
0 .034 0 .034 
0 . 042 0 .042 
0 .04 1  0 .041  
0 .045  0 .045 
T Statistics 
( 1 0 /STERR I )  
0 . 1 43 
4 .872 
0 . 558 
0 . 505 
0 . 389 
* P<0. 10, * * P<O.OS, * * * P<O.Ol, ns is not significant 
P Value 
0.886 
0.000 
0.576 
0 .613 
0.696 
Again. i nce the causal effects of the suggested factors may be direct or 
i ndirect i . e  .. mediated v ia  the effects of other variables. or both, the total causal effects 
could be computed. More specifical ly ,  the indirect effects are the mult ipl icative sum 
of the standardized path coeffic ients. The total effects are the sum of the di rect effect 
and a l l  the i ndirect effects .  Table 30 shows the total effects of the suggested factors. 
Gender - >  
Attit 
Gender -> EI 
Gender -> 
EIOP 
Gender -> 
PBC 
Gender - > SN 
Or ig inal  
Sample 
(0)  
0 .0 1 1  ns 
-0 . 1 64 * * *  
-0 .025 ns 
-0 . 0 1 6  ns 
0 . 0 1 7  ns 
Table 30 :  Total Effects - Gender 
Sample Standard Sta ndard 
Mean Deviation Error 
( M )  ( STDEV) (STERR) 
0 . 0 1 2  0.043 0 .043 
-0 . 1 64 0.039 0 .039 
-0 .027 0.045  0 .045 
-0 .018  0 .042 0.042 
0 . 0 1 7  0 .045 0 .045 
* P<0. 10, * * P<O.OS, * * * P<O.Ol,  ns  i s  not significa nt  
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T Statistics 
P Value ( I O/STERR ! )  
0 .267 0.788 
4 . 1 53 0.000 
0 . 5 6 1  0. 574 
0 . 394 0.692 
0.389 0.696 
The results show that there i a negati e total ( i ndirect) effect of gender on 
entrepreneurial i ntention through the direct effect on attitude, the subjective norm and 
perceived behavioral contro l .  Accordingly, ( H i S) is supported . Indeed, the result 
shows that gender has a signi ficant negative direct and indirect effect on E 1 .  
A imi lar model was developed to measure the effect of age. The results are 
pre ented i n  Table 3 1 .  I t  shows the est imated standardized parameters for the causal 
path . Both entrepreneurship intention ( Standardized Estimate=-0.075, P< 0.05 ) and 
entrepreneur h ip i ntention option preferences ( Standardized Estimate=-0. 1 29, P< 
0.0 1 )  are posit ively and directl y  affected by age. However. att itude (Standardized 
Estimate= -0.004, P= 0 .9 1 1 )  perceived behavioral control (Standardized Estimate= 
0.006, P= 0 .86 1 ) , and subjective norms ( Standardized Estimate=0.0 1 1 ,  P= 0.779) are 
not influenced by age. 
Table 3 1 :  Path Coefficient for Age 
Age -> Attit 
Age -> EI 
Age -> EIOP 
Age - >  PBC 
Age - >  SN 
Orig ina l  
Sample 
(0) 
-0 .004 ns 
0 . 07 5 * *  
0 . 129* * *  
0 .006 ns  
0 .0 1 1  ns 
Sample Standard 
Mea n Deviation 
( M )  (STDEV) 
-0 .004 0 .041  
0 .074 0 .035 
0 . 1 30 0 .042 
0 .006 0 .038 
0 . 0 1 0  0 .040 
* P<0. 10, * * P<0.05, * * * P<O.Ol,  ns is not significa nt 
Sta ndard 
Error 
(STERR) 
0 .04 1  
0.035 
0 .042 
0 .038 
0.040 
T Statistics 
( I O/STERR I )  
0. 1 10 
2 . 1 16 
3 .025 
0 . 1 73 
0 . 280 
1 30 
P Value 
0.9 1 1  
0.034 
0.002 
0.861 
0.779 
Again .  S l llce the causal effects of the suggested factors may be direct or 
indirect. i .e . ,  mediated via the effect of other variables. or both, the total causal effects 
could be computed. More specifical ly ,  the indirect effects are the mult ipl icative sum 
of the standardized path coefficients. The total effects are the sum of the direct effect 
and a l l  the i ndirect effects. Table 32 shows the total effects of the sugge ted factors. 
Age -> Attit 
Age -> EI 
Age -> EIOP 
Age - >  PBC 
Age -> SN 
Orig ina l  
Sample 
(0) 
-0 .000 ns 
0.076* 
0. 1 32 * * *  
0 .009 ns 
0 . 0 1 1  ns 
Table 32 :  Total Effects- Age 
Sample Standard Sta ndard 
Mean Deviation Error 
( M )  (STDEV) (STERR) 
-0 .000 0 .042 0 .042 
0 .075 0 .040 0 .040 
0. 1 3 3  0 .046 0 .046 
0 .008 0 . 039 0 .039 
0 . 0 1 0  0 .040 0.040 
* P<O. lO, * * P<0.05, * * * P<0.01,  ns i s  not sign ificant 
T Statistics 
( I O/ STERR ! )  
P Value 
0 .02 1 0.982 
1 .903 0.057 
2.884 0.003 
0 . 238 0 . 8 1 1  
0 . 280 0.779 
These results support the hypothesis that age influences the entrepreneurial 
i ntention i ndirect ly through the direct effect on attitude, subjective norms and 
1 3 1  
perceived b ha\'i ral control ( H 19)  ( Total tandardized Estimate=0.076. P= 0.057) .  
10rco\ er .  ag influence the entrepreneurship int ntion option preferences indirectly 
through the direct effect on att itude. subjective norms and perceived behavioral control 
( Total tandardiz d E  t imate=0. 1 32.  P< 0.0 I ) . 
imi larly. a model wa developed to mea ure the effect of Entrepreneurship 
Experience. The re ults are pre ented in Table 3 3 .  It  hows the estimated standardized 
parameters for the cau al paths. Entrepreneurship intention ( Standardized Estimate=-
0.079, P< 0 .05)  and perceived behavioral control ( tandardized Estimate=O.077, P= 
0 .057)  are po iti e ly  and direct ly affected by Entrepreneurship Experience. However, 
att itude ( tandardized Estimate= 0.033 ,  P= 0 .388) ,  entrepreneurship intention option 
preferences ( tandardized E timate= 0.06 1 .  P= 0.203 ), and subjective nonns 
( tandardized Estimate=0 .058,  P= 0.203 ) are not directly influenced by 
Entrepreneurship Experience. 
Table  3 3 :  Path Coefficients for Entrepreneurship Experience 
E nt_exp - >  
Attit 
E nt_ex p  -> EI 
E nt_ex p  -> 
EIOP 
Ent_exp -> 
PBC 
E nt_exp -> SN 
Or ig ina l  
Sample 
( 0 )  
0 .033 ns 
0 .079* * 
0 . 06 1 ns 
0 .077* 
0 .058 ns  
Sample Standard 
Mean Deviation 
( M )  (STDEV) 
0 .034 0 . 039 
0 .080 0 .034 
0.058 0 .047 
0 .075 0 .040 
0 .060 0 . 046 
* P<0. 10, * * P<0.05, * * * P<O.Ol,  ns  i s  not significant 
Standard 
T Statistics 
E rror 
( 1 0/STERR ! ) 
(STERR)  
0 .039 0 .862 
0.034 2 .288 
0 .047 1 . 272 
0 .040 1 .919  
0 .046 1 . 270 
P Value 
0.388 
0.022 
0 .203 
0.055 
0 .203 
As noted above, since the causal effects of the suggested factors may be direct 
or i ndirect. i .e . ,  mediated via the effects of other variables, or both, the total causal 
1 3 2  
[fect \\ ere comput d .  ore pec ifical ly .  the indirect effects are the multipl icati e 
um of the tandardized path coeffic ient . The total effect are the sum of the direct 
effect and al l the indirect effect . Table  34 how the total effects of the suggested 
factor . 
Table 34 :  Total Effect - Entrepreneur hip Experience 
E nt_exp -> 
Attit 
E nt_ex p  -> EI 
E nt_exp -> 
EIOP 
E nt_exp -> 
PBC 
E nt_exp - >  SN 
Orig ina l  
Sample 
(0) 
0 .052 ns 
0. 1 1 5 * * *  
0 . 094 * *  
0 .091  * *  
0 .058 ns 
Sample Standard 
Mean Deviation 
( M )  ( STDEV) 
0 .054 0 .042 
0 . 1 1 6 0 .037 
0 .092 0 .047 
0 .089 0 .03 
0 .060 0 .046 
* P<0. 10, * * P<O.OS, * * * P<O.Ol,  ns i s  not significant 
Standard 
E rror T Statistics 
(STERR) ( 1 0/STERR J ) 
0 .042 1 . 248 
0 .037 3 . 102 
0 . 047 1 .979 
0 .039 2 . 3 1 4  
0.046 1 . 270 
P Value 
0 . 2 1 1  
0.001 
0.047 
0.020 
0 .203 
These results support the hypothesis that Entrepreneurship Experience 
indirectl y  influences the entrepreneurial intention through the direct effect on attitude. 
subjecti e nonns and perceived behavioral control ( H20)  (Total Standardized 
Estimate=0. 1 1 5 ,  P< 0.0 1 ) . im i larly, Entrepreneurship Experience influences the 
entrepreneurship i ntention option preferences through the direct effect on attitude, 
subjective norm and perceived behavioral control ( Total Standardized 
Estimate=0.094, P< 0 .05) .  Accordingly, this factor has both a direct and an indirect 
effect on entrepreneurship i ntent ion. 
A s imi lar model was developed to measure the effect of fami ly  role models. 
The results are presented in  Table 3 5 .  It shows the estimated standardized parameters 
for the causal paths. Apart from entrepreneurship i ntention, which is weakly and low 
1 3 3  
ign i fi cant ly  d irectl and po it ively affected by fami ly  role  model ( tandardized 
- timate=0.070, P= 0 .072) ,  att itude ( Standardiz d stimate= 0 .044, P= 0 .283), 
entrepreneur h ip i nt ntion option preferences ( tandardized Estimate= 0.004, p= 
0.9 1 5 ) ,  percei ed behavioral control ( tandardized Estimate=0.05 5 ,  P= 0. 1 94) and 
ubjective norm ( tandardiz d E t imate=O.OO l ,  P= 0.965 ) are not influenced by 
[ami l  ' role .  Therefore, the r ul t  support part of the hypothesi ( H 2 1 ) that fami ly role  
models d irectl influence the entrepreneurial i ntent ion. 
Table 3 5 :  Path Coefficients for Fami ly  Role 
Fam_role  -> 
Attit 
Fam_role -> 
EIOP 
Fam_role -> 
PBe 
Or ig ina l  
Sample 
(0) 
0 . 044 ns 
0.070* 
0 . 004 ns 
0 .055 ns 
0.001  ns 
Sample 
Mea n 
( M )  
0 .045  
0 .07 1 
0 .003 
0 .055 
0 .00 1  
Sta ndard Standard 
Deviation Error 
(STDEV) (STERR) 
0 .041  0 .04 1  
0 .039 0 .039 
0 .04 1  0 .04 1  
0 .042 0 .042 
0 .040 0 .040 
* P<0. 10, * * P<0.05, * * * P<O.Ol, ns i s  not s ignificant 
T Statistics 
( I O/STERR ! )  
1 .072 
1 .796 
0 . 106 
1 . 297 
0 .043 
P Value 
0.283 
0.072 
0 . 9 1 5  
0 . 1 94 
0.965 
As noted abo e,  since the causal effects of the suggested factors may be direct 
or indirect, i .e . ,  mediated via the effects of other variables, or both,  the total causal 
effects could be computed . More spec ifical ly ,  the i ndirect effects are the mult ipl icative 
sum of the standardized path coeffic ients. The total effects are the sum of the direct 
effect and a l l  the i nd i rect effects. Table 36 shows the total effects of the suggested 
factors. 
Fam_role -> Attit 
Fam role -> EI -
Fam -role -> EIOP 
Fam role -> PBe -
Fam role -> SN -
Table 36 :  Total 
Original  
Sample 
(0)  
0 .045  ns 
0 .095 * *  
0 .023 n5 
0 .055 ns 
O . O O l ns 
Sample 
Mean 
( M )  
0 . 045  
0 .097 
0 .023 
0 .055 
0 . 00 1 
[fect - Fami ly  Role 
Standard Sta ndard 
Deviation Error 
(STDEV) ( STERR) 
0 .044 0 .044 
0 .044 0 .044 
0 .044 0 .044 
0 .043 0 .043 
0 .040 0 .040 
* P<0. 10, * * P<0.05, * * * P<O.Ol,  ns is not s ign ifica nt 
1 34 
T 
Statisti 
P cs 
( I O/ST Value 
ERR I )  
1 .028 0 .303 
2 . 140 0.032 
0 . 532 0.594 
1 . 268 0.204 
0.043 0.965 
The above re ul ts in Table 36 support the hypothesis that the fami l y  role model 
indirectly  influences the entrepreneurial intention through the direct effects on attitude, 
subjective norms and perceived behavioral control ( H2 1 )  (Total Standardized 
Estimate=0.095 , P< 0.05 ) ,  thus, ( H2 1 )  is accepted .  
Furthermore, a s imi lar model was developed to measure the effect of education. 
The results are presented in Table 37. It shows the est imated standardized parameters 
for the causal paths. I t  was found that educat ion had no significant impact on attitude 
( tandardized Est imate= 0 .044, P= 0 .283 ) ,  entrepreneurship i ntention (Standardized 
Est imate= 0 .038,  P=0 .304) ,  entrepreneurship i ntention option preferences 
( tandardized Estimate= 0 .0 1 0, P= 0.784) ,  perceived behavioral control (Standardized 
Estimate=0.044, P= 0 .270)  or subjective norms ( Standardized Estimate=-0.022, P= 
0.6 1 ) . 
Educ -> Attit 
Educ -> EI 
Educ -> 
EIOP 
Educ -> PBC 
Educ -> SN 
Table 3 7 :  Path 
Orig ina l  
Sample 
( 0 )  
0 . 048 ns 
0.038 ns 
0 . 0 1 0  ns 
0 .044 n s  
-0 .022 ns 
Sample 
Mean ( M )  
0 .047 
0 .038 
0 .009 
0 .043 
-0 .022 
efficient 
Standard 
Deviation 
(STDEV) 
0 .0406 
0 .037 
0.038 
0 .040 
0 .043 
* P<0. 10, * * P<0.05, * * * P<O.Ol,  ns i s  not significant 
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f, r Education 
Sta ndard 
Error T Statistics P 
( STERR) ( 1 0j STERR I ) Value 
0 .040 1 . 195 0 . 2 3 2  
0.037 1 .026 0.304 
0 .038 0 . 273 0.784 
0 .040 1 . 102 0.270 
0 .043 0 . 5 2 1  0.601 
A noted abo e. since the causal effects of the suggested factors may be direct 
or indirect i .e . .  mediated ia the effects of other variables, or both, the total causal 
effect could be computed. The indirect effects are the mult ipl icative sum of the 
standardized path coeffic ients. The total effects are the sum of the direct effect and 
al l the indirect effects. Table  3 8  shows the total effects of the suggested factors. 
Educ -> Attit 
Educ -> EI 
Educ -> EIOP 
Educ -> PBC 
Educ -> SN 
Original  
Sample 
(0) 
0 .04 1 ns 
0.058 ns 
0.022 n s  
0.038 n s  
-0.022  ns 
Table 3 8 :  Total Effects- Education 
Sample 
Standard Sta ndard 
Mea n ( M )  
Deviation Error 
( STDEV ) ( STERR) 
0 . 040 0 .043 0 .043 
0 . 058 0 .042 0 .042 
0 . 0 2 1  0 . 0 4 1  0. 041  
0 .038 0 .041  0.04 1 
-0 .022 0 .043 0 .043 
* P<0. 10, * * P<0.05, * * * P<O.Ol, ns i s  not significant 
T Statistics P 
( I OjSTERR I )  Value 
0.936 0.349 
1 . 378 0. 1 68 
0 . 547 0.583 
0 .937 0.348 
0 . 5 2 1  0.601 
1 3 6  
The ab ve re ult in  Table 38 did not upport the h pothe i that education 
inOuence the entrepreneurial intention through the direct effect on att i tude and 
percei ed behavioral control ( H 2 2 )  ( tandardized Estimate=O.05 8, P= 0. 1 68 ) .  
Ho\\ ever. it  do upport part of tbe hypothesis that education has no direct effect on 
ubjecti\ nOnl1 . 
To test the effect of the country of education on the student entrepreneurial 
intent ion, two ample T -Te t ere used to check the differences between students 
who \ ere tudying in the UAE and tho e tudying abroad. 
Table 39 :  Differences Between the Two Groups 
I countryEduc N Mean Std . Deviation Std. Error Mean 
.00 44 .301 1 5298 .930349358 . 1 40255443 
EI Score 
1 .00 500 - . 02650 1 40 1 .003440723 .044875233 
. 00 44 . 1 96 1 3743 .988032093 . 1 4895 1 442 
EIOP Score 
1 .00 500 - . 0 1 726004 1 .001 1 831 52 .044774272 
Referring to Table 39 above. the author found that the P value for EI of the 
two-sample t-test \ a 0 .037 ;  that is, entrepreneurial i ntention is h igher for those who 
studied abroad. However. the E I  option preferences had the same direction. but sti l l  
the d ifference was not significant ( P  alue =0. 1 75 ) . Accordingly, the author can 
tentat ively accept the h pothesis that the entrepreneurial intention is higher among 
UAE nationals who are studying outside the country than among their counterparts 
studying local l y  ( H 23).  
Furthermore, to achieve this study's objectives, the author conducted more 
analysis to know which of the TPB three main constructs most deeply i nfluenced the 
EI of UAE national youth. The standard regression weights show that atti tudes 
(0 . 38 1 )  are stronger than subjective nonns ( 0 .05 1 )  and perceived behavioral control 
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(0 . 1 46 )  in  explaining change in  the entrepreneurial intention of the re pondents. Yet 
the tandard r gre ion weight how that the perceived behavioral control (0.266) i 
tronger than attitude ( 0 .095 ) and the subjective norm (0 .086) in explaining changes 
in the ntrepr neursh ip intent ion opt ion preferences of the respondents. 
Mor over, the tud al 0 a ks \ hich of the two entrepreneurial intention and 
attitude measurement scales be t explains the E I .  Comparing the entrepreneurial 
i ntention measurement cale of Jaen & L inin (20 1 3 ) and the measurement of 
entreprenemship i ntent ion option preferences devised by Autio, Keeley, Klofsten, 
Parker, & Ha , (200 1 ), the author found that based on the achieved R-squared for 
the d ifferent model , the fonner i s  better than the latter for the task. 
In addition, compal1ng the E IQ ' s  atti tude measmement scale suggested by 
Jaen and L inin ( 20 1 3 ) with the " Mini-Kolvereid cales" suggested by McNal ly et a1 . 
(20 1 4) hows the superiority of the former. I ndeed, the results showed that E IQ 
mea mement gives the best explanation for E 1  ( R-squared was 0.23 1 ) , although R­
squared remained somewhat the same for the E IOP when d ifferent attitude measures 
of E IQ and the " M ini -Kolvereid Scales" were used. 
S u m ma ry 
This chapter reports on the inferential stat ist ics that enable researcher to reach 
concl usions that extend beyond the immediate data. It describes the procedmes and 
fmdings of the confirmatory factor analysis, path analysis, and hypotheses testing, 
which were used for analyt ical  pmposes. 
F i rst, fol lowing the screening of the data, a descriptive statistical analysis was 
carried out to highl ight the d ifferent demographic variables of the studied sample. 
This was fol lowed by al idity and rel iabi l ity testing of the measurement model,  which 
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co er a l l  the r earch con truct to find how far the measurement were rel iable and 
\ al id .  1 1 the variables " ere found to ha e acceptable rel iabi l i ty values, ranging from 
0.74 to 0.9 1 ,  hich are signi ficantly higher than the acceptable level of 0 .70 
( unnal l , 1 978) and therefore acceptable  for fultber analysis. Moreo er. content and 
construct val id ity were di cu ed. The rel iabi l i t and val idity analyses show that our 
measures are both rel iable  and val id .  The confimlatory factor analysis for a l l  research 
con truct wa mainly undertaken first to val idate the measures at each stage and 
econd to reduce the specific factors tested to a more general c lassi fication to enrich 
the theoretical development of E l  in the UAE.  These factors were than taken to be the 
most interpretable  and thus were accepted as the final factor solution. The eight 
factors support the finding in the l i terature review (Chapter 2) and are defined as : 
1 .  Attitude, 
2 .  Subjective norm, 
3 .  Perceived behavioral  controL 
4. Entrepreneurship i ntention. 
5 .  Entrepreneurship i ntention option preferences 
6. Autonomy, 
7. Creati i ty, 
8. Workload. 
After the results of the confirmatory factor analysis, the hypotheses of each 
stage were tested. The results summary of the hypothesis testing is presented in Table 
40 : 
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Table 40: Result of Hypothese Te ting 
H pothe e Resu l t  
HI. Attitude po i t i  e l  and directl i n fluence entrepreneurial Accepted 
intention 
H2. Attitude po it i\ 'el and dir ct ly influences entrepreneurship Accepted 
intent ion option preferences 
H3. Perceived behavioral control posit ively and directly  Accepted 
i nfluence entrepreneurial  intention 
H4. Perceived behavioral control posit ivel and directly Accepted 
influences entrepreneur hip i ntention opt ion preferences 
H5. The Subject ive nonn posit ively influences atti tude Accepted 
H6. The Subjective norm posit ively and directly influences Rejected 
entrepreneurial i ntention 
H 7. The Subject ive nom1 positively and direct ly influences Accepted 
entrepreneurship i ntention option preferences 
H8. The Subjective nonn posit ively influences perceived Accepted 
beha ioral  control 
H9. Autonomy positively and directl y  influences entrepreneurial Accepted 
intention 
HiO. Autonomy posit ively and directl y  influences Accepted 
entrepreneurship intention option preferences 
Hl l. The Subjecti e norm positively influences autonomy Accepted 
Hi2. Creat ivity posit ively and d irectly influences entrepreneurial Accepted 
intention 
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H13. Creativity pO i ti vely and directl influences Accepted 
entrepr neur hip intent ion option prefer nce 
H14. The Subjecti e norm po it ivel influences creativity Accepted 
H15. Workload negatively and directly in fluences entreprenemial Rejected 
intention 
H16. W rkload negat ive! and directly i nfluences Accepted 
entrepr nemship int ntion option preferences 
H1 7. The Subjecti e norm positively influences workload Accepted 
H 18. Gender indirectly i n fluences the entrepreneurial i ntention Accepted 
through the direct effect on att itude, subjective norm and 
perceived behavioral control 
H 1 9. Age i ndirectl y  influences the entrepreneurial intention Accepted 
through the d i rect effect on attitude, subjective norm and 
perceived behavioral control 
H20. Entrepreneur h ip Experience indirect ly influences the Accepted 
entrepreneurial i ntention through the direct effect on attitude. 
subjective nom1 and perceived behavioral control 
H2J. Fam i ly rol e  models  d irect ly and indirect ly influence the Accepted 
entrepreneurial i ntention. Indirectl y  through the direct effect on 
atti tude. subjective norm and perceived behavioral control .  
H22. Education indirectly influences the entrepreneurial i ntention Part ial ly 
through the direct effect on atti tude and perceived behavioral Accepted 
control but not on the subjecti e norm. 
H23. Entrepreneurial intent ion i higher among E national 
tudent \\ ho are tUdying out ide th countr than student who 
are tud) ing local l  
k ( risk aversion) is  h igher among UAE 
national students \\'ho are tud ing local l than those who are 
tudying abroad. 
Source: \n91) sis of un C) Data 
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Accepted 
Could not be 
tested 
C h a pt e r  5 :  Discu ion  and Conc lus ion  
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Thi chapter di cu e and interpret the finding of the tud re ults and 
analy e them with reference to the current l i terature and theor in the area. It starts 
b) revi i t ing the stud objective and questions and discusses how they were 
addr ed. Then the app l icabi l i t of the tudy model and mea urement approach in the 
E conte. t is d iscussed. The study h potheses and analysis results are then 
interpreted before presenting the tudy l imi tations. Final ly, the conc lusion from the 
tudy are discussed, high l ighting their  theoretical and practical impl ications and 
identi fy ing possible areas for future research.  
5. 1 Resea rch O bjective and Questions 
5. 1 . 1  Re earch O bjectives 
As noted above. this study has six main objectives. which have almost al l been 
achieved. as fol lO\ s :  
The first objective was to investigate the intention among the UAE national 
youth to start ne"w entrepreneurial ventures by examining the factors that impact on 
undergraduate tudent ' choice of entrepreneur hip as a career option through 
applying a " Theory of Planned Behavior " (JPB) framework. Using this framework, 
the study aims to contribute 10 filling the research gap in the general area of 
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial intention (E1) in a Middle Eastern context 
(specifically the UA E) . This objective was ful l y  achieved . To i nvestigate UAE national 
youth i ntention to start new entrepreneurial ventures. the study adopted the 
entrepreneurial i ntention model suggested by L il18.n & Chen ( 2009), which is based on 
Ajzan 's  ( 1 99 1 ) Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) model whi le  considering the 
unique context of the 
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. In accordance \\I'ith Ajzan' ( 1 99 1 ) modeL the stud model 
propo ed that attitude, ubjective norm and perceived beha ioral control ,  direct ly  and 
po it ivel affect AE tud nt ' E 1 .  Moreover, in accordance with Liftan & Chen ' s 
( 2009) Entrepreneurial Intention Mode l .  the study also assumes that subjective norms 
direct ly in ll uenc both the attitud of UAE national youth and the perceived beha ioral 
ontr 1 .  In addit ion. human capital and other demographic variables are assumed to 
affect E national youth E1  indirectly through the direct effect on the TPB' s  three 
main variables ( L inan & Chen. 2009a), namely, their  education, age, gender, and 
entrepreneurship experience. However. fami ly  role  models are assumed to directly and 
indir ct ly affect the intention of U AE national youth to start a new venture. Research 
hypothe es were developed to test the abo e proposed relat ionships. The study results 
support the study model and almost all of its hypotheses. Accordingly, the study results 
and fi ndings contribute to fi l l i ng the research gap found in  this research field, 
pec ifical l y  in the UAE and hence the M iddle East mare general ly .  
The econd objective was to test the robusfnes and validity of the TPB fo 
explore entrepreneurial intention in the UAE context, thus adding to and comparing 
the exi ling knowledge and literature on the topic. This objective was also achieved . 
Support ing other research findings regarding the appl icabi l i ty of Ajzen' s(TPB) model 
to d ifferent i nstitutional contexts and cultures (Turker & Selcuk, 2009; Kautonen et 
a l . .  20 1 5 ; L ilian & Chen, 2009b; Mariano et al . ,  20 1 1 ;  Rueda et a l . ,  20 1 5 ; N ishimura 
& Morales. 20 1 1 ) , the study findings genera l ly  support the conceptual model of the 
research, thus support ing the applicabi l ity of the TPB to explore the entrepreneurial 
i ntention in the context of the UAE's  students. The results with the E IQ measurement 
instrument in i t ia l ly  suggested by Lilian & Chen (2009) confrrm that the main 
theoretical constructs of att i tude and perceived behavioral control appear to directly 
and po i t i \  I} affect 
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E national 'outh entrepreneurial int ntion in the U E. The 
ubjective norm, how er, appear to ha e an indirect effect on entrepreneurial 
int ntion through its dir ct effect on att i tude and perceived beha ioral control . The 
direct effect of the ubj ctive norm on entrepreneurial intention was not supported . 
The an1e re ults reached when using the measurement of entrepreneurship intention 
opt ion preferenc s ( E IOP)  devis d by Autio. Keeley, Klofsten, Parker, & Hay, (200 1 )  
howed the ubjective norm to have a weak low significance direct effect on the 
part ic ipants' entrepreneurship intention option preferences. However, with the " Mini 
Kolvereid cales" atti tude measures, the subjective norm appeared to have a direct and 
highly i gn ificant po i t ive effect on both entrepreneurship intention ( E l )  and 
entrepreneurship intention option preferences (E IOP),  thus support ing the claims of 
L iiifu1 & Chen (2009) and other researchers that the measurement instrument that is  
cho en may affect the result regarding the relationship between subjective norms and 
entrepreneurship i ntention ( Turker & Selcuk, 2009; L ifian & Chen, 2009b; Matlay et 
a l . ,  20 1 2 : chlaegel & Koenig, 20 1 4) .  Whether i t  does so or not, the present study, 
\vhich adopted the modified model of TPB suggested by L ifian & Chen (2009), 
emphasizes the i ndirect effect of the subjective norm on entrepreneurship intention 
through the direct effect on attitude and perceived behavioral control . This is  
considered an important contribution to the l i terature with regard to Ajzen' s  (TPB) 
mode l .  Many studies which do not support the effect of the subjective norm on 
entrepreneurship i ntention may fai l  to test the indirect or total effect of this factor using 
proper statistical analysis ( Li fian & Chen, 2009b), and consequently  may not provide 
accurate conclusions regarding the effect of this variable on entrepreneurship 
i ntention. This  in  tum moderates the effectiveness of the recommendations provided 
to enhance entrepreneurial i ntention. I ndeed, in spite of its effects, some studies omit 
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thi variable [rom their tudie ( Peterman & Kennedy, 2003 : Veciana, Aponte. & 
rbano, 2005 ). But thi cannot be a i e choice, becau e ignoring or omitting this 
v ariable mean ignoring or omitt ing the role of culture, which is suggested to influence 
and shape the entrepreneurshi p intention in many contexts ( Liiian & Chen. 2009b; 
10riano et aL 20 1 1 ). 
The third objective " as to examine the robustne s Clnd validity of the 
Entrepreneurial Intention questionnaire (EIQ) in the UA E context and thus re pond 
to re earch calls for te ting and further mlidafing this measurement instrument in 
future studies .  This objecti e was also achieved. The study survey questionnaire was 
de igned and developed on the basi of the most recent version of the standardized 
mea ure of the " Entrepreneurial I ntention Questionnaire ( E IQ)", which was init ia l ly 
developed by L ifiim and Chen (2009). The E IQ was here used for the first time in  a 
UAE context . Moreover, additional measurements were considered to measure the 
UAE ' s  unique variables and further val idate the E IQ as a measurement tool .  The 
measurement model tests conducted in this study which included measures of 
convergent and discriminant val id ity, were sat isfactory. A l l  the variables had 
rel iab i l i ty values h igher than the minimum acceptable level of 0 .70 (Nullilal ly ,  1 978)  
and therefore they could be accepted for further analysis. Accordingly, th is  study 
supports the robustness. val idity and rel iab i l i ty of the standardized measure of the EIQ.  
Moreo ec comparing the EIQ's att i tude measurement scale suggested by Jaen and 
L ificin ( 20 1 3 )  with the "Min i-Kolvereid Scales" suggested by McNal ly et a l .  (20 1 4 ) 
shows the superiority of the fomler. I ndeed, the results showed that EIQ measurement 
gives the best explanation for the entrepreneurial intention ( E I )  ( R-squared was 0.23 1 ), 
a lthough R-square remained more or less the same for the entrepreneurship intention 
option preferences (E IOP)  when d ifferent attitude measures of E IQ and the " Mini-
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Kol er id cale " were us d .  In addi tion, comparing Jacn & Lifian ' s  ( 20 1 3 )  
entrepreneurial intent ion measurement ( E I )  scale and the measurement of 
entrepr neurship intent ion opt ion preference ( E IOP) proposed by Autio. Keeley, 
KloI: ten, Parker. & Ha , (200 1 ), the tudy found that. on the basis of the achie ed R-
quared for the d ifferent models .  the former as better than the latter. This result 
endor e the robu tne of the E IQ measurement . 
The fourth objecti e was to clarify the differences and imilaritie among the 
faclor affecting the entrepreneurship intenhons of undergraduate tudents 
speciali::.ing in bu ine and engineering majors inside and outside the countly. This 
object ive was part ial l y  achieved. Although the study revealed that the entrepreneurial 
i ntention was higher among U AE national youth students who are studying outside the 
country than among students who are studying loca l ly, thus supporting H23 ,  the smal l  
sample of outside students (44 cases) compared to the large number of inside students 
( 500) made any such compari on inval id .  eveliheless, further analysis was conducted 
to discover which of the TPB' s three main constructs most deeply influenced the 
entrepreneuria l  i ntention of the UAE' s  students. The standard regression weights show 
that atti tudes (0 .3 80) are stronger than perceived behavioral control (0 . 1 46) and 
subjective norms (0 .050)  i n  explain ing changes in the entrepreneurial intention (E I )  of 
the respondents. But the standard regression weights show that the perceived 
behavioral control (0 .265)  was stronger than attitudes (0 .095) and the subjective norm 
(0 .085)  in explain ing changes i n  the entrepreneurship intention opt ion preferences of 
the respondents. 
On the basis of the study results and interpretat ions of the hypothetical test ing, 
the study seeks to set out the theoretical and practical impl ications to educators and 
pol i cy-makers that they should foster and enhance entrepreneurial intention among 
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" national youth and promote entrepreneurship a a career choice. thus achieving 
the fi fth and i 'th objectiv of thi tud . 
5. 1 .2 Re earch Que tion 
Thi tudy \ a intended to answer three main questions. The first is :  Based on 
the Theory 0/ Planned Beharior (TBP) and other considered variables. what are the 
main/actors that a.lfect UAE national }'outh intentions to start their own businesses in 
the CA E and be entrepreneur ? The second question is :  Are there any differences in 
entrepreneurial intention and their antecedents between UAE nalional youth students 
11 'ho are studying locally and those who study abroad? The thi rd question is :  Based on 
the prel'ioll question . what recommendations can be made to the government and 
policy maker 0/ the UA E to promote and enhance the choice of entrepreneurship as 
a career option? 
Using the tudy mode l ,  the results supported almost all the study hypotheses. 
confinn ing the effects of atti tude, subjecti e norm. and perceived behavioral control 
on the entrepreneurial intention of the UAE's  students. Moreover. the age, gender, 
entrepreneurship  experience and fami l y  role  model appeared also to affect the 
entrepreneurial i ntention of these young people, whereas education has no effect on 
their entrepreneurial intention. Moreover, as noted above, the study results related to 
standard regression weights show that attitudes (0 .3 80) are stronger than subjective 
norms (0 .050)  and perceived behavioral control (0 . 1 46)  in  explaining changes in the 
entrepreneurial intention of the respondents. However, the standard regression weights 
show that the perceived behavioral control ( 0 .265 ) is stronger than att itudes (0 .095 ) 
and the subjective norm (0 .08 5 )  in  explaining changes in the entrepreneurship 
intention option preferences of the respondents. The subjective norm also has a fai rly 
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high effect n both the att itud ( tandard regre sion weight = . 328)  and perceived 
beha ioral control ( tandard regression weight = .24 1 ) .  \'v'hich in turn affect both the 
El of the E national outh in question and th ir E IOP .  ccording1y, a supported 
by L ii'ian & Chen ( 2009), \Vh n these youth feel that their fami l ies or c lose friends 
upport their  deci ion to be entrepreneurs it enhances the attractivenes of thi s career 
ption and tends to make them fee l  that they are able to handle it successful ly ( Linan 
& Chen, 2009b).  At the ame time, the standard regression weights of the study's other 
control led variables howed weak relat ionships between those variables and both EI 
and E I OP.  
Referring to the econd re earch question, the result revealed that 
entrepreneurial i ntention is higher among UAE national youth students who are 
studying outside the country than among their counterparts at local universities. 
Ho\vever. as mentioned abo e, the study could not compare the effect of the different 
re earch ariables between these two groups because one sample was very much 
mailer (44) than the other (500 )  and a comparison may have led to invalid results. 
The third research question regarding recommendations to promote 
entrepreneurs i s  d iscussed later in the chapter. 
Accordingly,  the above findings make it c lear that the study achieved its 
objectives and successful ly answered almost a l l  of its questions. 
5.2 Appl icabi l ity of T P B  and  E I Q  in the UAE Context 
5.2. 1 Applicabi l ity of T P B  
This study. a s  noted above, aimed to i nvestigate the intention among a san1ple 
of AE national youth to start their  own entrepreneurial ventures by examining the 
factors that affect the choice of entrepreneurship as a career option. thus, treating the 
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choice f self-employment as om thing based on the intent ion model of Aj zen 's TPB. 
Thi m del wa cho en ut of a l l  the po sible intention models because of it 
appl icabi l i ty to the E context and its support and al idation by man previous 
re earcher . More pe i fi cal l , the tudy adopted the ntrepreneurial intent ion model 
ugge ted by L iiian & hen ( 2009) .  which i s  based on Ajzan's  (1 99 1 ) Theor of 
Planned Beha ior model,  whi l  considering also the unique context of  the UAE. 
The tudy findings general ly  support the conceptual model of the research, and 
hence upport the appl icabi l ity, robustness and validity of the TPB to predict and 
i 11\ e t igate entrepreneurial intention among UAE national youth . The appl icabi l ity of 
thi model to entrepreneurship has received wide support in the past (Turker & Selcuk. 
_009: Kautonen et a l . .  20 1 5 : Lifiin & Chen, 2009b; Moriano et aL 20 1 1 :  Rueda et aL 
20 1 5 : i sh imura & Morales, 20 1 1 )  and it has also been used to explain the 
entrepreneurial intention of students i n  the USA (Autio et aL 200 1 ), the Netherlands 
( Van Gelderen et aL 2008) .  Russia ( Tkachev & Kolvereid. 1 999),  Spain and Taiwan 
(L i fian & Chen. 2009b) and audi Arabia (Almobaireek & Manolova, 20 1 2) among 
other countries and contexts. Moriano et a l .  (20 1 1 )  c la im that TPB could be used as a 
"culture-universal theory ', to predict career i ntentions in  any country (Moriano et aI . ,  
20 1 1 .  p .  2 ) .  The general results o f  the present study supp011 the direct and positive 
effects of atti tude and perceived behavioral control on the entrepreneurial intention of 
UAE national youth. whereas the subjective norm appears to have an indirect effect 
on entrepreneurial i ntention through the direct effect on attitude and perceived 
behavioral contro l . This is a l igned with the findings by L ifian & Chen, ( Li fian & Chen, 
2009b).  Although the study results support the past research findings that the 
subject ive norm has an i nsignificant and weak direct relationship with entrepreneurial 
intention ( Armitage & Conner, 200 1 ;  Kautonen et a I . ,  20 1 5 ; Matlay et a ! . ,  20 1 2 ; 
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Moriano et al . .  20 1 1 :  chlaegel & Koenig. 20 1 4 ) .  i t  doe not support the claim that it 
the lea t important predictor f tudents' entrepreneurial intent ion, a suggested by 
oriano et al . (20 1 1 ) . As noted above, the subjective norm has a relati ely high effect 
on b th the att itude of the tudy ' s  sample of AE national outh ( standard regres ion 
v,,-eight = . 328 )  and the percei ed behavioral contro l  (standard regression weights = 
. 24 1 ), \-vhich in  tum affect their  entrepreneurial intention. Accordingly, this ariable 
appear to be a relati e ly  str ng indirect predictor of the entrepreneurial intention of 
the E national youth . 
L ifian & Chen's  entrepreneurial intention model ( 2009) emphasizes the direct 
relation hip of the subjective norm compared with other TPB constructs, namely, 
attitude and perceived beha ioral contro l .  This is  considered a major contribution in 
that i t  further val idates Aj zen ' s  TPB model .  
5.2 .2  Appl icab i l ity o f  t h e  E I Q  
I n  order to operational ize the study ariables, a survey quest ionnaire was 
designed and developed on the basis of the latest versions of the previously val idated 
standardized measure, the "Entrepreneurial I ntention Questionnaire" , which was 
in it ial ly developed by L ifian and Chen (2009) .  Moreover. additional measurements 
were adopted to measure UAE unique variables .  As supported by L ifian and Chen 
(2009) and Rueda et al . ( 2 0 1 5) ,  the E IQ  appears to be a val id instrument with which 
to study entrepreneurship i ntention in  the UAE context ( Lifian & Chen, 2009b; Rueda 
et aL 20 1 5 ) .  The measurement model test conducted in the present study, including 
convergent and discriminant val id ity measures, had sat isfactory results .  A l l  the 
ariables were found to have acceptable rel i ab i l i ty values higher than the lowest 
acceptable  level of 0.70 (Nunnal ly,  1 978 ) .  
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The pre ent tud r ponded to the cal l  b) Linin and Chen (2009) to u e 
tandardized mea uremenl instruments to faci l i tate the compari son between different 
entrepr n urial intention research re ult , derived from different cultur  s and 
countrie . However. the tudy al 0 LLsed other measures to assess entrepreneurial 
intention. 
The E IOP measurement devised b Autio, Keeley, Klofsten, Parker, & Hay, 
(�00 1 )  \vas u ed a a second way of mea uring entrepreneurial intention. Four items 
u ed to mea ure the t ime taken to start a future new venture, and whether it would 
upport a ful l  or part-t ime career. This additional measurement, as noted above, was 
considered to reflect the UAE context. where a high percentage of Emirati s  combine 
the e two types of work (employment and entrepreneurship) ( Sokari ,  Home, Huang, 
& wad, 20 1 3 ) .  Moreover. admitt ing this addit ional measurement enables the study 
to compare the resul ts of the suggested standardized measurement of the EIQ (Autio, 
Keeley, Klofsten. Parker, & H ay,  ( 200 1 )  in assessing EL thus respond ing to the E IQ  
authors' cal l  t o  test and further val idate this measurement instrument by  future studies 
in d ifferent contexts. 
S imi larly, the " Min i-Kol  ereid Scales" and the attitude to risk were used as 
additional ways of measuring attitude. The study results could not support the General 
Risk Aversion (ORA) scale suggested by Mandrik and Bao (2005) .  I ndeed, this 
measurement appeared to lack acceptable rel iabi l i ty and the measurement i tems did 
not load i n  a logical fashion . Accordingly, this scale  was e l iminated from further 
analysis and ( H24) could not be tested. 
Comparing the E IQ  entrepreneurial i ntention measurement scale, as suggested 
by Jaen and L ifi<'tn (20 1 3 ) , with E IOP from Autio, Keeley, Klofsten. Parker, & Hay, 
( 200 1 ) ,  and basing our comparison on the R -squared achieved for the different models, 
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the author ft und that the entrepren urial intention cale sugge ted by Jaen and Lifian 
( 20 1 " )  is a more uitable mea ure than the E IOP.  In addition, the EIQ attitude 
mea urement cale appear to e plain entrepr neur hip intention better than the "Mini­
Kolvereid cale " do [or att itude. The results sho\' that the E IQ instrument gives the 
be t explanation for EI a mea ured b R-squared ( R- quared was 0 .23 1 for the 
ntrepreneurial i ntention) al though the R- quared remains more or les the same for 
the E IOP when d i fferent att itude measure of E IQ and "Min i -Kolvereid Scales" were 
u ed 
Accord ingl  , the tud encourages the use of the E IQ measurement instrument 
a a val id.  rel i able and standardized mea urement in the study of entrepreneurial 
intention. whatever the context. 
5.3 Discussion of Research Hypotheses 
As noted above, in order to in est igate the intention of U AE national youth to 
start new entrepreneurial entures. the study. while considering the UAE' s  unique 
context. adopted the EI model suggested by Lifian & Chen (2009), which is based on 
Ajzan 's  ( 1 99 1 )  TPB model . The standardized measures of the E IQ  were used for the 
study questionnaire .  Addit ional measurements for both entrepreneurial i ntention and 
attitude variables were also considered. Accordingly, 24 hypotheses were developed. 
The summary result  of the hypotheses testi ng is presented in Table 39 in the previous 
chapter and is a lso presented below for convenience in reviewing the hypotheses in  
rel ation to the discussion . As shown, most of the study hypotheses were accepted. 
whi le  a few were rejected and partial l y  accepted. Hypotheses concerning the attitude 
to risk could not be measured. 
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Table 40:  Result of Hypothe es Te ting 
Hypothe e Re u lt 
Hi. Attitude po it ively and direct ly influences entrepreneurial Accepted 
intention 
H2. Attitude po i t ively and directly influences entrepreneurship Accepted 
intention option pr ferences 
H3. Perceived behavioral control posit ively and direct ly  Accepted 
in fl u  nce entreprenemial intention 
H4. Perceived behavioral control posit ively and direct ly Accepted 
influences entrepreneurship i ntention option preferences 
H5. The Subjective norm posit i  e ly influences att itude Accepted 
H6. The Subjective norm positively and direct ly  influences Rejected 
entreprenemia l  i ntention 
H 7. The Subjective norm posit ively and directl y  influences Accepted 
entrepreneurship i ntention option preferences 
H8. The Subject ive norm posit ively influences perceived Accepted 
behavioral control 
H9. Autonomy positi ely and directly influences entrepreneurial Accepted 
i ntention 
HIO.Autonomy positively and directl y  influences Accepted 
entrepreneurship i ntention option preferences 
HI I.  The Subjective norm posit ively influences autonomy Accepted 
HI2. Creativity positively and directly influences entrepreneurial Accepted 
intention 
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H I3. Creat i\  ity pO i t ively and direct ly influence Accepted 
entrepreneur hip intenti n ption preference 
H14. The Subjective norm positively influences creativity Accepted 
H 15. Workload negatively and direct ly  influences entrepreneurial Rejected 
intention 
H16. Workload negativel and directly  influence Accepted 
entrepreneursl�p intent ion option preferences 
H1 7. The Subjective norm posit ively influences workload Accepted 
H18. Gender indirectly influences the entrepreneurial intention Accepted 
through the direct effect on att i tude, subjecti e norm and 
perceived behavioral control 
H1 9. Age indirect ly influences the entrepreneurial intention Accepted 
through the direct effect on attitude, subjective norm and 
perceived behavioral control 
H20. Entrepreneurs Experience indirectly  i n fluences the Accepted 
entrepreneurial i ntention through the direct effect on attitude, 
subjecti e norm and perceived behavioral control 
H21. Fami l y  rol e  models  directl y  and indirectly  influence the Accepted 
entrepreneurial i ntention. Indirect ly through the direct effect on 
atti tude, subjective nonn and perceived behavioral control . 
H22. Education indirectly influences the entrepreneurial intention Part ial ly 
through the direct effect on attitude and perceived behavioral Accepted 
control but not on the subjective norm 
E national 
tudent who are tudying out ide the country than tudents who 
are tud ing local ly  
ersion) i s  higher among UAE 
national tudent who ar tudying local ly  than tho e who are 
U rH) Data 
1 5 5  
ccepted 
Could not be 
tested 
The ection below discu ses the h pothesis findings for each of the study 
variable . 
5.3 . 1 Att i tude 
Attitude refers to the degree to which individuals perceive the attractiveness of 
the behavior i n  question ( Ajzen, 1 99 1 )  and in  the present study the behavior i s  
entrepreneurship .  This construct was measured i n  three ways. The first was the EIQ 
mea urement suggested by Jaen and L inan (20 1 3 ) ,  which assessed the expected 
outcomes of an entrepreneurial career and the desirabi l ity of these outcomes to the 
respondents. The second used the "M ini - Kolvereid Scales" , which are based on the 
Kolvereid scale ( 1 996) .  The Kolvereid scale  was first developed to distinguish 
between organizational employment and sel f-employment. The mini -Kolvereid scale 
inc ludes three min i  atti tude factors rel ated to work intention, i .e .  workload, autonomy 
and creat iv i ty .  Workload relates to a person's  preference for organizational 
employment, whi le  autonomy and creativ i ty relate to a person's  preference for sel f-
employment ( Kolvereid.  1 996b; McNal ly  et a l .  20 1 4) .  Using the al i  dated 
measurement approaches of the E I Q  and "Mini -Kolvereid Scale" to measure attitude 
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al lo\-\- the tud} to compare the result of the two approaches and fuu helps to enhance 
the methodological rigor, ad ance the l iterature in this regard ( Me al l}  et aI . ,  20 1 4) 
and reach m re accurate conclusion regarding the effect of attitude on 
entr pren ur hip intent ion. The third measure is attitud to risk . Risk is  suggested to 
pIa) a ke role in affect ing the entrepren urship  intent ion of UAE national youth . 
cordingly, ( H I ), ( H2 ). ( H9) ,  ( H I O ), ( H 1 2 ), ( H 1 3 ). ( H l S ), ( H I 6 ) and ( H24) were 
developed to te t the effect of this construct on the entrepreneurial intention of these 
young tudent . The result support a l l  the previously mentioned hypotheses, except 
( H  1 5 ) and ( H24) .  
upport ing past research findings (Autio et aI . ,  200 1 : Liihin & Chen, 2009b; 
Mat lay et aI . ,  20 1 2 ; Moriano et a l . ,  20 1 1 ;  Rueda et aI . ,  20 1 5 ; Van Gelderen et a I . ,  
2008) ,  atti tude appear to have a posit ive and direct effect on the EI  of UAE national 
youth. I ndeed. this construct was suggested by previous research to be the strongest 
predictor of entrepreneurial i ntention (Ajzen, 1 99 1 :  Moriano et a ! . ,  20 1 1 ) . Supporting 
this conclusion, this study found that atti tude appears to be the strongest predictor of 
all the constructs on the EI ofUAE national youth . I ndeed, the effect of attitude appears 
to be even stronger and of higher significance when using J aen and L ifian ' s (20 1 3 )  
E IQ  measurement of entrepreneurial intention ( E l )  than the E10P (Autio, Keeley, 
Klofsten. Parker, & Hay, 200 1 ), even though att itude posit ively and directly affects 
both E 1  and E IOP .  Accordingly, if UAE national youth perceive entrepreneurship as 
an attract ive career option, this strongly enhances their intention to choose it as a 
career. 
When using the "Min i -Kolvereid Scale" as an alternative measurement for 
atti tude. the study reached the same conclusions as when using the E IQ measurements 
of Jaen and L ifian ( 20 1 3 )  for attitude, except in the case of workload. That is to say, 
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creat i ,  i t} and autonomy appear to have posit ive and direct effects on both E1 and 
E IOP .  l lowev r. creativity appear to be tronger than autonomy in predicting the E 1  
of the e young people .  Moreo r, the effect of creati ity and autono111 appears to be 
tronger and of higher ign i ficance when using the E IQ i nstrument of Jaen and Lifian 
( �0 1 3 ) to mea ure E1 than hen i t  is  measur d by E10P (by Autio, Keeley, Klofsten. 
Parker. & H a  , 200 1 ). The above result indicates that creativi ty is considered an 
important motivat ional factor in attracting UAE national youth to entrepreneurship.  
This vie\ i al 0 upported b Majumdar & Varadarajan (20 1 3 ), who find that 
creati i t)' is an important per onal i ty factor for entrepreneurial i ntent (Majumdar & 
Varadaraj an. 20 1 3 ) .  I ndeed, creativ i ty i s  suggested also as one of the important cultural 
factor in the Gulf region, which should relate c losely to entrepreneurial potential and 
success ( Rice, 2003 ) .  
Workload, which indicates i n  contrast the preference for organizational 
employment, is suggested to negat ively and d irectly  affect UAE national youth 
entrepreneurial i ntention; thi was not supported by the E IQ  measurement of Jaen and 
L ifian ( 20 1 3 ) .  This contradicts the finding of Mc a l ly  et  a1 . (20 1 4 ) that workload has 
a significantly negat ive and d irect effect on entrepreneurial intention. I t  is worth 
mentioning that Mc a l ly  et a1 .  ( 20 1 4) use L iMn and Chen's  EIQ measurement (2009) 
to measure the i ntention to pursue entrepreneurship .  The negat ive direct effect of 
workload was supported only when using EIOP .  I ndeed, Autio et a1. s measurement 
for E IOP (200 1 ) concerns the t ime needed to start a new venture in the future, and 
whether the consequent career wi l l  be on a ful l -time or part-time basis .  Accordingly, 
the effect of workload - as an indicator of a person 's preference for organizational 
employment - would be part icularly c lear in the UAE context, where there is a high 
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tendenc among youth to combine employment \\' ith entrepreneur hip, as noted above 
and in the l i terature r ie ( okari, Horne, Huang, & Awad, 20 1 3 ) .  
omparing two po sible approaches to measuring the AE's  att itudes to 
entrepreneur hip, the pre nt tud ma claim that Jaen and Lifian ' s  EIQ measurement 
( 20 1 3 ) of atti tude is superior to the ' Mini -Kol ereid cale' when u ed to assess E I .  
That i , att i tude a s  mea U T  d by E I Q  appears to be stronger than either autonom or 
creat ivit) in predicting entrepreneurial intention among UAE national youth . In  
addition, the tudy finds that the effect of autonomy, creat iv i ty and attitude � as 
ugge led b.v Jwin and Linan (2013) � appears to be weak when using Autio et a l:s  
( 200 1 )  E IOP .  The re ul t  of the R-squared, E IQ att itude measurement scale suggested 
b) Jaen and Linan (20 1 3 ), seems to explain entrepreneurship intention better than the 
"Min i  -Kolvereid cale'  did .  
This study could not test the effect of att itude to r isk on UAE national youth 
entrepreneurial i ntention.  The previously val idated measure of the General Risk 
Aversion ( G RA )  scale suggested by Mandrik and Bao (2005 ) appears not to have 
acceptable  rel i ab i l i ty and the measurement items did not load in a proper manner. 
Moreover, an item related to measuring risk from Jaen and LiMn ' s  (20 1 3 ) attitude 
scale ( E P2 and EA2 or Attitudes to taking calculated risk) was removed because it did 
not load properly on the atti tude scale .  I t  seems also that the students have a problem 
when i t  comes to conceptual izing the term ' risk ' .  Without a test of the effect of the 
atti tude to risk, our understanding of what drives the entrepreneurial i ntention 
especia l ly  in the UAE context, is l imi ted . Admittedly, Hofstede ranked the UAE high 
in Uncertainty Avoidance ( UA) ,  reflecting the fact that the society exhibi ts l i tt le 
tendency to prefer risk-taking. Such l imited risk-taking in turn affects one ' s  intention 
to be entrepreneur ( Oougla & hepherd, 2002) .  ccordingly, thi 
future re earch to investigate fUl1her. 
5.3.2 Perceived Behaviora l  Contro l  ( PBC) 
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ue is one for 
Perceived behavioral control refers to a person' s percept ion of the ease or 
d ifficult f perf o 1111 ing the beha ior in question, in this case, being entrepreneur 
( Ajz  n, 1 99 1 : Lifian & Chen. 2009b) .  This construct relates to the individual ' s  
percept ion of and confidence in  hi  Iher k i l l s  and abi l ities (Almobaireek & Manolova, 
20 1 2 : W i l  on et aL 2007). 
The study results uppOlied the posit ive and direct effect of perceived 
behavioral control 0 er both E I  and E 10P in the UAE context .  This is consi stent with 
pre iou research findings which were drawn from different contexts (Autio et aI . ,  
200 l ; L ifian & Chen, 2009b: Matlay e t  aI . ,  20 1 2 ; Rueda e t  aI . ,  20 1 5 ; Van Gelderen et 
aL 2008) .  Although many researchers emphasize the role of this construct on 
predicting E 1 ,  espec ia l l y  when thei r  sample consists of students (Armitage & C01111er, 
200 1 :  Kautonen et a l . .  20 1 5 : Mat lay et a I . ,  20 1 2 ; Schlaegel & Koenig, 20 1 4) ,  this study 
found perceived beha ioral control to be a moderate to weak predictor of the EI of 
UAE national youth. The effect of this variable on EI is enhanced when using Autio 
et a l . ' s, measurement (200 1 ) for E 10P. Thus, al though PBC seemed the second most 
significant predictor - after attitude - for youth E 1  in this country, it revealed only a 
moderate to weak effect i n  so doing. 
It seems that students in  the UAE may not be equipped with enough of the 
necessary ski l ls to make them confident in their  own future success as entrepreneurs. 
The study resu l t  showed that only 63 .2% of the respondents. i .e .  the senior students, 
had been educated in entrepreneurship.  This could affect the role of this construct in  
predicting I in  the 
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context .  It seems. a noted above. that entrepreneur hip 
educat ion i l imited in  rno t ca es to tudent who are bu iness major ; thu . a high 
percentag of non-bu ine student have l imited chance to develop prior knowledge 
or educational experi nce in entrepreneurship. Accordingly, extending entrepreneurial 
education course at uni er i ty to inc lude all major students may be useful for 
equipping them with the necessar entrepreneurial ski l l s  and rais ing their  confidence 
and perception of their  own capacity to become successful ly entrepreneurs. Another 
explanation for the weaker effect on EI of perceived behavioral control could be the 
fact that AE rank high in Unceliainty A oidance ( UA) .  This in tum could make 
people feel threatened by uncertain  situations, and thus feel less capable of start ing 
their oVon business entrepreneuria l ly ,  even with the required knowledge. This 
explanation i s  supported b L ifian & Chen (2009), who found that i n  Spain, also a 
country with h igh U nceliainty Avoidance (UA), perceived behavioral control 
appeared to be a weaker predictor of E l  ( Lifian & Chen, 2009a) .  Moreo er, as 
suggested by Ajzan ( 1 99 1 ), PBC is assumed to reflect past experience of the behavior 
in question ( Ajzen, 1 99 1 ) .  S ince one of the study ' s  results is  that most of the sample 
( 88 .2%) had no previous experience of entrepreneurship, the effect of this construct 
on UAE national youth E 1  appeared to be relatively weak. Our targeted sample 
comprised youth who were sti l l  in ful l -t ime study; thus in  the UAE context it is normal 
for them to have had l imi ted work experience ( Zhang et aL 20 1 5 ) .  
5.3.3 S u bj ective N o r m  (SN)  
The subject ive norm ( S  ) refers to  the perceived pressure from fami l ies and 
c loser friends to perform or not to perform the intended behavior (Ajzen, 1 99 1 ; Lifian 
& Chen, 2009b) which in this case is to be entrepreneur. 
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mentioned in the earl ier l i t  ratllfe review, the fami l  I appro al and 
agreem nt regarding career hoi e and 0 era II l i fe dec i ions are given high importance 
b} E national ) outh (Zeffane, 20 1 4) .  Accordingly, this study posits that the 
ubj ct i \  e n011l1 ma have profound effect on the E1 in thi s  context. Indeed. many 
re earcher uggest that thi s  con truct plays a strong role in explaining EI in any 
col lect iv i  t culture ( jzen, 200 I ;  Begley & Tan, 200 1 ;  Kristiansen & Indart i ,  2004 ) ,  
uch as the culture of  the UAE. 
Although the study results d id not support a posit ive and direct relationship 
betv. een the and the E I ,  they do find a weakly significant direct and positive 
relationship when using EIOP,  which is a l igned with other research findings (Armitage 
& COlmer, 200 l ;  Autio et aL 200 1 ;  Kautonen et a ! . ,  20 1 5 ; Krueger JR et a I . ,  2000; 
L inan & Chen. 2009b; Mat lay et a1 . ,  20 1 2: SchlaegeJ & Koenig. 20 1 4 ) .  However, the 
study resul ts support the indirect effect of this construct on EI through a positive and 
direct effect on both att itude and PBC.  Indeed, the effect appeared to be stronger on 
att i tude than perceived behavioral control was . Accordingly. although it was found 
that the subjecti e norm showed only a negl igible  insignificant impact on 
entrepreneur h ip i ntention, this insignificant direct effect is strengthened by the 
indirect positive effect of the subjective norm on attitude and PBC. This means that it 
i s  not the subjective norm per se, but rather the improvement in  attitude and PBC that 
influences E I .  The subjective norm indirectly  affects the entrepreneurship intention 
through both atti tude and perceived behavior. S imi larly, SNs indirectly affect the EIOP 
through both attitude and PBC.  This  finding SUppOltS the above findings in  the 
l iterature that fam i l ies and country context do affect national youth career preferences 
and thus their  entrepreneurship intention in the UAE's col lectivist culture (Ajzen. 
200 1 ;  Begley & Tan, 200 1 ;  Krist iansen & Indart i ,  2004 ; Zeffane. 20 1 4) .  
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\ hen u ing the "Mini-Kolvereivd cale", ho\ e\ r, quite d ifferent conclu ions 
were r a hed r garding the in fluence of the . Mea urements with thi cale 
sugge ted that the had a direct and highly igni ficantly positive effect on both EI 
and EIOP. Moreover. the direct po it i e re lation hips between the subjective norm and 
aut nom) . creati it , workload (a indicators of attitude) and percei ed beha ioral 
control w re al  0 upported. Accordingly, when using this scale. the S appear to 
ha\'e both direct and i ndirect effects on E 1 .  I ndeed, Kolvereid ( 1 996) was able also to 
upport the signi ficant d irect relationship between the subjective nonn and 
entrepreneurship intention ( Lar Kolvereid. 1 996b) .  This conclusion supports the 
c la im of L ifian & Chen (2009) and other researchers that the measurement approach 
does affect the relat ionship between the theory of planned behavior (TPB) constructs 
and E l  ( Armitage & Conner, 200 1 ;  L ifian & Chen, 2009b) .  As a result, th is study also 
upports L ifian & Chen ' s  cal l  ( 2009) to use a standardized measurement instrument 
and thus make it easier to make more accurate comparisons and reach sounder 
conclusions regarding the effect of different TPB constructs on entrepreneur hip 
intention in any context. 
Tlus study adopts all the study findings reached using Jaen and Lifian' s  E IQ 
measurement (20 1 3) with regard to  the effect of different constructs on  national youth 
entrepreneurslup  i ntention in the UAE. Comparing Jaen and L ifian ' s  E l  measurement 
scale ( 20 1 3 ) with that of Autio et a l . , E I0P, the author found on the basi s  of the R­
squared achieved for the different models  that the former is  better than the latter. 
Moreover, the former appears to give a better explanation for UAE national youth E l  
than the "Min i-Kolvereid Scale" suggested b y  Mart in ,  M c  al ly ,  & Kay (20 1 3 ) .  
Accord ingly, this study suggests that attitudes are the strongest predictor for 
the E l  of UAE' s  students, fol lowed by PBC.  The subjective norm, however, has a 
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highly igni ficant and relati e ly trong direct effect on atti tude and a highly sign ificant 
but moderate d irect effect on PB . TI1U , it ha highly signi ficant indirect effect on 
1 . I ndeed, the the tronge t predictor of UAE national youth att itude. 
Furth rmor , the tud c la im that att itude and PBe positi ely and directly  affect these 
people' EI in thei r own country. 
Thi conclusion uggests that more focus should be given to the effect of the 
on tudent ' E l ,  instead of simply omitting or ignoring it, as prevo is researchers 
did ( Petem1an & Kennedy, 2003 ; Veciana et aL 2005) .  Although it has no direct effect 
on E l  in the UAE context, it has a highly significant posit ive direct effect on the other 
core construct of the mode l .  Thus, positively influencing this construct co uld ensure 
the improved effects of other constructs on E I  as wel l .  In the UAE, fami l ies play a 
major role i n  d irecting the preferences of students and youth to different career options. 
Consequently, it would be wise to include or consider them when developing and 
i mp lementing d ifferent in it iat ives and strategies to enhance youth preference for 
entrepreneurship.  Zhang et al . ( 20 1 5 ) c la im that the influence of the SN tends to be 
higher among students who may not have enough entrepreneurial experience; these 
student would easi l y  be influenced by those who share their  social environment. 
including relatives and friends (Zhang et a I . ,  20 1 5 ) . It is  suggested that enhancing the 
image of entrepreneurship as a respected career option in this social context could raise 
people 's  i nterest in entrepreneurship and encourage the creation of new business 
( Morris & Schindehutte, 2005)  
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5.3 .... Con trol led Variable 
Thi ect ion d i  C Ll e the stud findings r garding the effect of other 
control led ariable on E I .  They are education. entrepreneur hip experiences. fami ly  
role mod I and other demographic data of gender and age. 
The gen ral tud findings upport Lifi<in & Chen's  claim ( 2009) that these 
v ariable ha e ign i ficant but weak indirect influence on youth E I  (L ifian & Chen, 
2009b) .  I ndeed. the indirect effects of the e variables are also found by many past 
re earcher ( Almobaireek & Manolova. 20 1 2 ; J ianfeng Yang, 20]  3 :  Kolvereid & 
I aksen. 2006). However. the stud also fow1d a significant but weak direct effect on 
E I  of a l l  these control led variables except education. Education appears to have no 
ignificant effects on E I  or its antecedent in the UAE context. Thus. it not only has 
no significant effect on s. a this study proposes, but also has no effect on any of 
the th ory ' s  other constructs. Even though the direct effects of the study's control led 
variables on E I  may contradict Ajzan ' s  c la im ( 1 99 1 ) that these variables should affect 
entrepreneurship i ntention only i ndirectly through the theory ' s  three main constructs 
(Ajzen. 1 99 1 ). other researchers find direct relationships between some of the 
contro l led variables and E I  (Autio et a ! . .  200 1 '  L ifian et a l . .  20 1 1 ) . Accordingly. future 
researchers should i n  estigate this i ssue. 
The research findings regarding the effects of these contro l led variables on 
UAE national youth E I  are as fol lows : 
• Age: This variable appears to have rather i nsignificant and weak 
indirect effects on youth E I .  Moreover, it has sign ificant but weak direct 
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effect on i t .  The dir ct effect of thi contro l led variable on the 
theof) ' orh r main con truct were not ign ificant. 
• Gender:  Gender i found to have signi ficant, direct but weak effect on 
E national youth E 1 .  The direct effect of this control led ariable on 
the theory' other main construct ere not significant . It is worth 
mentioning that investigating the relationship between gender and E 1  is  
e pecia l l  important in  U E conte. t .  As noted above i n  the l iterature 
review, there is a general bel ief  that Emirati males are more l ikely than 
females to be in olved in entrepreneurial activit ies due to the added 
ocial ,  cultural and environmental factor that stand in the way of 
female entrepreneurs. thus weakening it as a career option ( Kargwel l ,  
20 1 2 ; Kargwel l  & 1nguva, 20 1 2 ; Khal ifa Fund, 20 1 4 ) .  This  study 
supports this argument by findings which reveal that Emirati females 
have signi ficantl y  lower E 1  than their male counterparts do . However. 
the suggested additional socia l .  cultural and environmental factors -
which impede female from pursuing entrepreneurship - do not seem 
to be reflected in any of the TPB ' s  main constructs (attitude, subjective 
norm and perceived behavioral contro l ) .  As noted above, the direct 
effect of gender on the TPB ' s  other main constructs were not significant 
for either gender. Accordingly. other factors or variables which may 
not be included in this study are responsible for the difference between 
Emirati males' and females' E 1 .  Admittedly unemployment in the 
UAE is h igher for females, accounting for 62% of a l l  unemployed 
young people in the country ( Khal i fa Fund; 20 1 4) .  Accordingly, if the 
target is to end unemployment among UAE national youth and promote 
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entr pren ur hip a a car er option, it  i very important to further 
in e tigate 1h factor which affect r male Emiratis' E I  and thu try to 
nhance their preference for entrepreneurship as a career option . 
• Entrepreneu r h ip  E xperience: Thi ariable appears to be signi ficant 
but with a weak indirect effi ct on UAE national youth E I .  Moreover. 
its d ir  ct ffect on national youth EI are significant but weak . The 
direct effect of this control led variable on the theory ' s  other main 
constructs, except PBe. i s  also insignificant . The direct relationship 
between the entrepreneurship experience and PBe is found to be weak 
but signi ficant. This finding further confilms Ajzan' s  claim ( 1 99 1 ) that 
PBe can be a sumed to reflect past experience of a beha ior. Indeed, 
the study results, as noted above, show that most of the respondents 
( 88 .2%)  had no previous entrepreneurship experience, being sti l l  in  
fu l l-t ime study. Accordingly, i f  the plan i s  to  enhance the effect of PBe 
and thus rai se E 1 ,  the focus should be on enhancing the experience of 
entrepreneurship among UAE national youth. This in  turn wi l l  increase 
their  confidence i n  their ski l ls and abi l i ties to work in this way. 
• Fami ly Role Model :  The study result supports both the i ndirect and 
direct effects of this control led variable on UAE national youth E l ,  the 
indirect affect appearing more significant. Both the direct and indirect 
effects offami ly  role models  on UAE national youth appear to be weak. 
Moreover, this variable shows no direct effects on any of the theory ' s  
main constructs. 
The results of this study showed that more than half the respondents 
(65 .3%) had fami ly  member with previous entrepreneurship xperience. 
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ncle/Aunt i placed the highe t percentage ( 32 .9%) in  term of the 
relative fami l  memb r ith entrepreneur hip e perience fol lowed by 
parent (26.3%).  cousins (2 1 %), sibl ing ( 1 7 .5%) and grandparents 
( 7 .9%) in the above sequence. However, if the role model was a c lose 
relat ive (a parent or sibl ing)  it might enhance the effect of this 
contro l led ariable  on UAE national youth E I .  Indeed. Carr & Sequeira 
(2007) suggest that - given Chua. Clu'isman, & Sharma' s definition of 
' fami l  business' ( 1 999) - a fami ly role model o r  fami ly business plays 
an important role  in  direct ing the career preferences of relatives. 
chi ldren abo e a l l ,  towards entrepreneurship (Carr & Sequeira, 2007; 
Chua, Chrisman. & Shanna, 1 999) . Accordingly. a parental role model 
would enhance the direct effect of this control led variable on the 
theory ' s  other constructs, mainly att itude and PBC (Carr & Sequeira. 
2007). This would  enl1ance youth preference for entrepreneurship a a 
career choice. 
• Educat ion :  Contradicting other research findings. where education has 
significant effects on E I  (Heuer & Kolvereid, 20 1 4 ; Martin et a I . ,  20 1 3 ) ,  
especial l y  i n  col lect iv ist cultures ( Bae e t  a l . .  20 1 4) .  this study reveals 
that this ariable has no direct or i ndirect significant effect on UAE 
national youth E l .  This study further suggests that education does not 
influence subjective norms in the UAE, and shows. indeed, that 
education has no direct effects there on any of the theory' s  main 
constructs. Thus, ( H22) is  partial l y  accepted. I t  seems that education 
does not play any role  in i ncreasing students' awareness or influencing 
their attitude to entrepreneurship, although the study results reveal that 
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63 .2% of the r pondent were receiving entrepreneurship education. It 
ugge t d that if the universitie pro ided adequate knowledge and 
in p iration for entrepreneurship, youth tendency to choose it could rise 
(A lmobaireek & Manolova, 20 1 2 ; Turker & Selcuk,  2009; Franke & 
Llithje ,  2004; Lifian & Chen, 2009b; Matlay et aL 20 1 2 ) .  ince the 
tudy re ult how that 9 1 .9% of the respondents to this tudy survey 
were taking degrees in the UAE, it could be claimed that govemment 
universit ies in the UAE are not effectively influencing youth to become 
entrepreneur . The uni ersities' fai lure to i nvolve fami l ies in their 
entrepreneurial programs and initiati es planned for UAE national 
tudents may be one reason ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4) .  Famil ies and the 
overal l unique UAE context seem to be key activators of many of the 
ariables expected to infl uence UAE national students' E 1 .  Because 
fam i l ies and the unique UAE context appear in this study to have 
positive and strong effects on attitudes to entrepreneurship among 
national youth, universit ies' i nvolving fami l ies in their init iat ives 
would enhance the attractiveness of entrepreneurship among UAE 
national youth and widen the role  of education. 
When the study compares the intention to be entrepreneur between 
UAE national youth who are studying local l y  and those studying 
abroad, the entrepreneurial intention appears higher among the latter. 
Most of the study 's  responses from abroad came from people studying 
i n  the USA, a nation considered to have the "large I upp/ier of 
entrepreneurs " ( Zeffane. 20 1 4, p .  290) .  This confirms that exposure to 
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the culture increa es E J  among E national youth, as sugge ted 
b) the Khal i fa Fund report ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4) .  
Although the tudy ample represents UAE national youth v\'ho were 
brought up in a col lecti ist culture. tho e who study abroad are 
influenced b the individual istic culture of Westem countries, mainly 
the U . Thus. the e students show a higher EI than national youth 
tudent who are tudying inside the UAE. This confIrms that people 
may be influenced by entrepreneurial cul tural values and that these 
value can be transferred ( Jaen & Linan, 20 1 3 ) .  L ifian, Moriano, & 
Jaen, (20 1 5 ) suggest that even i f  individuals come from the same 
country ,  their i ntention to start new businesses wi l l  depend on their 
individual personal values. This in  tum depends on many factors, such 
as thei r  acquired knowledge of and quali fication for entrepreneurship 
( Lifian, Moriano, & Jaen, 20 1 5 ) .  I t  seems that the students who study 
abroad may acquire higher entrepreneurship knowledge and 
qua l ifications through their universities than those who study local ly .  
Thus, i t  would be advisable to learn from these universities and try to 
bring some good practices to local publ ic universities to enhance the E I  
of UAE national youth . Moreo er, i f  the govemment wants to  promote 
entrepreneurship an10ng UAE national youth as a third career option, i t  
may be best to start with th is  group, who appear to be more prepared 
for this career option. 
Conduct ing comparisons to investigate the effect of different cultures 
on E I  of students who come from the same country may be a major 
contribut ion to this research field.  However, the general izabi l ity of this 
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finding could be enhanced by targeting a wider ample to repre ent the 
over ea tudent better. Indeed, the comparat ivel smal l  number of 
the e students ( 44 ca es compared to 500 case of local students) l im its 
the tudy' capacity to inve t igate the differences in  the effects of the 
TPB ' s  three antecedents on the entrepreneurial intentions between 
national youth at local universities and abroad. As a result ,  future 
researchers are recommended to conduct such research by seeking a 
high re ponse rate from the latter group. 
504 Re earch L imitat ion  
The research findings reveal certain specific l imitations that should be 
highl ighted . 
F i rst, one of this study' s  mam objectives is to compare and c larify the 
d i fferences and s imi laritie in  the factors affecting the E1 of tmdergraduate students 
who are studying d ifferent business and engineering majors inside and outside the 
country. However, the smal ler sample of outside students than of local students 
prevents such a comparison from being conducted. 
Second. in  this study, UAE national youth entrepreneurship i ntention was 
examined based on subgroup of UAE national undergraduate' s  students. I ndeed, the 
study l i mits its population to business and engineering students because the l iterature 
re iew supports these groups as the most representative of potential youth 
entrepreneurs ( Pratheeba, 20 1 4b; Soui taris et a l . ,  2007) .  Accordingly. this might l imit 
the general izab i l ity of the study results to a l l  UAE youth. 
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Third, du to  the l imi tation of mea urement the effect of  risk or  attitude to 
ri k could not be m a ured. The pre iously " al idated measure of the General Risk 
ver ion ( O RA )  scale ugge ted by Mandrik and Bao (2005) appears to lack 
a ceptable rel iab i l ity. Moreo er, an i tem related to measuring the risk ( see Jaen and 
L i il3J1. 20 1 3 ) wa remo ed [rom the present tudy because it did not load properly on 
the atti tude scale. noted above, it seems also that the students have problems in 
conceptual iz ing the term ' risk ' . The inabi l i ty to test the effect of attitude to risk also 
l imit  the understanding of what drives the entrepreneurial intention and career 
preference ( Douglas & hepherd, 2002) ,  especial ly in  the UAE context where the 
tendenc ' to avoid ri k i s  high ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4 ; Home, Huang, & Awad, 20 1 1 ) . I t  
wi l l  be recal led that the UAE ranks h igh i n  Uncertainty Avoidance ( UA ), reflecting 
the fact that the preference for risk-taking  preferences in this society is  l imited . This 
in tum suggests that i t  negatively affects EI ( Douglas & Shepherd, 2002) .  Accordingly, 
Hypothesis ( H  25) could not be tested. 
Fourth, this tudy targeted only government universities: Zayed University 
( ZU) ,  United Arab Emirates University ( UAEU) ,  Higher Col lege of Technology 
( HCT) and the Petroleum I nstitute ( P I) to investigate the i ntention among UAE 
national youth to be entrepreneurs local l y .  These key federal government universi ties 
account together for 57% of the total enrolment of Emirati students ( Khal i fa Fund, 
20 1 4 ) .  Howe er, the general izabi l ity of the research findings may be improved if other 
universit ies, which account for almost half of student enrolment, were included as 
wel l .  
F ifth, this study i s  conducted i n  the UAE context.  Many researchers suggest 
that conducting any research in a specific  context may affect the general izabi l ity of the 
research findings (L iMn & Chen, 2009a; Rueda et al . ,  20 1 5 ; Santos, Roomi, & Lifian, 
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20 1 6: Yurtkoru, caL & Teraman. 20 1 4 ) . Howev r, ince the focus of thi study was 
the speci fic conte t of the AE, thi i not seen a a major problem. but the results 
hould b appl ied \vith caution. 
Finally, u ing onl ine urvey might ri e the issue of self-selection bias. That is 
ome tudent might choo to re pond to the tudy survey because they are interested 
or affected by it is items ( Ey enbach & Wyatt, 2002) .  This might l imit the study 
gen ral izabi l ity. Moreover. not being able to know or calculate the response rate might 
affect the re ult gen ral izabi l ity of the tudy results as wel l .  
5 .5  Conclus ion and I m plications 
Thi study aimed to i nvest igate the intentions of UAE national youth to sta1t 
thei r  o�n entrepreneurial ventures by examin ing the factors that affect the i ntent ion to 
choose entrepreneur hip as a career option. This  was based on the TPB and targeted 
UAE national youth bu i ness and engineering undergraduates, studying both loca l ly  
and abroad. The results support the appl icabi l ity of Ajzen 's  theory of planned 
beha ior. A l l  the antecedents of att itude, SUbjective norm and perceived behavioral 
control appeared to affect UAE national outh decisions to start their own businesses. 
Both attitude and perceived behavioral control affect the E I  of national youth 
posit ively and directly .  The subjective norm affects UAE national youth EI i ndirectly 
through the direct effect on both atti tude and perceived behavioral control .  Tll is 
concl usion supports Lifian & Chen' s  j ustification of Ajzan' s  TPB model (2009), which 
proposes the direct effect of subjective norms on both attitude and perceived 
behavioral contro l .  Thus, although the study findings did not support the direct effect 
of this antecedent on EL subjective norms appear to have relatively strong and 
signi ficant effects on both attitude and perceived behavioral control ,  wlllch in turn 
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affect entreprenew'ial intention dire tl . s a re ult ,  i f  the effect of subjective norms 
i enhanced, thi can po i t ively enhance the effect of the other theory con tructs on E I .  
Thi tudy propo e that i t  i unwise to imply ignore o r  omit subjecti e norms from 
th int ntional model imply because the eem to have no direct effect on 
entrepreneurial intent ion, as previou studies did ( Peterman & Kennedy, 2003; 
Vec iana et aI . ,  2005) .  
In terms of the effect of the different constructs of the TPB on youth E 1 .  the 
re ult reveal that att itude was the strongest predictor of UAE national youth E I ,  
fol lowed by perceived beha ioral control and final l  the subjecti e norm. 
The control led ariables of age, gender, entrepreneurship expenence and 
fami ly  rol e  model appear to ha e both direct and indirect effects on UAE national 
youth E 1 .  However. these effects appeared to be weak. Education, as observed. appears 
to have no direct or indirect effect on the E I  of UAE national youth. The direct effect 
of the control led variable on entrepreneurial intentions, al though it appeared to be 
weak, deserves more i nvestigation. as L ifian & Chen (2009) also suggest. The direct 
effects contradict Ajzan's  theory ( 1 99 1 )  that these variables should affect 
entrepreneurial i ntentions only i ndirect ly  through their direct effects on the theoretical 
construct of att i tude, sUbjective nom1 and perceived behavioral control (Ajzen, 1 99 1 ;  
L iM.n & Chen, 2009a). 
The study also finds that Emirati male students have a stronger intention than 
Emirat i female students to start new businesses. However. the unemployment 
percentages among young UAE national females i s  higher than among males, 
accounting for 62% of the fOm1er. Accordingly, this finding deserves fwther 
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i m e  t igation by future researcher if the goal is  to ad\'ocate entrepreneur hip among 
E national ) outh, both male and female, a a preferable career option. 
The tudy findings regarding the insignificant effect of education on youth E I  
hould attra t th attention of future re earchers and UAE pol icy makers . It seems that 
go, emment uni er itie in  the UAE pIa l i ttle part in increasing the awareness among 
their tudent of entrepreneurship and impro ing their atti tude to it. The study found 
that 9 1 .  9% of the re pondents studied in the U AE. As noted above, education in  
general represent an important means of developing human resources and it is  argued 
that the Lln i  er i t ies can foster the entrepreneurship activity in any country by 
enhancing the E I  among tudents tlu'ough influencing the preferences regarding career 
choice and i ncreasing their entrepreneurial awareness ( Bae et aI . ,  20 1 4 ) .  Indeed, 
Mart in ,  Mc al ly,  & Kay, (20 1 3 ) were able to supp0I1 the view that entrepreneurship 
education is as ociated with stronger intentions to become an entrepreneur (Martin  et 
a l . .  20 1 3 ) .  Moreo er, educational support is  perceived to be more important than 
structural support ( from economic, pol i t ical , technological factors, etc . )  in predicting 
EI ( Turker & elcuk, 2009) .  As a result, the current effect of the UAE govenunent 
universities efforts to inf1uence youth preference for entrepreneurship as career choices 
should be evaluated and the universit ies might wel l examine effect ive strategies to 
enhance thei r  role  i n  this regard . S ince fam i l ies and the overal l  UAE context 
(subject ive nonns) appear in this study to have positive and strong effects on UAE 
nat ional youth attitudes to entrepreneurship, involving fami l ies i n  university programs 
and in i t iat ives could enhance the attractiveness of entrepreneurship among UAE 
national youth. I t  may also enhance students ' confidence in  their ski l ls and abi l i ties to 
sLlcceed as entrepreneurs, which i s  part of the task of education in  this regard. 
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The tud found al 0 that the entrepreneurial intent ion i s  higher among UAE 
national ) uth tudent who are tud ing out ide the country than students who are 
local .  It e m tbat the tudent who are studying outside may acquire higher 
entr preneur h ip knowledge than those tudying local ly .  Moreo er, the l i terature 
reviey uggests that entrepreneurial intentions could be higher in individual istic than 
col lectivi t culture . Mo t of the responses received from students studying overseas 
came from the USA, a culture characterized by individual ism.  Thus. the study offers 
som upport to the view that people could be influenced by entrepreneurial cultural 
alue and those alues could be transferred (Jaen & L iihin. 20 1 3 ). 
Conducting such comparisons to i nvestigate the effect of different countries' 
context on youth entrepreneurship intention when experiencing d ifferent cultures for 
orne t ime could be considered a great contribution to this research field. Another 
contribution of this study is that it fi l led the l i terature gap found in Middle East in 
general and the UAE i n  spec ific regarding the val idation of Azjen'  s TPB to predict 
entrepreneurial intention. Moreo er, this study responded to Li i'ian & Chen ' s  (2009) 
call to test and val idate E IQ ,  the Entrepreneurial I ntention Questionnaire. I ndeed, the 
study resul t  supports this instrument' s  val idity and rel iab i l i ty in the UAE context (with 
the exception of the problem with a measurement statement relating to risk). The 
fol lowing summarizes the theoretical and pract ical impl ications of the study. 
5.5. 1 Theoretical  I mpl ications 
This study val idates the Theory of Planned Behavior in  predicting UAE 
national youth EI i n  the UAE context, which was lacking from the l iterature. The 
re ults support the robustness and universal appl icabi l i ty of the model .  Indeed, this 
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tudy upports Liiian & Chen ' ( 2009) entrepreneurial intention modeL which i based 
on jzan'  The ry of Planned Behav ior (TBP) .  How veL it al 0 emphasizes the direct 
effect of subjective norm on both attitude and perceived beha ior control .  The study 
empha ized and fUI1her inve t igated the indirect effect of subjecti e norms on 
entrepreneurial intention. as ugge ted b L iiian & Chen (2009). The study c laims that 
the ubjective n ml is a trong indirect predictor of entrepreneurial intention although 
it has been omitted or neglected b previous researchers ( Peterman & Kennedy, 2003 : 
Veciana et aL 2005) .  The tudy suggests that investigating the indirect effect of 
ubjective noml could e en enhance the appl icabi l i t  of TPB. Supporting previous 
re earch findings, both atti tude and perceived behavioral control affect UAE student 
entrepreneurial i ntention posit ively and directly  (Autio et al . .  200 1 ; L iiian & Chen, 
2009b; Matlay et a l . .  20 1 2 ; Moriano et a I . ,  20 1 1 ;  Rueda et aI . , 20 1 5 ; Van Gelderen et 
aL 2008) .  
Moreover, this study ' s  model inc luded some other control variables: age. 
gender. entrepreneurship experience, fami ly role model and education. These variables 
were suggested by Ajzen ( 1 99 1 )  to affect entrepreneurial intention indirectly  through 
a direct effect on the three constructs of the theory of planned behavior. A fami ly role 
model i n  the UAE context, however, was proposed also to d irectly affect 
entrepreneurial i ntention. Education is suggested to affect other theory constructs but 
not the subjective norm in the UAE context . The study findings support the direct and 
indirect effect of those variables on entrepreneurial intention, except for education, 
which appears, in this context, to affect entrepreneurial i ntention neither directly  nor 
indirect ly .  Accordingly,  the variables appear to have effects on national youth 
entrepreneurial intent ion in the UAE context, even i f  these affects appear to be 
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relativel ' weak . Thi hould encourage future re earchers to inc lude these and other 
control ariable . and in  e tigate their  effects on entrepreneurial intention further. 
nother theoretical impl ication of this stud is that it responds to cal ls  from 
Li lian & hen (2009) and Rueda et a l .  (20 ] 5 )  to further test and val idate the 
Entrepr neurial Intention questionnaire ( E IQ)  in different re earch contexts ( Lifian & 
Chen, 2009b� Rueda et a ! . ,  20 1 5 ). Accordingly, E I Q  was used here for the first t ime in 
the E context. Using tructural Equation Model l ing (SEM)  - which was used 
al 0 by both Lifian & Chen (2009) and Rueda et a l .  (20 1 5 ) - and the latest version of 
the E I Q  uggested by Jaen and Lifian (20 1 3) as measurement instrument sand as 
tat istical methodology, the study results largely support the al idity and rel iabi l ity of 
E I Q  a an instrument in the UAE context .  Thus. other research in the future i s  
encouraged to  use th i s  standardized measurement instrument. Accordingly, to make 
the re ults even more widely comparable and trustworthy the same stat istical 
methodology of (SEM)  could be used, espec ial ly if the interest is  to test the direct, 
i ndirect and total relationship between the study variables and E1 ( Lifian & Chen. 
2009a). Moreo er. E I Q  does not consider entrepreneurship the diametrical opposite of 
being an employee ( Lilian & Chen, 2009a). This goes in l ine with this study's scope 
and definit ion of the possible co-existence of self-employment/entrepreneurship and 
regular employee status, a view which should be encouraged in other research . 
This study used other wel l -val idated measurement approaches to measure both 
entrepreneurial i ntention and attitudes. The results support the use of E IQ 
measurements over min i -Kolvereid to  measure attitude and support the use of  E IQ 
measurements more than the altemative measure of entrepreneurial intention by Autio, 
Keeley, Klofsten, Parker, & Hay, (200 1 ) . Such comparisons are suggested to enhance 
the methodological rigor and to reach more accurate conclusions regarding the effect 
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of di fferent TPB ariable 0 er entrepr neur hip intention. Moreover. b u ing the 
mini -Kol ereid cale to mea ure attitude and comparing it re ult to the E IQ 
in trument. the author responded to  Mc a l ly  e t  al . ' s. (20 1 4) call to further examine 
the m ini-Kolvereid cale Mc al ly  et a l . ,  20 1 4 ) .  To our best knowledge, till is the 
fir t tudy \\"here these di fferent measurement approaches were used to measure 
peci fic on tructs and al low such com pari on. 
Moreover, this tudy intended to compare the entrepreneurship intent ion of 
E national youth tudents who are studying inside and outside the country .  The 
study found that entrepreneurial intention is general ly higher among the UAE national 
youth who are studying abroad than tho e studying local ly .  This  finding offers some 
in ight into the possible effect of different cultural experiences on entrepreneurship 
i ntentions. 
5.5.2 Practical I mplicat ions 
On a practical note, the study has many impl ications and recommendat ions for 
both educators and UAE pol icy makers seeking to enhance entrepreneurial intention 
among UAE national youth population and, thus, promote entrepreneurship as a career 
choice. 
F i rst, according to this study, attitude appears to be the strongest predictor of 
entrepreneurship i ntention in  this group. Accordingly, more focus should be given to 
enhancing UAE national youth entrepreneurial intention through improving their 
atti tude to entrepreneurship.  Attitude is suggested to highly affected by education 
( Fayol le .  Gai l ly ,  & Lassas-Clerc, 2006; Ghazal i  et a 1 . ,  20 1 2 ) .  As education i n  this 
study appears not to have any signi ficant effect on national youth attitude to 
entrepreneurship as career choice, the role current ly played by government universities 
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hould be evaluated. The effect of some educational variables of entrepreneur hip 
cour e content , teachere . pr fe ional profiles and resomces avai lable on youth 
entrepreneurship and career intentions hould b inve tigated. Moreover, e aluation 
of entrepr neur hip educational programs and course on outh entrepreneurship 
intention before and after taking those progran1s and courses using high 
m thodological rigor studies i es ential . This wi l l  help to discover CUlTent shortages 
and gaps and thus ugge t requi red interventions to enhance the education role in  
influencing U E youth attitude and their career intentions toward entrepreneurship .  
Moreo er,  i nitiatives and educational programs are suggested also in this study to 
target al l  university'  majors to promote entrepreneurship an10ng all youth. 
econd, because the subjective nonn in this study appears to strongly affect 
both attitude and perceived behavioral control ,  there is great need to inc lude UAE 
national youth fam i l ies in  any strategies or initiatives aimed to enhance youth E 1 .  
Fam i ly, i n  the U A E  context, p lays a n  important role in  shaping national youth career 
preferences. As noted above in this d iscussion, educational i nstitutions or pol icy 
makers rna have l imi ted influence on UAE national youth career choices and 
preference for entrepreneurship if their  fami l ies are act ively encouraging them to work 
onl i n  the publ ic sector ("Reshaping Attitudes, Bel iefs, and Opinions: The Ke to 
Emiratization in the Private Sector I Al Qasimi ," n .d . ) .  Thus, including the broader 
fam i ly  may help to bui ld a more entrepreneurship-friendly culture that could favor 
national youth acceptance of entrepreneurship as a career choice. Such involvement 
could also enhance students' confidence in their ski l l  and abi l i ty to become successful 
entrepreneurs, activating the role of education in this regard. 
Third, to enhance the role of perceived behavioral control ,  thus enl1ancing 
national youth confidence as potential entrepreneurs, the study suggests also that UAE 
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national outh entrepreneur hip expenence could be broadened. perhaps tlu'ough 
expanding intern hip or attaching them to succe ful tart-up enterpri es local l) or 
abroad . 
FOUl1h. the tudy re ult uggests that E I  is higher among Emiratis who are 
tud} ing abroad than those stud ing local ly .  As noted above, studying outside is  
con idered one important way for youth to be exposed to i ntemational practices 
( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4) .  In retum. intemational exposure may increase the EI among 
} outh. If the UAE govemment plans to encourage UAE national youth to be 
entrepr n ur , it may be wise to target this spec ific group of young people first, as they 
may be more i ntent on an entrepreneurial career path. Encouraging and supporting 
greater number of U AE national youth to study abroad is also recommended. 
F inal ly.  a study finding is that Emirati males have a higher i ntention than 
Emirati female to start new businesses. Moreover, unemployment is  higher among 
the latter ( Khal i fa Fund, 20 1 4 ) .  Accordingly, this study suggests further investigat ing 
the reasons behind this lower i ntention among Emirati females and accordingly come 
up with actions to enhance i t .  Activating the role  of women network associations of 
for example Abu Dhabi Business Women Counc i l .  Dubai Business Women Counci l  
and ShaIjah Business Women Counci l  could be suggested . Finding ways to l i nk those 
networks with oung U AE national females can enhance the entrepreneurship 
i ntention among them. I ndeed, any ini t iat ives that fai l  to ful ly  consider fostering 
entrepreneurship i ntentions among young national women wi l l  have a very l imited 
i mpact on youth employment overa l l .  
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5.6 Future Re earch 
I though thi tudy achieved most of its objective , it also highl ighted many 
intere t ing avenue for future re earch. 
F i r  t .  mall r sample of out ide tudents l imited the stud ' s  abi l i ty to 
1 11 e tigate th d ifference regarding its model variables and antecedents i n  the 
entrepreneurial intent ion between those who were studying local ly  and those abroad. 
Future re earch r are encouraged to conduct such research by targeting a high 
re ponse from people stud ing out ide the UAE. 
cond, the attitude to r isk could not be investigated in  this stud , due to 
mea urement l imi tation . Thu , future research is encouraged to use another 
measurement approach or to better invest igate UAE national youth perceptions and 
conceptual ization of this factor and thus gain better understanding of its effects on 
outh E I .  
Third. the study found that the control variables o f  age, gender, 
entrepreneurship experience and fami ly  role model d irectly  affect UAE national youth 
entrepreneurial i ntention, which contradicts Ajzan ' s  ( 1 99 1 )  claim that these variables 
should only affect entrepreneurship i ntention indirectly  through the theory ' s  main 
three constructs (Ajzen, 1 99 1 ) . Accordingly, future researchers should further 
m estigate this i ssue. 
Fourth. this study targets only govemment universit ies in its i nvest igations. 
Future research is encouraged to target also private and other universities to strengthen 
the general izab i l i ty of the research findings. Moreo er, targeting other universities and 
col leges to i nvest igate the E I  of senior students in d ifferent col lege majors is 
recommended. 
i fth. the lower intention among young 
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E national women than men deserve 
fmiher inve tigation . Given the r lati e ly mall size of the Emirati population. 
max imizing female part icipation in  the \ orkforce i an important consideration. 
Barriers to fi mal emplo ment intentions. including entrepreneurship. should be ful ly 
con idered . 
ixth. thi tud focu ed on prediction of UAE outh entrepreneurial 
intention . not the actual real ization of those intentions. Future research can focus on 
exploring the l ink between the intentions and actual real ization of entrepreneur hip 
( Turker & elcuk. 2009: Fayol le & L iiian. 20 1 4 ; Kautonen et ai . ,  20 1 5 ; ishimura & 
Morales. 20 1 1 ) . 
F inal ly.  triangulation could give more insight regarding the EI  of youth and the 
factors affecting it. Future researchers are encouraged to apply a mix  of quantitative 
and qual i tative methodologies to strengthen the research findings. 
S u m ma ry 
This chapter focused on interpreting and d iscussing the research hypotheses 
and analytical findings with regard to UAE national youth E I ,  on the basis of the theory 
of p lanned behavior. It described how the research objectives were achieved and how 
its quest ions were answered. Moreover. the study ' s  l imitations. contribut ions and 
impl icat ions were disc ussed. Final ly. possible areas for future research were 
highl ighted. 
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Definit ion Measurement* Items* *  Other measurements used 
I ntention This construct • It is measured by using a Please state your level of I .  Kolvereid (1996b) measured the 
ind icates the five-item scale in which intention with respect to the intent ion by three 7-point scales uscd to 
(Dependent effort that the each i tem assesses the following statements on the reveal the choice of occupational state. I .  
perceived l ike l ihood of  an Five-point Likert-type scale " i f  you were to choose betwecn runn ing variable) person wi l l  make individual to choose an (1 =strongly disagree, 5= your own business or being employed by to carry out the entrepreneurial career. To strongly agree) someone what would you prefer?" ( 1 -
entrepreneurial prevent acquiescence bias, It is  very l i kely that r wi l l  would prefer to be employed by • behavior. one item was reversed . someone; 7= would prefer to be sel f-
( number 3 in  items start a venture someday. employed ). 2 .  " how l ikely is it that you 
source : ( Lifilin section ) .Source:  ( Jaen • I am wi l l ing to make any wi l l  pursue a career as sel f-employed?" 
& Chen, 2009a) Inmaculada & Lifian effolt to become an ( l ikely- unlike ly) .3 .  "how l ikely is it that 
Francisco, 20 1 3 ) .  The entrepreneur you wi l l  pursue a career as employed in 
author adopted the same • I have serious doubts an organ ization?" ( l ikely-unl ikely) .  An 
measurement i tems; whether I will ever start a index of intentions to become sel f-
however; the author venture employed was created by averaging the 
changed the scale to make • I am determined to start a scores on these three items ( Cronbach 
it more adequate to the business in the future alpha=.89) ( Kolvereid, 1 996). 
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study purpose and survey • My professional goal is to 
format. A five-point be an entrepreneur. 2 .  In  other stud ies ( Manolova, 20 1 2 ), this 
instead of a seven-poi nt construct was measured by one sim ple 
scale has been used. s ingle b inary variable as to whether or 
not the in dividua l  wants to  start own 
(Second Measurement): How 
business in the future ( YcslNo) 
• An add itional ( A lmobaireek & Manolova, 20 1 2) . 
measurement approach likely is it that you will start a However, this approach considered 
has been considered to new firm of your own ? Please " loose operationa lizat ion" (Autio et aI . ,  
re flect UAE cu lture. This assess the option of starting 200 1 ;  Davidsson, 1 995 ). 
is  mainly related to different types of firm using the 
measuring the time scale below, a five-point Likert- 3 .  To avoid the loose operat ional izatiol1 type scale (1 =Not at aI/ likely, required to start the new 
5=Already started a firm) problem, other researchers added other venture in the future, and measures to indicate the time frame 
whether it would be a ful l - (short or  long term) or the future 
time or part time career. FULL-TIME OCCUPATION IN OWN intent ion to start own business. FIRM 
Accordingly, four more • Start a fi rm on ful l -time Davidsson, ( 1 995)  measured intention 
items to measure the basis within one year after by an index of three questions : l . "havc 
perceived l ike l ihood of the graduat ion. you ever considered founding your own 
participants to stali their 
• Start a fi rm on ful l -time firm?" (with three response categories own business in the future basis within five years a fter [rom" never occurred to me" to" have were adopted based on the graduation. seriously considered" ) and 2 .  "T low measurement for l i kely do you consider it to be, that one 
entrepreneurship intention PART·TIME OCCUPATION IN OWN [ five ]  year[ s ] from now you wi l l  run your 
by Autio, Keeley, FIRM own fi rm?" ( five response categories 
Klofsten, Parker, & Hay, • Start a fi rm on part-time from "not l ikely at a l l "  to "dead certain") .  
( 200 ] ) ; the Cronbach basis within one year a fter These three variables were fi rst 
Alpha for this construct graduat ion. standardized, then summed . The 
was 0 .82 .  Source: Autio et 
2 1 5  
a I . ,  200 1 ) . The author • Start a fi rm on part-timc resulting index has Cronbach alpha or 
added "after graduat ion" basis within fivc ycars a fter 0 .84 .  
statemcnt after each item graduation. 
to indicatc exactly the 
time to measure the study 4. Arm itage and Conner (200 1 ) identi fied 
interest. Moreover, three distinct kinds of intention 
considering this additional measures: desi re ( " I  want to . . .  ") ,  sc i /'-
measuremcnt wi l l  enable prcdiction CI low l ikely it is . . .  " )  and 
the study to compare the behavioral intention C'I intend to . . .  " ) .  
result of  the suggested This latter type scems to provide sl ightly 
standardized better results in the predict ion of 
measurement of  behavior (Armitage & Conner, 200 1 ,  p. 
"Entrepreneurial I ntention 483 ) .  
Questionnai re ( E IQ)" by 
Autio, Keeley, Klofsten, 5. Furthermore, accord ing to Geldcren, 
Parker, & Hay, (200 1 )  in Maryse Brand, Bodew es, Poutsma, & 
measuring E J ,  thus Gi ls, (2008) the soc ial psychology 
he lping to achieve one of l i terature brought up di ffercnt E1  
the study's  objectives, measurements to represent the "desirc" 
namely, examining the to start a new business, the "preferencc" 
robustness and val id i ty of  for being sel f-employed to being 
the Entrepreneurial employed by someone else and the 
I ntention questionnaire "behavioral expectancies", wh ich 
( E I Q )  in the UAE context represent the estimation or the 
and responding to the E I Q  probabil ity of starting one's own 
authors' cal l  for testing business in the future. It is argued that 
and further val idate this "behavioral expectancies" represcnt the 
measurement instrument most proper measurement as they 
by future stud ies. 
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6. take into consideration the possible 
choice of sel f-employment among other 
avai lable choices ( Warshaw & Om is, 
1 985;  Armitage & Conner, 200 I ;  
Gelderen, Maryse Brand, Bodewes, 
Poutsma, & Gi ls, 2008) .  
Attitude Ajzall 1 991:  • Atti tude towards For you, starting a new 1 .  Kolvereid ( 1  996b)  and FayolJc ct a J. 
refers to the entrepreneursh ip was business (being an ( 2006) used bel ief-based measures to 
(Independent degree to which measured through two sets entrepreneur) would involve . . . .  assess th is construct. This measure was 
of  six ( Of hers w/1/ he added On the five-point Likert-type constructed based on research concerning variable) a person has a reflect/fiR flte { IL culllnli i tems, scale 1 = Totally unlikely, the reasons that people give for favorable or assessing the expected 5=Totally likely preferring organizational employment or 
unfavorable  outcomes of an sel f-employment. Based on the research, 
evaluat ion or • Fac ing new challenges five reasons are assumed in favor of entrepreneurial career and 
appraisal of the the desirabi l i ty of these • Taking calculated risks organizational employment ( security, 
outcomes, respectively .  • Contribut ing to the society work load, soc ial envi ronment. avoiding behavior in and country -aaded 
question. (Ajzen, Fol lowing Ajzen (2002a), responsibi l i ty and career) and six reasons 
outcome expectations were • Achieving higher are assumed to favor sel f-employment 1 99 1 )  independence multipl ied by their (econom ic 0PPoliunity, chal lenge, 
desirabil ity and then • Pursuing a passion-added autonomy, authori ty, se l f-real ization and Jaen 
divided by six to obtain • Creat ing jobs for others participating in a whole process ). A total Inmaculada & 
Lilian scale average scores. • Creating a job for mysel f- of 33  items for employment status 
Francisco, Sou rce: (Jacn I n mac ulada & added preferences were formulated, 2 to 5 items 
(2013) and Liiian F ra n cisco, 20 l 3 ) • I- laving more income represent ing each of the 1 1  reasons. 
Lifton & Chen, • Being creat ive and Using a 7- point Likert scale, the 
(2009) : innovat ive respondents were asked how far they 
agreed that an item was important to 
1 .  Refers to the Now please state to what consider in their future career. The extent these are desirable for degree to you generally in your life . . .  
2 17 
which the Five-point Likert-type scale .(1 = rel iabi l i ty coe rfic ients varied frolll .68 to 
individual totally not desirable, 5= Totally .90 ( Lars Kol vereid, 1 996a). 
holds a desirable) 
posit ive or • Facing new chal lenges 2. Krueger et a l .  ( 2000), used an 
negat ive 
• Tak ing calculated risks aggregated att itude scale. In such a personal 
• Contribut ing to the soc iety design, bel iefs were used to explain an val uat ion and country added aggregate measure of atti tude, ", .. hi le about being where latter variable was used to explain 
• Achieving higher intention. The attitude was measure as an independence entrepreneur. fol lowing: " I s staliing your own business 
• Pursuing passion adclcd an attractive idea to you?" ( scale :  0 to 
2. It includes • Creat ing jobs for othcrs 1 00),  Expected Util it ies: Respondents 
not only It Creat ing a job for mysel f- rated the perceived value of fivc di fferent 
affective ( 1  added outcomes ( autonomy, stress, financ ial 
l ike it, it is • Having more income performance, personal satisfaction, 
attractive), • Being creat ive and personal qual ity of l i fe )  of start ing a 
but also innovative business and the l i kel ihood of occurring. 
eval uative This measure is  the sum of the val ues 
considerat ion weighted by the expected l i kelihoods. 
s ( i t  has ( Each item used a 7-point Likert scale. ) 
advantages) ( Krueger JR et a i . ,  2000). 
3 .  This is 3. Some other stud ies focused on measuring 
determined atti tude by concentrating on measuring 
by the total the attractiveness of entrepreneurial 
set of career among other career alternatives 
accessible such as corporate career, civi l  servant 
behavioral career and academic career. In this term, 
bel iefs they measured the desire to adopt those 
2 1 8  
l i nking the • In  add ition, risk aversion 
behavior to or att i tude toward risk, 
various which was suggestcd to 
outcomes and play a key role in 
othcr affecting UAE national 
attributes. youth entrepreneurship 
intention, would be 
4. The strength further investigated. Risk 
of each bel ief aversion is defined as an 
is weighted "individual degree of 
by the negalive altilude 10'ward 
evaluation of risk arising from outcome 
the outcomes. uncerlainly" ( Mandrik & 
Bao, 2005) .  
Sou rce: (Ajzen, 
1 99 1 ;  Jaen 
• General Risk A version I nm aculada & (GRA )  scale measurement Liiian would be adopted to Francisco, 20 1 3; measure this variable, Liiian & Chen, which is suggested by 2009a)  Mandrik & Bao, ( 2005 ) .  
• This scale is preferable to 
other domain-speci fic  risk 
taking measurements for 
many reasons. Domain-
speci fic  risk taking 
measurement approaches -
(Second Measurement): Please 
indicate the extent to which you 
agree with following statements 
about taking risk. five-point 
Likert-type scale (1 = strongly 
disagree, 5= strongly agree) 
• I do not feel comfortable 
about tak ing chances or 
OPPol1un ities. 
• J prefer situations that have 
foreseeable outcomes. 
• Before I make a dec ision, I 
l i ke to be absol utely sure 
how things wi l l  turn out. 
• r avoid situations that have 
uncertain outcomes. 
• I feel comfortable 
improvising in new 
situat ions. 
• I fee l  nervous when I have 
to make decisions in 
uncertain si tuations. 
career choices. I Iowever. concern 
regarding the re l iabi l i ty of this 
measurement approach was raised and 
discussed (Autio, Keelc} . Klofsten. 
Parker, & Hay, 200 I ) . Moreover, 
Kolverrcid and Isaksen (2006) argucd 
that this approach is a "simp l i fication" ns 
it neglects thc possible option that 
individual s may choose to combi ne two 
carecr options at the same time (emplo} 
and running own business). 
4. Almobaireek and M anolova (20 1 2 ) 
used entrepreneurial moti vat ions as 
proxies for measuring the attractiveness 
and expected benefi t of starti ng one ' s  
own business ( in  their research, they 
considered attitude toward the behavior 
to be simi lar to Shapero's  construct of 
perceived desirabi l i ty) .  In doing so, the} 
combined prior research on 
entrepreneurial motivations with research 
on opportunity and necessity-based 
entrepreneurship, thus measunng . entrepreneurial motivation by 1 1  bl l1ar� 
items to include financial gains, necessity 
independence, providing jobs, higbe.r . social posi tion, flex ibi l ity, and crca� lv lty, 
gaining experience, achievement, higher 
2 19 
which lise [or example a control and achieving a personal \- ision 
sel f-rcported scale to (Al mobaireek & Manolova, 20 1 2 ) 
measure buying a new car 
or investment decisions 
etc . ,  appeared to face 
many problems related to 
their  rel iabi l i ty and 
appl icabi l i ty in other 
research contexts 
( Mandrik & Bao, 2005 ) . ,  
GRA instead provides a 
more standardized and 
val id measure, which 
could be used in  some 
wider context to measure 
risk aversion using a 
simple short sel f-reported 
scale ( Mandrik & Bao, 
2005 ) .  
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• Moreover, "Min i- (Third Measurement): Please 
Kolvereid Scales" would indicate the extent to which the 
be used as an addi tional following factors are important 
measurement for attitude. for your decision about your 
There are many reasons future career plans. Five-point 
encouraged LIS to incl ude Likert·type scale (1 = not at all 
this seale in our important, 5= very important) 
measurement of th is Component 1 :  Workload construct: 
l .  Not having long 
1 .  This scale  is  based on work ing hours 
longer wel l  known 2. To have fixed working 
"Kolvereid scale", which hours 
was init ial ly developed to 3 .  Not to have a stressful 
dist inguish between job 
organizational 
employment and sel f- Component 2 :  Autonomy 
employment. This could 
be considered an 1 .  I ndependence 
important approach to 2 .  To  be my own boss 
measur ing career .., To be able to choose J .  
preferences especia l ly  in my own work tasks 
the U AE context where 
there is a high tendency Component 3 :  Creativity 
among young nationals to 1 .  To create something prefer work ing in 
government post or 2. To ful fi l l  my creat ive 
combine the work options needs 
of being sel f-employed 
2 2 1  
and organizational ly 
employed. 
2. Combining and using the 
two measurement 
approaches of Jaen & 
Lifian ( 20 1 3 )  and min i -
Kolvereid to measure 
attitude wi l l  al low us to 
compare the results of the 
approaches and thus j udge 
whether the tested and 
val idated attitude scales of 
the min i -Kolvereid do 
result in a di fferent and 
more accurate re lationship 
between the test ' s  
variables. 
3. Accordingly i t  part icipates 
in enhancing the 
methodological rigor, thus 
advancing the l i terature in  
th is  fie ld ( McNal ly  et  a I . ,  
20 1 4) and helping the 
study to reach more 
accurate conclusions and 
recommendations which 
enhance the understand ing 
2 2 2  
of the in fluence of  
attitudes to  E J .  
Subjective Ajzal1 1 99 1 :  refers • Subjective norms were Please, think now about your I .  Kolvereid I. ( 1 996) measured subjective 
to the perceived measured with two sets family and closer friends. To norms in three steps. First, he measured 
norm soc ial  pressure to consisting of six items each.  what extent would they agree if how the respondents perceived the you decide to become an 
perform or not to These measure how the entrepreneur and start your opinions of the closest fami ly members, (Independent perform the respondents think own business ? Five-point c losest friends and people that were 
variable) behav ior. signi ficant others (e .g .  Likert-type scale (1 = Strongly important in  pursuing a career as an 
parents) would view their disagree, 5=Strongly agreel entrepreneur. Second, the respondents 
Jaen entrepreneurial career were asked to indicate how much they 
Illmaculada & choice, as wel l as their • My parents. cared about these people, ranging from 
Liiitin motivation to comply with • My sibl ings. 1 =do not care to 7=care very much, thus, 
Francisco, people of this kind .  These • My husband/wi fe-added. assessing the motivation to comply. 
(2013) and two sets were mult ipl ied • My close friends. Final ly, the bel ief items were multip l ied 
LUian & Chen, and then divided by three . • My col leagues or mates. by the respective levels of motivation to 
(2009) : comply and the obtained scores were 
1 .  Measures the Sou rce : (Jacn I n macu lada & . . .  and how do you value the averaged to get the SN measure. The 
perceived Liiian F ra n cisco, 20 1 3 )  opinion of these people in this Cronbach Alpha was ( . 77) .  
social regard? I think it is . . .  Five -point Likert-type scale (1 = not at all 
pressure to important, 5=very important) 2 .  Other researchers used multiple-items, 
engage 1 11 or 
• The original measurement social support, normative bel iefs and 
items suggested by Jaen & • The opinion of my parents . unspeci fied measurements as an 
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not engage in Lifiall ( 20 1 3 ) were three, 
entrepreneur- namely, immediate fam i ly  
ia l  behaviors. ( parents and sibl ings), c lose 
friends and col league or 
2. I t  would refer mates. I 1owever, based on 
to the the l i terature review and 
percept ion considering the UAE 
that the context, the author added 
"reference some items and spL it the 
people" effect of parents and 
would sibl ings to measure their 
approve of effects accurately and 
the decision individual ly  
to become an 
entrepreneur, 
or not. 
3. The 
subjective 
norm consi sts 
of two 
components :  
normative 
bel iefs and 
the 
motivation to 
comply with 
these bel iefs .  
• The opinion of my sibl ings 
• The opinion of my 
husband/wife -added 
• The opinion of my c lose 
friends . 
• The opinion of my 
col leagues or mates . 
3 .  
4 .  
alternative subjective norm measurement 
approaches ( Arnl itage & Conner, 200 1 ) . 
Almobaireek and Mano lova (20 1 2 )  
used two items i n  the survey to assess 
the perceived strength of start-up 
problems coming from fami ly  
di sagreements and social disapproval .  
These were measured on  a five-point 
Like11-type scale, from 1 =complete ly 
di sagree to 5 = strongly agree, with 3 as 
a neutral anchor. 
Krueger J. M.,  ( 2000) approach of 
measuring the subjective norm was also 
used by many stud ies ( Engle, et a I . ,  
20 1 0; Manolova, 20 1 2 ) .  They focused 
on measuring the degree of 
encouragement to start a new venture : 
"to what degree would your 
fami ly/friends/monitor or others 
encourage you to start your own 
busi nessT and the importance of their 
opinions: "how important would your 
fami ly/friends/monitoring and others' 
opinions be regarding starting your own 
business?" This mcasure sums up the 
strength of  the perceived reactions 
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Sou rce : (Ajzen, 
1 99 1 ;  Jaen 
l n maculada & 
Linan 
Fra ncisco, 
20 1 3; L inan & 
Chen, 2009a)  
Perceived Ajzan 1 99 1  : • PBC has been measured 
refers to the through a six (ollia.1 \\'1/1 he behaviora l 
perceived ease or added n:/leclll1g I J I c/I{/l/r('j- i tem 
control d i fficulty of  scale, combining elements 
perfom1 ing the of sel f-efficacy and {Independent control labi l ity, in l ine with behavior. It i s  the theory (Ajzen, 1 99 1 ,  variable) assumed to 2002b) and prev ious 
reflect past research on entrepreneurial 
expenence as intentions (Krueger et al . ,  
wel l  as 2000; Kolvereid and 
anticipated I saksen, 2006; Moriano et 
impediments and a i . ,  2007; van Gelderen et a i . ,  2008) .  
obstacles. 
Jaen Sou rce: (Jaeo I n macu lada & 
Inmaculada & Li n a n  Francisco, 20 1 3 )  
Lifian 
Francisco, 
(2013) and 
Please indicate to what extent 
you would be able to effectively 
perform the following tasks, 
Five -point Likert-type scale (1 = 
Totally ineffective, 5= Totally 
effective) 
• Defining my business idea 
and new business strategy. 
• Keeping under control the 
new-venture creation 
process. 
• Negotiating and 
maintaining favorable 
relationships with potential 
in vestors and banks. 
• Writing a business plan 
dddt i 
• Recognizing opportunities 
in the market for new 
products and/or services 
weighted by percei ved importance 
(Krueger Jr et aL 2000). 
1 .  Kolvereid l .  ( 1 996) measured th is 
construct by six 7 -point rat ing scales: I .  
"For me, being sel f-employed would be 
(very easy -very d i fficult) .  2 .  " i f  I 
wanted to, 1 could easi ly pursue a career 
as sel f-employed?" (Strongly agree-
strongly disagree).  3 .  " as sel f-employed, 
how much control would you have over 
the si tuat ion (absolutely no control-
complete contro l ). 4. " the number of 
events outside my control which could 
prevent me from being sel f-employed are 
(very few- numerous) 5 .  " i f  I become 
sel f-employed. the chances of success 
would be (very low- very high). 6. " i f l  
pursue a career as sel f-employed, the 
chances of fai l ure would be (very low-
very high). Responses to items 1 ,2,4 and 
6 were recoded ( 1  =7, 2=6, etc . )  and the 
scores on the six items were averaged to 
2 2 5  
Linoll & CIlen, 
(2009) : 
1 .  Refers to 
people 's  
perceptions 
of their 
abi l i ty to 
perfonn that 
behavior. 
2. Is defined as 
the 
perception of 
the ease or 
d ifficulty of 
becoming an 
entrepreneur. 
3. PBe would 
i ncl ude not 
only the 
feel ing of 
being able, 
but also the 
perception of 
the 
- - --- - - - - --
• lntcracting wi th key people 
to raise capital to create a 
new venture. 
• Creat ing and putt ing into 
operation a new venture 
- - - - - -
obtain an overal l measure oC the PBC. 
The Cronbach Alpha was ( . 77) .  
Kolvercid and I sa ksen (2006) used an 
I 8- i tem seale that was then grouped into 
four spec i fic sel f-efficacies through 
factor analysis, however, the study 
showed no signi ficant correlation 
between PBe and intention 
2.  Wilson et al. ( 2007) used a 6-item scI f-
assessment scale, where PBe was 
considered to be comparable to 
Bandura' s  ( 1 977, 1 982) concept of self-
efficiency. For each item the participants 
were asked to rate themselves against 
their peers in spec i fic  sk i l l s  and abi l i t ies 
such as problem solving, money 
management, creativity, getti ng people to 
agree wi th you, leadersh ip and decision 
making ski l ls . Using a 5-poinl Likel1 
scale, the respondents could rate 
themselves from much worse to much 
better. The Cronbach Alpha was ( . 79) 
(Yang, 20 1 3 ; Wilson, Kickul, & Mari ino, 
2007). 
3. Chen et aI . ,  1 998 and Zhao et aI . ,  2005 
also measured PBC through speci fic sc I f-
efficacies. Zhao et a I . ,  2005 deve loped 
items to measure self-e fficacy regarding 
2 2 6  
control lab- spec i fic entrepreneurial tasks and 
i l ity of the averaged over those spec i fic tasks to 
behavior "the form a more general measure of sel f-
extent to e fficacy [or the overal l entrepreneurial 
which task domai n. These writers asked ho"" 
successfully confident they were in successful ly 
perform i ng ident i fying new business opportunities, 
the behavior creat ing new products, thinking 
is up to the creat ively,  and commercial izing an idea 
person" . or new development. The Cronbach 
Alpha was ( . 78 ) . A Likert scale ranging 
Sou rce : (Ajzen, 
[rom 1 (no con fidence) to 5 ( complete 
confidence) was used (Zhao, Seibcrt, & 
1 99 1 ;  J acn Hi l ls, 2005) .  
I n maculada & 
Liftan 4.  Almobaireek & Manolova, 2012,  
Francisco, measured this construct using three items 
20 1 3; L ifian & in  the survey which asked about the expected start-up problems stemming 
Chen, 2009a)  from fear o[ fai l ure, fear o[ commi tment 
and fear of the administrative burden of 
running a new business. These were 
reverse-scored to assess the degrec of 
perceived control over the intended 
entrepreneurial behavior. The Cronbach ' s  
Alpha was (0 .693 ) .  
2 2 7  
-
Variab le  
Entrepreneurship experience 
Professional  attractiveness 
Fami ly role model 
Controlled Variables 
Suggested Measurement 
Fol lowing Jaen & Lifian ' s  (20 1 3 )  measurement using simple binary questions 
( YeslNo) - with some modi fication - the fo l lowing question was be put to the 
respondents: 
Have you ever been an entrepreneur/started your own busi ness venture? 
To meet the study purposes also, the attracti veness to di fferent 
professional/career type would be considered. Th is would base on Lifian & 
Chen 's  (2009 ) suggested items ( considering some modi ficat ions and 
additional items) to measure " Professional Attractiveness" as fol lows: 
What would you l ike to do immediately a fter finishing your degree? Value the 
fol lowing options from 1 ( tota l ly  not desirable)  to 5 ( total ly desi rable) five­
point Likelt 
• Start ing-up a fiml 
• Work ing in the publ ic sector 
• Working in the private sector 
Pursuing further study (e .g .  a Master's  or PhD degree ) lddcd 
Not wi l l ing to work/stay at home ,Jddcd 
Fol lowing Jaen & Lilian ' s  (20 1 3 )  measurement using the simple binary 
quest ion ( YeslNo) - with some modi ficat ions - the fol lowing questions were 
put to the respondents : 
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1 .  Are any of your close fami ly members currently entrepreneurs, or have 
they been, entrepreneurs in the past? 
2. If you answered "Yes" in the above question, please identify your 
relationship with this entrepreneur (a c losed-ended question). The 
entrepreneur in my fami ly is my: 
• Parent 
• Sibl ing 
• Grandparent 
• Uncle/Aunt 
• Cousin 
• Other ( please identi fy the relationship) . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Education This variable was measured in l ine with Lifhin & Chen 's  (2009) and L ificin, 
Urbano, & Guerrero's  (20 1 1 )  measurements, using also add itional questions. 
The focus here was on students from business and engineeri ng majors since 
the l i terature suggested that students from these two disc ip l ines would tend 
more to be entrepreneurs. ( Pratheeba, 20 1 4; Shinnar et a i . ,  2009) .  
Accordingly, this variable would be the major, ascertained by the fo l lowing 
questions: 
1 .  Please indicate the col lege that you are studying at : 
D Business Col lege 
D Engineering Col lege 
D Other (please specify )  
2 .  What major are you studyingf "Options of different business and engineer 
majors were offered" 
3 .  When do YOLl expect to complete your degreef 
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-
D 20 1 6? D 20 1 7? o Later ( i ndicate the year) . . . .  
4 .  I I ave you taken any course or  module that could be considered 
entrepreneurship educat ion during your stud ies? D YesD No 
5 .  I f  yes, please spec ify them: . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
Moreover, si nce international exposure appeared to be an important motivator 
of entrepreneurship in the UAE, addit ional close-ended questions were added 
to ident ify the country and the university name where the respondent was 
studying, as fol lows : 
1 .  Please indicate the country that you are studying in :  
D UAE 
D USA 
DAustral ia 
D Malaysia 
D Canada 
D Other county ( please spec ify) . . . . . .  . 
2 .  Please indicate the name of  the university where you are studying: 
D United Arab University 
D Zayed Un iversity 
DHigher Col leges of Technology 
D The Petroleum Institute ( PI )  
DAn overseas university ( please spec ify) . . . . . . . .  . .  
2 30 
Age 
Gender 
Residential  Emirates 
National ity 
Measured using a c losed-ended quest ion to identi fy the respondent ' s  age in 
years. 
Measured using a closed-ended question to indicate the respondent' s gender. 
This is an extra variable measured in this study - al though it is not included in 
the mode l - to find the emirate that the student belongs to. The respondents 
would be asked the fol lowing closed-ended question : 
In  which Emirate do you l ive? 
D Abu Dhabi 
D Dubai 
D Sharjah 
D Ajman 
D Umm Al Quwain 
D Ras AI Khaimah 
D Fujairah 
Th is variable is not inc luded in the study model ,  but wi l l  help to ident ify the 
respondent's national ity. The respondents would be asked the following 
closed-ended question : 
2 3 1  
Please identi fy your national i ty 
D UAE 
D Other (p lease specify) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
* - Mainly based on L ifian & Chen's (2009) standardized Entrepreneurship Intention Questionnai re ( EI Q),  in i ts l ast mod i fied version (20 1 3 ) . 
- E I Q  fol lows Ajzen ' s  (2002a) methodological recommendat ions on how to construct a TPB questionnai re using composite measures of 
atti tudes and sUbjective norm. 
- The Cronbach Alpha rel iabi l i ty of the E I Q  subscales in previous research ranged from . 76 to . 87 ( Moriano et aI . ,  20 1 1 )  
* *  Considering the UAE context 
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